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ABSTRACT 
 

Participant Reference, Deixis, and Anaphora in Bunong Narrative Discourse 
 

Rebecca Lee Elaine Bequette 
Master of Arts 
with major in 

Applied Linguistics 
 

The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2008 
 

Supervising Professor: Shin Ja Hwang 

This thesis analyzes the resources used in the referring expressions for 

participants in different syntactic environments, as well as the types of referring 

expressions available in Bunong narrative texts. Bunong is a South Bahnaric, Mon-

Khmer language of Cambodia with SVO word order.   

Dooley and Levinsohn’s (2001) Sequential Default and Longacre’s Discourse 

Profile and Discourse Operations methodologies are applied to two third person narrative 

texts to determine default codings and explanations for non-default codings. Zero 

anaphora accounts for over 60% of both subject and non-subject references, illustrating 

that semantic and pragmatic features are significant factors for determining participant 

reference. Referring expressions that are coded more fully indicate episode or smaller 

boundaries, conflict, rank of participants, and highly thematic material. New information 

is usually introduced postverbally before becoming a topic, unless indicated by some 

marked construction. The use of kinship and relational terminology is prevalent and 

conveys information on various levels, such as blood relations, respect, and 

identification.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.0 Introduction 

This study looks at the participant reference system in Bunong1 narrative texts. 

Not only does it detail the various resources used in two third person narratives and one 

first person narrative, but it also examines various syntactic environments and the types 

of referring expression which would be expected. Various types of referring expressions 

for participant reference exist and are partially determined by the relationships of the 

participants within the story. The storyteller may utilitze various kinship and relational 

terminology not only for participants that share a consanguineal relationship, but also for 

those that do not. This study also reveals how the rank of the participant informs the type 

of referring expression used. 

                                                 
1
 I have chosen to use ‘Bunong’ to refer to the language analyzed in this paper since it is a transliteration of 

how the people refer to themselves in Cambodia. In the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005:326) and much of the linguistic and 
anthropologic literature, they are referred to as Central Mnong (CMO) or simply Mnong. 
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1.1 Language background 

The Bunong are an ethnic minority group indigenous to the highland region of 

northeastern Cambodia and southern Vietnam. Bunong speakers reside in Mondulkiri and 

Kratie provinces in Cambodia,2 as well as Song Bé and western Dac Lac provinces in 

Vietnam. According to Gordon (2005:525), there are 52,451 Bunong people with 

approximately 20,000 residing in Cambodia (2005:326). They primarily practice swidden 

cultivation on hillslopes; however, during the Khmer Rouge years many Bunong living in 

Cambodia were relocated and forced to do paddy rice farming.  

Bunong is a Mon-Khmer language of the South Bahnaric subgroup. Other 

members of this subgroup include Stieng, Koho, and Chrau (Thomas and Headley 

1970:406; Diffloth 1974:481). Sidwell (2002) reclassified South Bahnaric as a member of 

the South Central group along with Tampuon and Bahnar. In Figure 1, Sidwell and Jacq 

(2003:4) illustrate the current understanding of the relationship between the South 

Central Bahnaric languages. They refer to the Bunong as Mnong in this figure. 

                                                 
2
 In Cambodia, the Bunong live within the GPS coordinates of approximately N12.06 E106.18 to N13.27 

E107.59. 
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 Bahnaric 
  North Bahnaric 
  West Bahnaric 
  Central Bahnaric 
   North Central 
   West Central 
   East Central 
   South Central 
    Tampuon 
    Bahnar 
    South Bahnaric: Chrau, Koho, Ma’, Stieng, Mnong 

 Figure 1: South Bahnaric family tree (Sidwell & Jacq 2003:4) 
 

There are three dialect groups of Bunong: Central, Southern, and Eastern (Gordon 

2005:525). The data analyzed in this paper belongs to the Central dialect group. The 

Central dialect group can be further divided into the Bunor and Bu Preh dialects, which 

are the two primary dialects in Cambodia. The Bunor cover the central and northern 

sections of Mondulkiri Province, while the Bu Preh are located to the east and across the 

border in Vietnam. There are some lexical differences between the two, but local 

speakers state that they are mutually intelligible. This study represents the Central dialect 

as spoken in Cambodia. 

1.2 Rationale for this study 

Several linguists have documented various aspects of Bunong grammar, most 

notably Phillips (1973a, 1973b) and Vogel (2000, 2001, 2006). Their research has 

focused on the sentence level; therefore, much research is still needed at the discourse 

level. One particular area where a discourse perspective is necessary is in the study of 

participant reference.  

Zero anaphora is a common device used for participant reference, especially in a 

topic chain. Other referring expressions include pronouns, kinship noun phrases, and 
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other noun phrases. A narrative may predominantly use one type of referring expression, 

such as kinship terms, while others use proper names. Are there criteria for choosing one 

type over another? Given the various permutations and types of referring expressions 

available to the narrator, this study will shed light on what rules govern participant 

reference in Bunong narratives.  

Some specific questions to be addressed are: 

(1) What methods are used to track participants within a narrative discourse? 

(2) What informs the narrator in his choice of encoding devices (e.g. interference 

of other participants, hierarchical organization of the text, ranking of 

participants)? 

(3) What role does deixis play on the referring expressions in instances where it is 

not giving information regarding spatial location, person, or time? 

(4) What role does information structure have on how participants are introduced 

or tracked through a narrative? 

Understanding and being able to predict which referring expression best fits in a 

given environment has tremendous potential for translating texts into the Bunong 

language. Knowing how and when to use a particular form leads to increased clarity and 

naturalness of the translated text. Furthermore, this study adds to the body of knowledge 

regarding participant reference.  

1.3 Theoretical framework 

This study takes a discourse approach to understand the participant reference 

system in Bunong narratives. Understanding the environment in which a referring 

expression is placed—at a boundary, within a topic chain, or in a confrontational 
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situation—helps inform the type of referring expression used. When deictic terms relate 

to people, location, or time in the classic sense of the term (e.g. you, here, now), they 

usually can be understood at the sentence level. However, deictics often have 

metaphorical and textual functions (Herring 1994) which only a discourse approach can 

begin to explain.  

One way to frame this study of participant reference is by comparing it to the 

metaphor of dimensions. The first dimension represents the various lexical items used in 

participant reference; the second dimension is the linear sentence progression; the third 

dimension, the hierarchical paragraph and discourse structure; and finally, the fourth 

dimension represents the speaker’s and hearer’s perspectives from a cognitive 

approach—what the speaker chooses to give more importance to (which is marked 

grammatically) and the speaker’s understanding of what the hearer understands. All of 

these factors stay within the bounds of the speaker’s culture and the grammar of his 

language.  

Because of the way language is crafted, the speaker is constrained by a linear 

progression of sentences. Givón’s work on topic continuity (1983) provides a good 

strategy for looking at participant reference from a clause-to-clause perspective. And yet, 

clauses form sentences which are combined into paragraphs and episodes. These 

paragraphs contain information that builds in a narrative, creating a hierarchical, third-

dimension in a discourse. Hinds and Hinds (1979), as well as Fox (1987a, 1987b), 

provide evidence and support for the episode/paragraph structure informing how a 
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referent is coded. Finally, the cognitive science approach represents the ‘fourth 

dimension’ of factors that inform referring expression choice. Chafe (1976), Prince 

(1981), van Dijk and Kintsch (1983), Gundel et al. (1993), and Lambrecht (1994) were 

interested in what was in the minds of the speaker and hearer at the time of utterance and 

how the speaker signals certain information to the hearer with language specific 

grammatical features. Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983:72) give four assumptions regarding 

the processing features of utterances: (1) language users have a limited memory, (2) they 

cannot process many different kinds of information at the same time, (3) production and 

understanding of utterances is linear, and (4) other factors beyond linguistic information 

are required for understanding, e.g. context, knowledge of the world, etc.  

While many methods exist on how to track participant reference, no one approach 

will uncover all of the strategies a speaker has at his disposal when choosing a referent 

form. Therefore, a multi-strategy approach is used to discover the nuances of participant 

reference for the language studied. The methodologies given by Dooley and Levinsohn 

(2001), Longacre (1995), Lambrecht (1994), and Gundel et al. (1993), all contribute to 

the tools used for analysis in this study.  

1.4 Limitations 

This study focuses on three narrative texts to observe the participant reference 

system. Two of the texts are third person narrative folk tales given by different narrators, 

one 572 clauses and the other, 156 clauses. The third text is a first person biographical 

account consisting of 21 clauses. After analyzing these three texts, I briefly compared 
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with eight other available narrative texts to determine the types of referring expressions 

used by the narrator and some factors that influence choosing one particular type over 

another.  

During the time of this study, no Bunong speakers were present with which to 

verify conclusions; however, several speakers of the language were within calling reach. I 

am further limited by my own judgments, especially in the area of determining 

information status. In this area I am projecting what I think a typical Bunong speaker 

would know. These judgments are based on prior conversations and having lived and 

done linguistic research and language development work in a Bunong community for 

three and a half years. However, they are still my opinions.  

1.5 Organization of thesis 

This chapter introduces participant reference and the significance of studying it 

for the Bunong language. Chapter 2 reviews the literature that pertains to participant 

reference in narrative discourse and briefly mentions other research on Bunong and 

related Mon-Khmer languages. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the phonology and 

grammar of Bunong. Chapter 4 explains the methodologies used in the analysis for this 

thesis and how they are applied. Chapter 5 describes the resources used for participant 

reference in the texts studied. Chapter 6 describes various types of referring expressions 

used and factors that determine the best type in different contexts. Chapter 7 explains the 

results of applying Dooley and Levinsohn’s (2001) Sequential Default method. Chapter 8 

presents the Discourse profile of the third person narratives and a discussion of how 
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Discourse Operations inform the referring expressions for all of the texts. And finally, 

Chapter 9 synthesizes the results after applying each method, discusses issues and 

implications of each method, and provides direction for future study.
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Chapter 2  

Literature Review 

2.0 Introduction 

Before beginning this study, it is essential to review the research already done in 

the areas of deixis, participant reference, and discourse. This chapter reviews the 

pertinent literature. 

2.1 Deixis, anaphora, and discourse 

Anderson and Keenan (1985) give a typological context for deictics in all 

languages. While languages vary in the number of deictic expressions available, all 

languages do have a way of encoding I and you, as well as here and there. The classic 

dimensions that deixis covers are spatial location, person, and time. 

While deixis and anaphora are related, Lambrecht provides a clear way of 

distinguishing the two. He states that discourse is divided into two parts (1994:36-7), the 

TEXT-EXTERNAL WORLD and the TEXT-INTERNAL WORLD. He defines the text-external world 

as comprised of (1) speech participants and (2) speech setting, i.e. the place, time, and 

circumstances in which a speech event takes place (1994:36). Lambrecht (1994:38) 

states, “Deictic expressions allow a speaker to directly designate elements of the text-

external world by ‘pointing’ to them.” With these deictic terms, the speaker provides a 
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point of orientation from which an addressee can interpret and relate the given 

expression. Anaphoric expressions are used to relate something in the text-internal world, 

which consists of “linguistic expressions and their meaning” (Lambrecht 1994:37), to a 

discourse representation of a referent, such as she, it, they. Many researchers have shown 

that deixis may give information on numerous levels (not just about location, time, and 

person) and often work in conjunction with anaphoric expressions. 

One level where deixis may operate is to give information on whether one 

referent is more important than another, what Kirsner calls ‘noteworthiness’ (1979:360). 

Researchers working in a variety of languages have found evidence of deictics marking 

certain participants as more prominent (Barr 1979, Herring 1994, Lothers 1996). 

Additionally, deictics may be used to differentiate between information that is new or 

more accessible, and relate to how far back within a text a referent was used, all of which 

relate to givenness (Givón 1983, Kirsner 1979, Prince 1981, Gundel et al. 1993, Herring 

1994). Finally, deixis may indicate whether a participant is performing an important 

action and is therefore foregrounded (Barr 1979, Kirsner 1979, Lothers 1996).  

2.2 Participant referencing approaches 

While participant reference and tracking are well-established and well-researched 

topics in linguistics, various methods and strategies have been use to determine how a 

particular language tracks participants in a discourse. 
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2.2.1 Linear approach to topic continuity—Givón 

In his volume on topic continuity, Givón (1983) takes an in-depth look at the 

correlation between topic continuity and the encoding devices used. Within narrative 

texts, participants are highly topical units. Observing how they are encoded and how long 

a topic persists is one clear application of Givón’s theory as it relates to participant 

reference. He identifies four factors (1983:11) that determine the difficulty or ease a 

hearer has in identifying a topic or participant. These factors are: (1) length of absence 

from the register, (2) potential interference from other topics, (3) availability of semantic 

information, and (4) availability of thematic information. Through his and others’ cross-

linguistic studies, Givón shows that there is an iconic relationship between the referential 

distance (i.e. the number of clauses found between one evocation of a referent and the 

next) and the amount of coding material and possible shifts in word order (1983:18). He 

presents a continuum (which I have adapted and is shown in Figure 2) that correlates the 

type of coding with topic accessibility. 

 more continuous/accessible topic 
  zero anaphora 
  unstressed/bound pronouns (or grammatical agreement) 
  stressed/independent pronouns 
  right-dislocated DEF-NP’s 
  neutral-ordered DEF-NP’s 
  left-dislocated DEF-NP’s 
  Y-moved NP’s (‘contrastive topicalization’) 
  cleft/focus constructions 
  referential indefinite NP’s 
 more discontinuous/inaccessible topic 

Figure 2: Givón’s continuum of topic accessibility (1983:17) 
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This approach of Givón’s is a linear, quantitative approach to participant 

reference, which in certain contexts is helpful. However, it fails to explain participants 

that are either under- or over-coded. Also, it does not take into consideration the 

hierarchical structure of the text or the strategy of some discourses to code one participant 

as more salient throughout an entire text.  

2.2.2 Hierarchical approach to participant reference 

According to Chafe (1987:42), paragraph junctures represent a cognitive shift, 

which is often manifested by “a significant change in scene, time, character 

configuration, even structure, and the like.” Fox, with her studies on discourse and 

anaphora, shows that heavier coding on a referent correlates with certain structural 

boundaries in a text (1987a, 1987b). Tomlin (1987) echoes these findings by stating, “the 

syntax of reference is directly a function of episodic or thematic boundaries at a relatively 

local level” (1987:455). Hinds (1973) and Hinds and Hinds (1979) studied Japanese and 

found that paragraph boundaries constrained how participants were referenced. 

Recognizing that these boundaries exist and influence participant reference forms 

provides another dimension for analyzing the participant reference system.  

2.2.3 Cognitive approach to participant reference 

A third approach for looking at participant reference is from the cognitive science 

background. Talmy (1995:424) succinctly summarizes the impact that cognition can have 

on a discourse.  
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The cultures and subcultures in which the producers and experiencers of 
narratives cognitively participate can constitute a largely coherent cognitive 
system that informs much of the conceptual structure, affectual structure, 
presuppositions, values, and in general, the ‘world view’ of those individuals. 
This culturally based cognitive system within the psychological organization of 
these individuals can affect or determine a set of narrative characteristics.   

In their chapter on discourse strategies, van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) include a section on 

cultural strategies. They partially define this term (1983:81) as knowledge about different 

geographical locations, different social structure, different communicative events, 

different styles and rhetorics, different conceptual ordering of the world and society, etc.  

While the speaker controls the speech act, it is performed in his own cultural 

context. Some areas where cultural context and linguistic forms intersect in Bunong are 

kinship terms of address and the hierarchical levels they denote within their society, 

common geographic locales expressed with deictics, and well-known supernatural or 

other figures in the folklore that are considered common knowledge. This cultural context 

affects the speaker’s choice of referring expressions and what the speaker believes to be 

identifiable for the hearer. For someone outside the culture looking in and studying the 

language, it is important to understand the speaker’s perspective to correctly identify the 

cognitive status a referent may have. Foley and Van Valin’s (1984:324) description of 

Southeastern and Eastern Asian languages’ “discourse cohesion system” states what is 

also true for Bunong: 

 Zero anaphora is heavily used in these languages but assignment of coreference 
is often determined by the subtle use of sociolinguistic variables and is not 
directly signaled in the linguistic form. In particular, honorific speech levels such 
as those found in Japanese and Korean can be exploited for the purpose of 
indirectly specifying reference. 
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In Li and Thompson’s (1979:320) study of Chinese, they found that “The 

fundamental strategy in the interpretation of zero-pronouns in Chinese discourse, then, is 

inference on the basis of pragmatic information provided by the discourse and our 

knowledge of the world.” 

Gundel et al. (1993) studied the correlation between the cognitive status of a 

referent and the form of the referring expression and then applied their theory cross-

linguistically for Mandarin Chinese, English, Japanese, Russian, and Spanish. Their main 

premise (1993:274) is that “different determiners and pronominal forms conventionally 

signal different cognitive states, thereby enabling the addressee to restrict the set of 

possible referents.” They found that six cognitive statuses were relevant in determining 

the referring expression. They represented these cognitive statuses in a givenness 

hierarchy shown in Figure 3. 

In 
focus 

 
> 

 
activated 

 
> 

 
familiar 

 
> 

uniquely 
identifiable 

 
> 

 
referential 

 
> 

type 
identifiable 

{it}  

�
�

�
�

�

�
�

�
�

�

Nthis

this

that

 

 {that N}  {the N}  {indefinite this N}  {a N} 

Figure 3: Givenness hierarchy (Gundel et al. 1993:275) 
 

Each status, as one goes further to the left, entails all the lower statuses on the 

right. From their findings, the statuses were not mutually exclusive; rather, one status 

implied all of the lower statuses, thereby creating an implicational hierarchy. 

Rosén (1996) and Dyvik (1984) considered not only the referential givenness of a 

constituent, but also what Dyvik terms relational givenness. Dyvik (1984:8) defines 
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relational givenness as “the relationship between the referent and the state or process 

denoted by the verb.” Rosén (1996:258) explains that while referential givenness restricts 

the possible referents, it is relational givenness that provides the necessary clues to 

correctly identify the referent. In her research on Vietnamese, which has no inflectional 

morphology and a widespread use of “empty pronouns,” or zero anaphora, Rosén shows 

how vital relational givenness is, especially when one sentence contains multiple 

instances of zero anaphora. She states (1996:255) that the use of an empty pronoun, or 

zero anaphora, signals “that the speaker is so certain that the propositional content of the 

utterance makes clear which referent to supply for a certain syntactic argument of a verb 

that no syntactic argument at all needs to be expressed.” In order for a listener to 

correctly identify a referent of an empty pronoun through relational givenness, Rosén 

(1996:261) states that it 

depends on the listener’s ability to search the immediately preceding context and 
find a proposition that is so similar to the proposition expressed in the utterance 
with empty pronouns that it may be pragmatically inferred that the relation 
between referents and predicates is the same in both cases. 

2.2.4 Information structure, a pragmatic approach 

Not only are the lexical items used for the referring expression important for 

examining participant reference, but also the way the information is presented in 

conjunction with its cognitive status. Lambrecht’s seminal work (1994), Information 

Structure and Sentence Form, provides many insightful comments on how information is 

presented and what is conveyed by its form and grammatical structure. One definition of 

information structure that he gives is (1994:3): “information structure is concerned with 
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the form of utterances in relation to assumed mental states of speakers and hearers.” The 

three most important categories that information structure addresses are (1994:6): (1) 

presupposition and assertion, (2) identifiability and activation, and (3) topic and focus. 

With regard to topic, Lambrecht proposes a Topic Acceptability Scale (1994:165) that 

relates the cognitive status of a referent and the likelihood of it becoming a topic.  

 active most acceptable 
 accessible 
 unused 
 brand-new anchored 
 brand-new unanchored least acceptable  

Figure 4: Topic acceptability scale  

In order for a referent to move up the topic acceptability scale and become more 

acceptable as a topic, Lambrecht discusses two topic-promoting constructions. The first is 

the presentational construction and the second, a left- or right-dislocation.  

2.2.5 Sequential default and VIP approach to participant reference 

Dooley and Levinsohn (2001:112) give three tasks that a participant reference 

system must accomplish: (1) semantic—identify participants unambiguously, (2) 

discourse-pragmatic—signal activation status and prominence, and (3) processing—

overcome disruptions in information flow. For a linguist studying a language, she wants 

to understand how these tasks are accomplished within a text. To uncover the hows, 

Dooley and Levinsohn propose two different methods to address this issue. The first 

method, which they call the SEQUENTIAL DEFAULT STRATEGY, looks at how a referent is 

coded from one clause to the next. The authors recognize that this approach does not take 

into consideration the structure of the discourse. The second method is the Very 
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Important Participant (VIP) strategy which accounts for one referent being more 

prominent than all the others, and is marked in a special way to reflect this status. This 

type of marking on a participant reference can take place on a global level, throughout an 

entire text, or just on a local level.   

In applying the strategies described above, charts are made of all the participants 

and their respective grammatical markings. This chart is then used to determine a default 

encoding depending on the syntactic environment. Once a default is established (which 

often is a result of some sequential strategy), then special cases of under- or over-coding 

can be identified. Cases of under- or over-coding can possibly be explained by 

determining if there is a VIP that informs the referring expressions for a particular 

participant. 

2.2.6 Discourse profile and operations approach to participant reference 

Since participant reference is related to the organization and structure of a 

discourse, it is important to provide a narrative profile. The profile is the “mounting and 

declining tension” as evidenced by the surface structure (Longacre 1981:337). The 

surface structure also reflects the macrosegmentation (the process of dividing a text into 

chunks that match the narrative schema), which then informs divisions in the text that 

correspond to the notional structure of the story—exposition, inciting moment, 

developing conflict, climax, denouement, final suspense, and conclusion. According to 

Longacre (1996:36), the discourse profile of a narrative text is usually comprised of the 

following: title, stage, pre-peak episode, peak episode, inter-peak episode, post-peak 
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episode, closure, and finis. Surface structure clues are important for identifying a peak, a 

portion of text that Longacre (1996:38) describes as a “zone of turbulence.” The peak 

may contain a break from routine marking and be characterized by various prominence-

marking devices. The existence of a peak may help to explain discrepancies in routine 

participant referencing.  

In order to tease out the participant reference system, Longacre (1995) finds three 

variables that influence this system: (1) referential form (noun, pronoun, null reference, 

etc.), (2) participant ranking, and (3) the discourse operations related to participant 

reference. For referential form, he gives a comprehensive list of lexical forms, and yet 

certain forms are language-specific. In isolating languages, shifts in word order may have 

a significant impact and may need to be added to this list. Regarding the rank of the 

participant, Longacre recognizes major participants (central and non-central), minor 

participants (restricted or limited role), and props (human or non-human). The fact that 

the rank of a participant may correspond to some distinct grammatical markings is similar 

to Dooley and Levinsohn’s idea of a VIP. Finally, the third variable Longacre posits for 

influencing participant reference is the discourse operation the participant is performing. 

Figure 5 provides Longacre’s list (1995:702) with additions made by Hwang (2007). I 

have also added an additional discourse operation to their list which is Initiating 

Utterance. 
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 F First mention within a story 
 I Integration into the story as central  
 T routine Tracking  
 R Restaging or reinstatement 
 B Boundary marking episode or sub-episode  
 C Confrontation and/or role change 
 L Locally contrastive/thematic status 
 E Evaluation or comment by narrator 
 A Addressee in dialogue  
 U initiating Utterance 
 X Exit 

Figure 5: Discourse operations 
 

2.3 Bunong and other Mon-Khmer language research 

Some linguistic research on the Bunong language has been published. Sylvain 

Vogel has written an introduction to the language (2006), as well as a paper carefully 

outlining pronoun usage in Bunong (2000). In Vietnam, Richard Phillips also did 

linguistic research on Bunong (Central Mnong) and published two linguistic papers in the 

Mon-Khmer Studies Journal; one addresses vowel variation (1973a) and the other, verb 

constructions (1973b). All of these published studies focus on the phoneme, sentence, or 

phrase level rather than the discourse level.  

While little has been written on Bunong specifically, other Mon-Khmer languages 

provide some interesting phenomena as they relate to this study. Miller and Miller 

(2002:127) in their study of Bru, a Mon-Khmer language, noted that one role of deixis is 

to give a referent “a feeling of more specificity.” Dorothy Thomas did a discourse 

analysis of Chrau, another Mon-Khmer language, and she states (1978:236) that, 

“Another system to keep participants straight is to bring a participant into focus by 

adding a demonstrative after his name.” Burenhult studied Jahai, an Aslian language 
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which is a distinct branch of the Mon-Khmer language family, and he finds that this 

language exhibits a very complex deixis system. He posits eight distinctive deictics 

(2005:84) that encode accessibility,3 exteriority,4 and elevation of location in relation to 

the speaker and addressee.

                                                 
3
 Burenhult (2005:85) describes speaker-anchored accessibility as “associated with referents conceived of as 

in some way accessible to the speaker, e.g. with regard to their proximity, perceptibility, reachability/approachability, 
possession and topicality in discourse. Speaker-proximal location is typical.” Addressee anchored accessible is defined 
by him as (2005:85) “associated with referents considered by the speaker to be ‘cognitively accessible’ to the 
addressee; i.e. referents which have the addressee’s current or previous attention/knowledge. Proximity to addressee is 
common.” 

4
 ‘Exteriority’ takes two perspectives according to Burenhult, depending on whether one is talking from the 

speaker’s or addressee’s position. He defines it as (2005:86) “associated with referents located on the other side of the 
speaker (or addressee) from the addressee’s (or speaker’s) position; distance is irrelevant.”  
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Chapter 3  

Overview of Bunong Grammar 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter describes the phonology and orthographic adjustments used in the 

data, and provides an overview of the grammar.  

3.1 Phonology  

Bunong has 26 consonants (Table 1) and 17 vowels including 15 monophthongs 

(Table 2) and two diphthongs (Table 3). The orthographic representation used in the data 

corpus is given in parentheses where it differs from the phonemic representation.  

Table 1: Consonant inventory 
 Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stops—voiceless ��� ���� ��� ��� ���
Stops— aspirated ���� ����� �����	��
� ����  
Stops— implosive ���	�
� ���	�
�    
Stops— voiced ���	��
� ����	� �)� ���	��
� ���	��
�  
Fricatives      h 
Nasals ��� ���� ��� ���  
Liquids  �������    
Approximants �������  ��������   

 

Table 2: Monophthong vowel inventory 
 Front Central Back 

High ������ �������	��
���������	�
� ��������	 
��������	�
�

Mid ����!� �����"�	"�
�����"��	"
� ������#�	$
�����#��	#
�

Low ����%� �����&�	'
�����&��	&
� ������(�	)�
�����(��	)
�
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Table 3: Diphthongs 
 Central glided-high Close-mid glided-mid 
High  #*�

Low *��  
 

Any of the consonants in Table 1 may occur in the onset of the main syllable. 

Table 4 displays the 14 syllable final consonants of the main syllable.  

Table 4: Syllable final consonant inventory 
 Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stops— unaspirated ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
Fricatives     ���+�
Nasals ����� ����� ����� �����  
Liquids  ���������    
Approximants �����  �����   

 

The 15 monophthong vowels (six long and nine normal length) form a fairly 

symmetric system. Each vowel in Table 2 also has a breathy phonation allophone which 

is conditioned by the voiced stops /�������/.  

The contrast between normal and long length with central and back vowels only 

occurs in closed, main syllables. Length is not contrastive in open syllables, in the 

presyllable, nor before final consonants /+/ and /�/. In open syllables, vowels are always 

long. The only vowel that occurs in the presyllable is /&/ and it is not long in this position. 

When the coda of the main syllable is /+/ or /�/, the vowel always has normal length. The 

three front vowels /��!�%/ have no minimal pairs that show contrast with vowel length 

outside of the above mentioned environments.  

There are two diphthongs as shown in Table 3. They do not occur with voiced 

consonant stops, so they only have clear voice phonation.  
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Phonological words may be monosyllabic, sesquisyllabic, or disyllabic. The 

structure of the main syllable is represented as: Ci (Cm) V (G) (Cf),
5 where G is a vowel 

glide. The following list describes what occurs in each position.  

 Ci = any of the 26 consonants shown in Table 1 

 Cm = /l r w j/ 

 V = any monophthong or diphthong shown in Table 2 and Table 3 

 G = /w j/ 

 Cf = /����������+����������������/ as shown in Table 4 

Sesquisyllabic words are a ‘syllable-and-a-half’  falling in-between monosyllabic 

and disyllabic words (Matisoff 1973:86). Sesquisyllabic words have an unstressed minor 

or presyllable that is often optional, followed by an obligatory, stressed main syllable. For 

sesquisyllabic words, three types of presyllables can occur: N, CV, or CVC. A nasal 

presyllable can be any of the nasals in Table 1, i.e. /�������/. In the CV or CVC 

presyllables, the onset may be any of the following consonants /��������������/. The vowel 

in this presyllable is /&/ which usually reduces to ["�, or even to a zero allophone. If the 

presyllable has a coda, it is either /�-�or�-�/.  

Disyllabic words are distinct from sequisyllabic words in that their unstressed 

syllable is obligatory and may contain a vowel other than /&/. However, the syllable 

structure of the initial syllable is reduced, while the following, main syllable has no 

restrictions. Disyllabic words are rare.  

                                                 
5 The subscripts i, m, and f stand for initial, medial, and final, respectively. 
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3.2 Orthography adjustments  

The Cambodian Ministry of Education, Youth, and Sport approved a Khmer-

based script orthography for creating educational materials in Bunong on March 26, 

2003. A large corpus of texts originally typed in the Bunong orthography have been 

converted to DoulosSIL (IPA) font for linguistic research as described in §4.2. 

Unfortunately, the converted files are not identical to the phonemes described in §3.1. 

The conversion files were based primarily on the Khmer-based orthography since there 

was no published phonology on which to base them. The differences that exist between 

the phonemic and the converted forms are as follows:  

(1) Voiced stops /�������/ are displayed as voiceless stops marked with 

breathiness (��� �������� 
. 

(2) Implosives /��/ are displayed as regular voiced stops (b d). 

(3) The vowel /(/ is displayed as ()
.  

(4) The vowel /�/ is displayed as (�).  
(5) Vowel length is marked differently. While phonemically, normal length  

vowels are unmarked and long vowels are the marked form, e.g. /#�/. In the 

data corpus, long vowels are treated as the default 	#
�and normal length 

vowels are marked ($
.  

These differences can be illustrated as follows: 

 Phonemic   Converted 
 -�%+-� /� ��%+�

� -��(�0-� /� � ��)0�

� -�&#��-� /� �'�#��

� -�(�-� /� �)���

� -����-� /� ����
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Despite these limitations, the converted format without further modification is 

used throughout the rest of this paper. The adjustments are indicated in the respective 

consonant and vowel tables for easy reference.   

3.3 Grammar overview 

Bunong is a head initial, isolating language with no verbal inflection. The basic 

word order is SVO and grammatical constructions often follow the pattern of 

Head:Attribute. 

3.3.1 Word formation 

While Bunong is an isolating language, some morphology exists in the pronoun 

system. In addition, like many other Mon-Khmer languages, Bunong makes extensive use 

of expressives and elaborate expressions. 

3.3.1.1 Morphology 

A nasal presyllable may act as a causative, but not in every case. For example, 

when the syllabic nasal prefix 12�is added to the intransitive verb ��"��‘die’ , it becomes a 

transitive verb ���"��‘to kill’ .  

(1) �)�+� �'�� +%� �2��"��� �'�� �'�� ��� ���

�+3� #��!�� 45� 67852��!� 95� :5.; � <=>� <=; 9 
‘Why are you ordering me to kill him, you there?’   [IS14.086] 

The pronoun system also makes use of affixes. The prefix ��'�2 is used to 

indicate plural number (cf. §3.3.2.2.1). 

(2) ��'�2��'��

?@� 9 
‘they’   
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The suffix 2�% is used to mark possession on pronouns (cf. §3.3.2.2.2).  

(3) �'�� 2�% 
2S.F POSS 
‘yours (feminine)’   

With certain second and third person pronouns, the two words are contracted. In 

(A) �'��B95C�and -�% ‘POSS’  are contracted.  

	A
� �2�% 
3-POSS 
‘his/hers’   

Dollowing the first person pronoun ��)��, the possessive suffix takes the form 2��%�.  

(5) ��)��� 2��% 
1S POSS 
‘mine’   

3.3.1.2 Expressives (ADV.X) 

While Mon-Khmer languages may lack adjectives and not have a great variety of 

adverbs, they make up for this lack with an abundance of words Diffloth (1974) terms 

“ expressives.”  He defines this term (1974:483) as follows:  

These are sentence adverbials that describe noises, colours, light patterns, shapes, 
movements, sensations, emotions, aesthetic feelings, and so on. Some sort of 
symbolism, perhaps based on synaesthesia, is often observable in these words 
and serves as a guide for individual coinage of new words. The forms of the 
expressives are thus quite unstable, and the additional effect of wordplay can 
create subtle and endless, sometimes apparently empty, structural variations. 

Expressives add a nuance of meaning and follow the head they modify. Burenhult 

(2005:114) states, “ They usually serve as syntactically optional adjuncts that add life to a 

narrative.”  Their meaning often stems from some type of onomotopoeia or synaesthesia.  
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 (6) +'�� � ����� 
go sound.of.one.person.walking.alone 
‘(one person) is going walking’  

3.3.1.3 Reduplication and elaborate expressions (EE) 

Total reduplication is used for intensification.  

 (7) �!�� ��)��� ��)��� �'�� ���
beard big big truly DEM3 
‘that really big, long beard’    [IS05.0030] 

An important type of reduplication common to Mon-Khmer languages is 

elaborate expressions (EE). Matisoff (1973:81-2) defines the term: 

An elaborate expression is a compound containing four (usually monosyllabic) 
elements, of which either the first and third or the second and fourth are identical 
(A-B-A-C or A-B-C-B). They characteristically convey a rather formal or elegant 
impression. Skillful speakers sprinkle elaborate expressions liberally through 
their conversation, using four syllables where two would have conveyed the same 
information. 

In (8), the intensifer word is elaborated, so the noun phrase has an A-B-A-C 

structure.  

(8) ��!�� �&�&�&�&���� ����''''�������� �&�&�&�&���� ����!�!�!�!��
become fish really fish EE 
‘(He) became a real fish!’  [Fish 220] 

3.3.2 Phrase level 

Word classes will be discussed in order of their occurrence in the noun phrase and 

the verb phrase.  

3.3.2.1 The N� constituent 

In English the distribution of the “ pronominal”  element one demonstrates that 

adjective modifiers form a constituent with the noun they modify. This constituent is 
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labeled N� (Kroeger 2005:97). In a similar way, the distribution of the third person 

pronoun �'� in Bunong points to an N� constituent which consists of a head noun that 

may be followed by one or more attributes. N� functions as the head of the noun phrase 

(cf. §3.3.2.3). 

 (9) N� — > N (Attribute)*  

As described in the following section the noun attribute(s) may be a specifying 

noun, pronoun, verbal descriptive, verb, or clause. 

3.3.2.1.1 Noun attributes 

Specifying nouns specify a particular type of animal, thing, or place. Specifying 

nouns, e.g. �&�)���‘smelt’ , usually do not occur independently of the head noun.  

(10) �&� �&�)�� 
fish smelt 
‘smelt-fish’   

The noun attribute can be a noun or pronoun indicating relationship (11) or 

possession (12). The abbreviation POSS is used for both.  

(11) �)�� ��)�� 
child 1S.POSS 
‘my child’  

In the following example, the head noun, �)��‘child’ , is followed by a descriptive 

noun, �� ��#� ‘cow’ ,��+��+��E��#��F�!���3��+!�F��E���!�E#����#�#��������&������#EE!EE�#�.���

(12) �)�� �� ��#�� ��)�� 
child cow 1S.POSS 
‘my calf’  
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When a stative verb occurs in the attribute position, it is a verbal descriptive 

(VDES). In example (13), the VDES ��!�� ‘small’  functions as an adjective, modifying the 

noun ��'+�‘back basket’ .6  

(13) �&�� ��������''''++++���� ��!���!���!���!������ �'�� ���+� ��&� 
carry.on.back back.basket small 3S.POSS former one 
‘[She was] carrying her one small back basket.’  [Fish 397] 

The noun attribute may also be a verb.  

(14) ���� �+ � 
person suck 
‘traditional healer’  

The head in (15), �����+ �, and the modifying clause, ��#���� ����, describe a 

traditional birth attendant who is the sentence subject. 

(15) ������ �����������+ �+ �+ �+ �������� ��������#�#�#�#����� �� ����� ����� ����� �������� +'�� �&� ��&��� 
traditional healer hold stomach go to house 
‘The traditional birth attendant went to the house’  

When a kinship term is used as a title, it describes either a consanguineal 

relationship or a complementary relationship which implies power and status. G#��

‘younger uncle’  is commonly used as a term of respect as illustrated in (16).  

(16) �#�� �&�&� 
younger.uncle rabbit 
‘Uncle Rabbit’  

                                                 
6 As with other Mon-Khmer languages, there is no stable distinction between stative verbs and adjectives in 

Bunong. I have chosen to use the the term verbal descriptive following Smith (1979:84).  
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3.3.2.1.2 Compounds 

Compounds, which function as a single noun, are commonly used to represent a 

group or class of things. One type of compound is composed of two taxonomic generics 

used to represent a group.  

(17) ��)� �&� 
pants shirt 
‘clothes’  

It is common to combine closely associated kinship terms into a single intonation 

unit having one meaning.  

(18) �H�� ���" 
mother father 
‘parents’  

3.3.2.2 Pronouns (PRO) 

Syntactically, pronouns take the place of an N� constituent. In other words, they 

take the place of the head noun and any noun attributes. Therefore, pronouns may be 

followed by an emphatic marker or a contrastive marker, a number phrase, and one or 

more demonstratives (cf. §5.2). A pronoun may also be followed by a relative clause (cf. 

§3.3.4.1). There are three types of pronouns: personal pronouns, possessive pronouns, 

and reflexive pronouns. 

3.3.2.2.1 Personal pronouns 

Three pronouns are non-specific for number, viz. +%�which can be ‘1S’  or ‘1PL’ , 

�'� ‘3S’  or ‘3PL’ , and ����‘3S’  or ‘3PL’ . These three are listed under both the singular 
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and plural columns. The prefix ��'�2 (cf. §3.3.1.1) is added to certain second and third 

person pronouns to make them plural. Only the second person pronouns specify gender. 

Table 5: Personal pronouns 
 Singular Plural 
1st Person ��)���

+%� (polite)�
+%� �(polite) 
+!��  (exclusive) 
��)�   (inclusive) 

2nd Person �'� (female) 
�'�  (male) 

��'�2�'�� �(female)�
��'�2�'�� �(male) 
��'�2�'�2�'�� �(female and male)�

3rd Person �'�  
 
���   (indefinite) 

�'�� �
��'�2�'��
����  (indefinite)�

 

Pronouns can have one of three functions in a clause: noun head, appositive, and 

possession. In each case, the pronoun has the same form. I have made an effort to 

disambiguate the sense of the word being used in a particular context using the following 

system, e.g. as noun head ‘1S’ , as appositive ‘1S.APP’  and as possessive ‘1S.POSS’ . The 

latter syntactic possessive construction should not be confused with possessive pronouns 

which make up a separate set of pronouns (cf. §3.3.2.2.2). 

3.3.2.2.2 Possessive pronouns 

The possessive pronoun suffix�is used to indicate possession or identification.7 

This possessive suffix has two forms, 2�% and 2��% (for first person), as described in 

§3.3.1.1. In some cases 2�% may be contracted with the preceding pronoun. This 

possessive pronoun suffix is separate from the syntactic possessive construction in the N� 

(cf. §3.3.2.1.1).  

                                                 
7
 This may be comparable to the possessive particle in Chrau (Thomas 1971:140). 
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Table 6: Possessive personal pronouns 
 Singular Plural 
1st Person ��)��2��%�I���!I�  

2nd Person �2�% 'yours (male)' 
�'�2�% 'yours (female)' 

��'�2�'�2�% 'yours (female)’ �
��'�2�2�%�'yours (male)' 

3rd Person �2�% ‘his, hers, its’  
��2�% ‘their’ s (indefinite)’  

�2�% ‘theirs’  
��2�%�I�+!��E�	���!F����!
I�

 

Possessive pronouns often add a sense of contrast or opposition within the 

discourse. It can also be said to have an accusatory impact (Vogel 2000:461). In the 

following example, the use of the possessive pronoun has an opposing force. The mother 

is scolding the older sister for having interfered with Jii-Mlii’ s fish. The third person 

possessive pronoun �2�% does not specify gender or number. 

(19) ���� �&� ���+� ����2222����%%%%�

�#�C�� &�� +���� 9.?J55 
‘Don't hurt what is hers!’  [Fish 374] 

3.3.2.2.3 Reflexive pronoun (REFL) 

When �!� follows a transitive verb and is coreferential with the subject, it is a 

reflexive pronoun. 

(20) ��� �#+� �'�� ��� �&+� ����!!!!��������

<=>� E�E.old 3S DEM3 say REFL 
‘The older sister said to herself...’   [ Fish 165] 

When �!� follows a noun (whether explicit or zero) or an intransitive verb, it is an 

adverb meaning ‘alone’ , ‘by itself’ , ‘different’ , ‘separate’ . 

(21) ��&� ��"����� ����!!!!�����
rice die alone 
‘The rice died of its own accord.’  
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(22) ��)��� ��&�� ��&�� ����!!!!��������
1S make house separate 
‘I will make a separate house.’   

Context is very important in determining which sense of the word is being used. 

In the following example, �!� occurs with two different transitive verbs. The context of 

the sentence is that the participants are talking about a magic rope and a magic stick. The 

sentence states that the rope can tie something by itself and the stick can hit something by 

itself. The object of the verb, in both cases, is zero. Clearly, �!� is not coreferential with 

the subject; rather, it is an adverb describing how the action took place, i.e. by itself.   

(23) �&��%� �)��� K� ����!!!!����� �)��� ���&��K� ����!!!!����� �� ���� K�� � ��)��2��%�
cord tie [thing] alone stick hit [thing] alone like.that EQUAT 1S.POSS 
‘The rope that8 ties by itself and the stick that hits by itself, they are mine.’  
[IS05.0130] 

3.3.2.3 Noun phrase (NP) 

The N� constituent described in §3.3.2.1 functions as the head of the noun phrase. 

(24) NP — >  (DET) N� (EMPH/CTR) (NumP) (DEM)* 

The N� constituent may be followed by an emphatic marker (EMPH) or a 

contrastive marker (CTR), a number phrase, and one or more demonstratives. A 

determiner may also precede the N� constituent. When a pronoun is used, it substitutes for 

the N� constituent. Each constituent of the noun phrase is discussed in the following 

sections. 

                                                 
8 There is no relative clause in this Bunong sentence, but it is needed in the English gloss to convey the 

correct meaning. 
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3.3.2.3.1 Determiner (DET) 

The determiner �� can precede the N� constituent. This determiner uniquely 

identifies a referent. Often it occurs preceding kinship terms in a noun phrase, which at 

first appears unnecessary. However, understanding that kinship terms are used 

productively for people that share a blood relationship and for people that do not share 

any blood relationship, then the determiner + kinship term clarifies that the kinship term 

is used in a literal sense of the word. In example (20) above, the participant referred to as 

����#+��'�����‘her older sister’  is in fact the girl’ s older, biological sister.   

3.3.2.3.2 Emphatic marker (EMPH) 

When ��� follows a noun or pronoun (whether explicit or zero) it is an emphatic 

marker (EMPH) which serves to highlight its antecedent.  

(25) �&�&��&�&��&�&��&�&����� ������������� ������ +&� �%�+�
rabbit EMPH go.down to earth 
‘The rabbit himself got down on the ground.’   [IS01.030] 

In direct speech, first person references are often zero, but the emphatic marker 

may still be used.   

(26) a. ��� ���� �'�� ��&�� �� ���� �#���
� XCL don’ t 2S.M do this brother.old 

� �.� KKKK���� ���������������� ��&� +'�� �#�� ����
� 1PL.INCL EMPH DEM1 go ask person 
‘Oh, don’ t you do like this son! We9 ourselves here will go and ask them.’   
[IS14.1035] 

                                                 
9
 When a young man is interested in a young lady, the mother, father, and maybe other relatives go and ask 

the young lady’ s parents if they are agreeable to this marriage. The young man, himself, does not go with them on this 
initial visit. 
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The occurrence of ��� in a possessive construction indicates that the possessor 

refers to the subject of the immediate clause.   

(27) ��!+� ��� ������������ ������������ ��������� ��"�� �&� ��&��� �'�'�'�'�������� �������������
after that DET grandmother DEM3 go.back to house 3S.POSS EMPH 
‘Then the grandmother returned to her own home.’   [IS05.0113] 

3.3.2.3.3 Constrastive marker (CTR) 

In this study, I have called � �% a constrastive marker; however, this is a tentative 

label. Vogel (2000:460) treats � �% as another phonological variant of the possessive 

pronoun suffix 2�%. I have distinguished them as two separate words in this analysis for 

two reasons: 1) their distribution is different and 2) both forms can occur in the same 

phrase. The contrastive � �% can follow a noun (proper or common), a pronoun, or a 

possessive pronoun as the following examples illustrate. Whether its function is truly 

contrastive is beyond the scope of this study. It does seem to reflect an accusatory or 

critical evaluation of a situation. 

In the following example, the older sister is tattling to her mother about her 

younger sister's activities. She hopes to accuse the younger sister of wrongdoing. In this 

clause, the older sister uses � �% after the younger sister’ s name, which has an isolating, 

accusatory effect.  

(28) +��� �H�� ��'�� �'�� �'+� �H�� ������������2222������������� � �� �� �� �%%%% 
hey mother look 2S.F say mother Jii-Mlii CTR 
‘Hey Mother, can you believe Jii-Mlii, Mother?’    [Fish 92] 

In the next example, Jii-Mlii has just arrived at the gravesite where people are 

doing the seventh day scaring the ghost ceremony for her. Since she is still living, this 
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ceremony is unnecessary. The use of the contrastive marker as she addresses the crowd 

creates a distance between Jii-Mlii and her understanding of the situation, and the crowd 

who have misunderstood what happened to her. 

(29) �)�+� ��&�� ��������''''����2222����''''����� � �� �� �� �%%%% 
what do PL-2S.F CTR 
‘What on earth are you all doing?’   [Fish 532]  

The contrastive marker � �% can follow a possessive pronoun as seen in (30). 

(30) �)�+� �L�� ��'�� ����2222����%%%%� � �� �� �� �%%%%� � ��� ���+� �&�� �'�� ���� � ��#+� ��#� 
why not see 2M.POSS CTR DEM3 former far truly field bachelorette Joom 
‘Why did you not see (that) Bachelorette Joom’ s field is very far away?’  [IS14.142] 

3.3.2.3.4 Numeral phrase (NumP) 

Quantifiers fall into two types: those used for counting nouns (non-human) and 

those used for counting people. A classifier follows the number (or other quantifier) in a 

numeral phrase.  

The general classifier for things �"���is used whenever a more specific classifier is 

not available.  

(31) ��'�� ����� �&� ��������� ������ ��&�&�&�&����� �"��"��"��"������
hold banana at arm two thing 
‘(You’ re) not even holding bananas in your two arms.’   [Cow 93] 

When a single item is counted, the number ��&� ‘one’  is used with �"��. The pair 

contracts to form ��"�� ‘one thing’ .  

Another word for ‘one’  � �� is used for counting a single item with every other 

classifier. In (32) the noun � � ‘fish basket’  is functioning as a classifier.  
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(32) ��%�+� K� �'�� � �� �� �� ��������� � � � � ����� ������ ��&�&�&�&����� � � � � �����

+&M!� NF�E+,� �!&��3�#�!� F�E+.�&E�!�� ��#� F�E+.�&E�!� 
‘(They) got many (fish)— one to two baskets full!’  [Fish 24]  

The quantification of people utilizes different classifiers depending on the number 

of persons being counted. The default classifier for people is � 0, but Bunong employs 

different classifiers for one person and two people as shown in the following table.  

Table 7: Person classifiers 
Number  PERSON CLASSIFIER MEANING 
� �� (1)  +�'�� one person 
��&� (2)  +'�� two people 
�% (3) or more � 0� three (or any number greater) people 
 

Person classifiers are commonly used following pronouns as example (33) 

illustrates. 

(33) �'�� ������ ��&�&�&�&����� +'+'+'+'����� +#�� ��'�� �� ��#�� �+&�� �)���

9� ��#� �!#��!� still� ��&O!� �#�� �#�!�+!�� &�E# 
‘Those two men continued to graze their cows together.’  [Cow 9] 

3.3.2.3.5 Demonstratives (DEM) 

Demonstratives occur at the end of the noun phrase. Bunong has four sets of 

demonstratives: general (or distance), locative, temporal, and abstract. Counterparts to 

each of these categories have been identified in other Mon-Khmer languages. Smith 

(1979:78) describes three types of demonstratives in Sedang: demonstratives, locatives, 

and temporal demonstratives. In the Bru language, Miller and Miller (2002:125) refer to a 

set of demonstratives which they call abstract deictics. Each type of demonstrative is 

defined in terms of a point of reference.  
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General (or distance) demonstratives describe the location of a referent in terms of 

distance from the speaker and addressee. The three general demonstratives are given in 

Table 8. 

Table 8: General (or distance) demonstratives 
Bunong word Definition Abbreviation 
��&� here, this (proximal) within the sphere of the 

speaker 
DEM1 

�'�� there, that (medial) within the sphere of the 
addressee 

DEM2 

��� there, that (distal) far away and out of sight 
of the speaker and addressee 

DEM3 

 

Demonstratives are often used with verbs of motion. In (34) the proximal 

demonstrative functions as an NP within a prepositional phrase. The speaker uses ��&�

because the younger sister left from her house which is the immediate context.  

(34) �'�� +'�� �'�� ����+� �����&�&�&�&�  
3S go truly from DEM1  
‘She went directly from here.’  [Fish 396] 

In example (35), the speaker has prepared food which is located close to the 

addressee, which is why she uses the demonstrative �'�  'DEM2' when referring to the 

food and the place where she wants him to eat. 

(35) �'�'�'�'����� ��&�� �'�'�'�'����� ��&�� ��#�� ��&� +)��� �&� �'�'�'�'���� 
DEM2 rice DEM2 food eat.rice eat  quickly at DEM2 
‘Rice is there. Food is there. Eat (it) there quickly!’   [Fish 127-9] 

The speaker in (36) uses the distal demonstrative ���to refer to her aunt’ s home 

because it is out of sight from the location of the speaker and the hearers.  
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(36) ��)��� +'�� ����+� �� ����� ���� � ��)��� �&� �������� 
1S go pound fermentation  younger.aunt 1S.POSS at DEM3 
‘I went to pound my aunt’ s fermentation there.’  [Fish 466] 

Locative demonstratives describe the location of a referent in terms of elevation 

relative to the speaker or addressee. There are three locative demonstratives as shown in 

the table below. 

Table 9: Locative demonstratives 
Bunong word Definition Abbreviation 

��� up there— above the horizontal line of speaker LOC3 

�)� over there— same horizontal line of speaker, but not 
within sphere of speaker or addressee 

LOC2 

���� down there— below the horizontal line of speaker LOC1 
 

In (37) the narrator uses ���to indicate that the younger sister’ s house was at a 

higher elevation than the stream. This represents the geographic layout of the land since 

streams are on the valley floor and Bunong villages are built on the hills above.  

(37) ��!+� ���'�� ��"�� � ��)0� �&� ��&��&��&��&����� �������� 
after drop return  alone to house LOC3 
‘After dropping (the fish in the water), (she) returned alone to her home up there.’  
[Fish 85] 

In (38) the mother is speaking to her son and referring to a nearby house. She uses 

the demonstrative �)�because the house is not within the sphere of either of them, but is 

located at the same elevation as the current house they are in. 

(38) �� ��#�� �'�� +'�� �&� ��&��&��&��&����� ����))))� ��+� +%+ 
fiancée 2S.M.POSS go to house LOC2 former EVID 
‘Your fiancée went to the house there.’   [Fish 433] 
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In (39) Smelt-fish uses ��� ‘below’  because the water is located at a lower 

elevation from where Jii-Mlii is, whom he is speaking to in a dream. 

(39) ��'�� �'�� �&� ���'�� ��)��� �&� � �� �� �� �&�&�&�&�� ������������ 
obey 2S.F to drop 1S in water LOC1 
‘(I) instruct you to drop me in the water down below.’    [Fish 74] 

A phrase may contain more than one demonstrative. The prepositional phrase in 

(40) contains a locative demonstrative followed by a general demonstrative. The locative 

demonstrative points to the location of the fiancée up above, on the land (the mother fish 

is speaking and she is located in the water below). The general demonstrative refers to far 

away, out of eyesight for the speaker and the hearer.  

(40) �� ��#�� �'�� ��'�� ���+� ��������� ��������� +'��
fiancée 2M.POSS call from   LOC3 DEM3 HORT 
‘Your fiancée is calling from up there, ok!’     [Fish 262] 

Temporal demonstratives describe a referent in terms of distance from the time of 

speech. Bunong has two temporal demonstratives.  

Table 10: Temporal demonstratives  
Bunong word Definition 
�'�� still to come, more 

��+� former, already mentioned 
 

In (41) the demonstrative �'� at the end of the time phrase makes it explicit that 

the speaker is pointing to time in the future. As an adverb �'� also has the sense of ‘more, 

further’ .  

(41) ��"�� ��&���� �'�'�'�'����� ��'�� �'�� �&� ������� ��&�� �&� ��)���
side here more instruct 2S.F to transport rice to 1S 
‘Shortly after this, (I) instruct you to bring rice to me’   [Fish 102] 
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In (42), ��+�‘former’  at the end of the noun phrase places the event of shooting 

the fish in the past.  

(42) ��)��� ���%+� �&� �'�� �'�� �&� �'�� � ��������++++ 
1PL.INCL slash fish 3S shoot fish 3S.POSS former 
‘We have already filleted her fish, shot her fish’   [Fish 380] 

One final category of demonstratives are what Miller and Miller (2002:125) refer 

to as “ abstract deictics.”  It is common to say “ like this,”  or “ like that”  when referring to 

things in a general or abstract way. At this point I am hypothesizing that the abstract 

demonstratives are contractions because of similar constructions in other Mon-Khmer 

languages.10 The distal abstract deictic is very common in direct speech and can have the 

senses of ‘like that, therefore, really’ . The table below gives the general demonstrative in 

the first line followed by the contracted abstract deictic in the second line.   

Table 11: Abstract demonstratives 
 Proximal Medial Distal 
General 
demonstrative 

��&�‘this’  �'��‘that’  ���‘that’  

Abstract 
demonstrative 

��&�‘like this’  ��'��‘like that’  �� ����‘like that’  

 

 (43) K� ������ �� ��� ��� ��� ������������� �� ��� ��� ��� ����������
 live like.that like.that 
‘(They) lived like that, like that.’  [Fish 5] 

(44) ��)��� �L�� ��"��� �'+� ��!�� ��������''''����� �
1S NEG think that become like.this 
‘I did not think that (the fish) would become like that.’  [Fish 168] 

                                                 
10 In Chrau the final particle �&�$� ‘like that, so, thus’  is a compound of the word �& ‘like’  and �$� ‘that’  

(Thomas 1971:99). Richard Watson (per. comm.) has comfirmed a similar process in Pacoh.  
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3.3.2.4 Verb phrase 

The verb phrase, according to Phillips (1973b:130), consists of a (Preverbal) + 

(Auxiliary verb) + Head verb + (Postverbal). The order of constituents in the verb phrase, 

including the object, is shown in (45) and discussed in the following sections: 

(45) VP — > (Preverbal) (Auxiliary verb) V (NP[Obj]) (Postverbal) 

3.3.2.4.1 Preverbal 

Preverbals include negators (�# ‘not’ , �L� ‘not’ , �! ‘not yet’ , ��� ‘don’ t’ , ��&�� � 

‘forbid’ ) and the reciprocal preverbal �"�� ‘RECP’ . Preverbals do not occur without a 

verb. 

(46) K� �#�#�#�#� ���� �� �&�� �&�!� �#+�
 NEG have NMLZ worry NEG 
‘(I) do not have any worries.’  [Cow 21] 

(47) ��!+� ��� K� ����"�"�"�"������ �&�'�� �'� 
after that  RECP argue very.much 
‘After that (the two sisters) argued with each other.’  [Fish 52] 

3.3.2.4.2 Auxiliary verb 

Auxiliary verbs precede and modify a verb. They are distinguished from 

preverbals in that auxiliaries are negatable. Phillips (1973b) gives a list of auxiliary verbs 

which is adapted in Table 12. Most may occur alone as an independent word. Their 

meaning as an auxiliary is related, but not identical to their meaning as an independent 

word.  
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Table 12: Auxiliary verbs 
Bunong Word English gloss as an auxiliary verb English gloss as a single word 
�)��� ever meet 
+#�� continue, still remain 
��%+� accomplished have, EXIST 
����� remaining in a state or act be at; sit 
�%�� in the process of going move, lead, bring 
� ���� can, be able to  win 
��"� repeat return 
��&�� dare brave 
� �� about to want 
��'�� do helpfully treat with medicine 
�+%� recently new 
�%��� completed, finished  all  
�'�� customarily, typically, ever ---- 
�'�� on time ---- 
�)��� cause give, put 
 

The auxiliary verb precedes the main verb. 

(48) �)�+� ����%�%�%�%������ ��"���
sib.young completed die 
‘Younger sister is completely dead.’  [Fish 363] 

A preverbal, e.g. ���, may precede the auxiliary verb. 

(49) �'�� ������������� +#�+#�+#�+#�� ���)��� �&� ��)��� �#+ 
2S.M don’ t still think about 1S NEG 
‘Don’ t keep thinking about me!’   [IS14.089] 

3.3.2.4.3 Head verb 

The head of the verb phrase can be a single verb or a serial verb construction 

which is often a sequence of events expressed as several head verbs.  

(50) K� ������������������������ ��������)�)�)�)��������� �����&�&�&�&� K� �'��
 roast cook eat  really 
‘(They) really roasted, cooked, and ate (the fish).’   [Fish 300] 

Verbs can be intransitive or transitive as illustrated in §3.3.3. 
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3.3.2.4.4 Postverbals 

Postverbals include: �%�� ‘complete’ ; � ����‘simply, only’ ; the intensifier �'� ‘truly, 

really’ ; and final negative markers such as �#+�‘NEG’ .  

(51) K� ��!�� � �� �� �� ���������� �&�
 become simply fish 
‘(The shirt) simply became a fish.’  [Fish 291] 

Both �'� and �%�� can occur with the intensifer (INT) +#, as in +#��'��‘very truly’ . 

In (52a) the verb ��& ‘eat’  is followed by an expressive �� �&�� ‘without ceasing’  and further 

modified by the combination +#��%�� ‘INT complete’ . (52b) shows a single postverbal 

modifying the verb.   

(52) a. ��&� ��%��� �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&������ +#+#+#+#���� ����%�%�%�%����� 
 eat k.o.tuber ADV.X INT complete 

 b. � �"�� ����''''����� ��)��� �! 
 tired.of truly 1S VOC.M 
‘All (I) had to eat were tubers. Totally sick (of them), I was!’  [IS14.224] 

Postverbals also include final negative markers which signal the end of a negated 

verb phrase as illustrated in examples (46) and (49) above. The latter is repeated here 

with the pre- and postverbal negators in bold. Postverbal negators cannot occur without a 

preverbal negator; however, the postverbal negative marker is optional. The presence of 

the final negative marker usually carries a stronger negatory force.  

(53) �'�� ������������� +#�� ���)��� �&� ��)��� ����#+#+#+#+ 
2S.M don’ t still think about 1S NEG 
‘Don’ t keep thinking about me!’    [IS14.089] 
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3.3.3 Clause types 

The three main types of clauses are intransitive, transitive, and nonverbal. 

3.3.3.1 Intransitive clause 

Intransitive clauses do not have object complements. There are three types of 

intransitive clauses: general, reciprocal, and stative (attributive). Examples of general 

intransitive clauses are below.  

(54) �&� ��'�� ����������������� � ��� 
old.uncle PN sit only 
'Uncle Krak just sat.'  [ER5] 

(55) �&�&�� �P��P��P��P����� ����� �&� �&�&� ��&. 
rabbit sleep at meadow grass 
'The rabbit slept in the meadow.' [ER7] 

The reciprocal intransitive clause is marked by the preverbal reciprocal marker 

illustrated in example (47) above.  

Finally, stative verbs are another example of intransitive clauses. Examples are 

given below. Other examples of stative intransitive verbs are given in §3.3.3.3.2. 

(56) �&� ��'�� �#� �'�'�'�'���� 
old.uncle PN not happy 
'Uncle Krak is not happy.'  [ER5] 

3.3.3.2 Transitive clause 

In transitive clauses, the unmarked word order is for the subject to precede the 

verb and the direct object follow the verb. 

(57) �"�� ��+� � �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����� ���+&� � ���+� �'�� 4QRS 
RECP hurt PN chase.away PN from year 1975 
‘In the fighting, Lon Nol chased away (King) Sihanouk in 1975.’    [LS01.009]  
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Some verbs appear to be intransitive because they rarely occur with an explicit 

object. Careful analysis is needed to ensure that the object is not left implicit. The verb 

��#� ‘eat rice’  can have only one object, namely, ��'� ‘rice’ . Therefore, it is not 

surprising that this verb often occurs without an explicit object. Another verb, ��&�, is 

used for eating anything other than rice. The object of this verb is often left implicit as it 

is either ‘food’  or something recognizable from the immediate context. The combination 

��#����&�often occurs together and means ‘eat a meal,’  or literally ‘eat rice and eat food’ . 

When used together as a combination, the object is rarely explicit since it is already 

understood.  

(58) �� �&�� �&� �&�)�� ��� �����#��#��#��#����� ���� �����&�&�&�& 
bachelor fish smelt DEM3 eat.rice eat 
'Bachelor Smelt-fish ate (a meal).'  [Fish 176] 

A locative transitive clause, as Alves defines it (2006:97), is a clause whose verb 

requires a subject, an object, and a locational goal. Phillips (1973b) classifies these verbs 

as deposit verbs. In the following examples, the locational goals are encoded as 

prepositional phrases. 

 (59) ��!+� ��� ��0� ���&+� ��+� ��&� �)��)��)��)������ �&� �&�&�&�&���� ��#���#���#���#����� ���������&+�&+�&+�&+���� �������� 
after that pick.up pot from DEM1 put fish at inside pot DEM3  
'Then (she) picked up a pot from here and put the fish inside that pot.'  [Fish 60-1] 

It is common for one or more arguments to be zero.  

(60) K� ������'��'��'��'����� K� ����&&&&���� � �� �� �� �&�&�&�&����� ��������)�)�)�)��������� ������������  
 drop  at water pool LOC1 
‘(She) dropped (the fish) into the pool of water below.’  [Fish 78] 
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Speech verbs have two arguments, the speaker and the speech. The addressee  

often occurs in a prepositional phrase.    

(61) ��� �#+� �'�� ��� ��������))))����� �&� �#�� � �� ���
DET sis.old 3S.POSS DEM3 tell to uncle PN DEM3 
‘Her older sister told Uncle Nhot, “ (quote).”  ’  [Fish 205] 

3.3.3.3 Nonverbal clause types 

Since Bunong does not have a copula, the predicate in equative, attributive, and 

locative clauses is expressed by the nominal, descriptive, or demonstrative constituent, 

respectively.  

3.3.3.3.1 Equative clause 

Two consecutive noun phrases can be interpreted as an equative clause if they are 

presented as equivalent. The following is an example of an equative clause. While 

Bunong has no copula, a zero equative is made explicit for purposes of illustration only. 

(62) �'+� �� ���� �)�� �� ��#�� �'�� KKKK� �)�� �� ��#�� ���. 
say like.that child cow DEM2 EQUAT child  cow 3.NDEF 
‘Therefore, that calf is someone else’ s calf.’   [Cow 149] 

3.3.3.3.2 Attributive clause  

In a noun phrase with a VDES, a stative verb follows and modifies a noun (cf. 

§3.3.2.1.1). In an attributive clause, a stative verb is the main verbal element within the 

clause. The Tiger challenges Elephant to a contest in the form of an if/then statement in 

example (63). The conditional statement includes an attributive clause.  
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(63) �'+��'�� ��%�� ����%�%�%�%��������� ��������� � � � �������� ������ �������������� ��&���&���&���&����� �'�'�'�'����� ��!+� ��� �'�� ��&� ��)�� 
if 2S.M roar all animal forest afraid 2S.M after that 2S.M eat 1S 
‘If you roar (and) all the animals of the forest are afraid of you, then you (can) eat 
me.’   [IS01.002] 

In example (64) �'� ‘happy’  is an adjectival predicate. 

(64) ��!+� ��� ��+� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������%%%%++++���� ��&0��&0��&0��&0 
after that XCL happy have squirrel 
‘After that, wow, (he) was happy (that he) got the squirrel!’  [IS07.037] 

3.3.3.3.3 Locative clause 

Example (35), which includes two locative clauses, is repeated here and each 

clause is separated. When a demonstrative precedes a noun it should be understood as a 

locative clause. 

(65) �'�'�'�'�������� ��'��'��'��'���� 
DEM2 rice.cooked  

� �'�'�'�'�������� ��&���&���&���&��  
DEM2 soup 

 ��#�� ��&� +)��� �&� �'�� 
eat.rice eat IMP at DEM2  
‘Rice is there. Soup is there. Eat (it) there quickly!’  [Fish 127-9] 

3.3.4 Subordinate clauses 

There are three main types of subordinate clauses: relative clauses, complement 

clauses, and adverbial clauses. In this section, the subordinate clauses are enclosed with 

square brackets.  
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3.3.4.1 Relative clause (RC) 

Like most SVO languages, Bunong has postnominal relative clauses, with the 

modifying clause following the head noun. Bunong uses the gap strategy, where the 

coreferential head noun is deleted from the RC, making the relativized argument zero. 

Additionally, RCs are signaled by the use of a relativizer �� whose form is invariable.  

(66) ��)��� �&�'�� �&��%+� N��� K�� ��&� �!�,� �)� �H��
1S buy elephant REL GAP eat grass there PRT 
‘I bought the elephant that is eating grass there!’   (Vogel 2006:92) 

While English rarely uses RCs to modify a pronoun, there appear to be few 

restrictions on what type of noun may be modified by a RC in Bunong. As (67) shows, 

pronouns may be modified by a RC.  

(67) �'�� N��� K� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� ��,� �&�'��
3S REL GAP graze cow male DEM3 argue 
‘That one who grazed a bull argued,...’  [Cow 136] 

According to Keenan and Comrie (1977:66), the positions in the relative clause 

that can be relativized form a hierarchy and, “ the relativizability of certain positions11 is 

dependent on that of others.”  The resulting Accessibility Hierarchy is illustrated in (68). 

The hierarchy shows that the subject is the most accessible for relativization. Moving 

further to the right, the possessor (genitive) is the least accessible. 

(68) SU > DO > IO > Object of adposition > POSS (Keenan 1985:147) 

                                                 
11

 The word 'position' in this definition can be misleading since the items in the hierarchy do not refer to 
spatial position or linear arrangement. It is more accurate to use the general term ‘grammatical function’  in place of the 
word ‘position’ . 
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In Bunong, both subject and direct object may be relativized, but relativization of 

the direct object is rare. In (69) the direct object, the water buffalo, is relativized and 

fronted.  

(69) �&��� N��� K�� �'�� ���%+� K� ����� ��+,� K� ��&� �&�%� �
buffalo REL [3PL] too.late slash GAP TSM former  eat ADV.X  
‘The water buffalo that (they) had already butchered, (a large group) devoured!’   
[Fish 569] 

3.3.4.2 Complement clause 

The verb �'+�‘say’  has been grammaticalized to function as a complementizer for 

verbs of speech and cognition. This grammaticalized usage of the verb ‘say’  is not 

uncommon in many African and Asian languages (Hopper & Traugott 1993:14). In (70), 

the complementizer �'+ is used following ��#� ‘suspect’ , a verb of cognition. 

(70) ��)��� ��#���#���#���#����� �'�'�'�'++++� N�� ��#�� �'�� �'�, 
1S suspect COMP fiancée 2S.M.POSS truly 
‘I suspected that she was really your fiancée.’  [Fish 459] 

No complementizer is necessary with verbs of perception (see, hear, etc.) or 

desire (want, allow, hope, request, etc.). 

(71) ��!+� ��� �'�� N��� ��� �'�� ��&�� �&,�
after that request DET grandmother 3S.POSS make crossbow 
‘Then (he) requested that his grandmother make him a crossbow.’  [IS07.002] 

3.3.4.3 Adverbial clause 

Adverbial clauses are used for conditionals, time, location, manner, etc. Adverbial 

clauses may or may not make use of a subordinating conjunction.  

A conditional margin may be introduced by the subordinating conjunction �'+.  
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(72) [�'�'�'�'++++� �'�� ���)�,� �'�� �)��� � �&�� ��� �&� ��)��� �#+� �"�� 
if 2S.F cook 2S.F put.aside rice rice.water for 1S sis.old ok 
‘If you cook rice, you put aside the rice water for me, ok older sister?’  [Fish 337] 

The subordinating conjunction �'+ for a conditional margin may be optional. 

(73) [�)�� ��)��,� ��)��� �)��� �'��
first 1S 1S wait 2S.M 
‘(If) I'm first, I'll wait for you.’  [Cow 64] 

A circumstantial margin may be introduced by ��%�+. 

(74) N��������%�%�%�%�++++� �� ��#�� ���)��� ��)��,� � �"��� ��%�+� �)�� �� ��#���%� �'��
CIRC cow male 1S.POSS RESULT have child cow female 2S.M.POSS 
‘Because of my bull, your cow had a calf.’   [Cow 42] 

A time margin may be introduced by the subordinating conjunction ��!+. 

(75) [��������!+!+!+!+� ��&� ���)��� +�'�� ��,� � �� �'+ 
after eat eggplant type DEM3 Nhut say 
‘After (she) ate that eggplant, Nhut said, “ (quote).”  ’    [Fish 279] 

Time and location margins may be introduced with the verb �)��.�T��	76
��+�E�M!���

is modified by the addition of��!��‘almost, close’ . 

(76) N�!�!�!�!�������� �&�&�&�&���� ����)�)�)�)������ �"��� � �&�� ��,� �'�� ��&�� �&� ���
close to arrive edge water DEM3 3S hide at DEM3 
‘Getting close to the water's edge, she hid there.’   [Fish 153] 

A reason margin can be introduced by the conjunction � ��&��2�&�‘because’ .  

  (77) [� ��&�� ��&�� ��&�� ��&�����2222�&�&�&�&� �L�� ��"��� �'�� ���+,� ��!�� �'�� �'�� +'�� �#+� ��'��
because not know know former become order 2S.M go go.out body 
‘Because (I) did not know then, (I) succeeded in ordering you to (throw) your body 
go out (of the water).’    [Fish 463] 
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Chapter 4  

Methodology 

4.0 Introduction 

Three narrative texts were chosen to analyze following the Dooley and Levinsohn 

(2001) Sequential Default model and the Longacre and Hwang (forthcoming) Discourse 

Operations model. Discourse profiles were done for the two third person narratives, but 

not the first person narrative.  

Each of the models approach the texts differently. The Sequential Default model 

provides a method for distinguishing subject and nonsubject contexts in order to facilitate 

the identification of default encodings where possible. Once the various contexts for each 

participant is identified, then a default can be hypothesized from the statistical counts. 

This model approaches participant reference from a syntactic angle.  

The Discourse Profile and Discourse Operations Model approach participant 

reference from a descriptive angle. The profile describes the rising and falling tension 

found in narratives based on surface features within the text. The discourse operations 

explain instances of under- or over-coding by the discourse operation in which a 

participant is involved.  
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The two longer texts are third person narratives, from which most of the 

hypotheses were tested and conclusions drawn. The third text, a first person narrative, 

provided a separate, yet related text to make comparisons. Table 13 gives a list of the 

texts along with other pertinent information. 

Table 13: Bunong texts 
Bunong title Abbrevi-

ated title 
Text type Narrator Date 

recorded 
Clause 
count 

������ �%+��)���� ��#� 
story birth child cow 
‘Story about the Birth of 
a Calf’  
 

Cow Third-person 
narrative 

Kruuy Chet 
(male) 

May 2002 156 

������� �&����&��&�)���
story bachelor fish smelt 
‘Story about Bachelor 
Smelt-fish’  
 

Fish Third-person 
narrative 

Pjol Chroot 
(female) 

Feb. 2002 572 

��)���&���!+���!��
telling NMLZ life able 
‘Life History’  

Life First-person 
narrative 

Mlong Chon 
(male) 

May 2002 21 

 

4.1 Text selection 

Both of the third person narrative texts were chosen because they were self-

contained stories that involved different types of referring expressions for the 

participants. The Cow story primarily uses pronouns and restrictive relative clauses to 

identify its main participants, while the Fish story predominantly utilizes kinship terms. 

Finally, the first person narrative provides another perspective for doing participant 

referencing, as well as referencing well-known personages from history.  

Texts were chosen whose main participants are not solely personified animals 

because the variety of references is limited in these texts. Usually the basic-level type of 
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the animal serves as the referring expression, similar to a proper name, e.g. Tiger, 

Monkey. Another factor in choosing these texts was their length. Many Bunong oral folk 

tales are narrated over a span of several hours and would have been difficult to study 

because of their length. One fully interlinearized text, the Cow story, is included in 

Appendix A.  

Following is a summary of each narrative to orient the reader to the story plots. 

1) Summary of the Cow story:  There are two men from the same village who 

herd their cattle together. One has a cow and the other has a bull. One day the cow gives 

birth to a calf. Afterwards, the owner of the bull claims that the calf belongs to him. The 

two men argue about who rightfully owns the calf. Finally they agree to gather a group of 

elders to help them arbitrate the issue. The owner of the bull finds an elder first, while the 

owner of the cow runs into Uncle Rabbit. The cow owner asks Rabbit to help, which he 

agrees to do. When the time comes for the meeting, everyone arrives except for Uncle 

Rabbit. He arrives late and states the reason is because his uncle just gave birth to a child. 

The group of elders are incredulous! Then the bull owner states that he has never heard of 

a man giving birth to a child. Uncle Rabbit responds that if his uncle could not have a 

baby, then a bull could not give birth to a calf! The owner of the bull is so embarrassed 

that he leaves the gathering on the pretense that he needs to use the toilet. 

2) Summary of the Fish story:  Legendary figures Uncle Nhot and Uncle N’ euy 

invite Jii-Mlii, her older sister Jii-Mpoon, and other young women from the village to go 

fishing. Jii-Mlii catches a smelt fish which the older sister wants to roast and eat. 
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However, Jii-Mlii wants to raise the fish, allowing it to get bigger. That night, Jii-Mlii 

dreams that the fish instructs her to return him to a stream, which she does the next 

morning. She dreams a second time and the fish instructs her to bring him food. When 

she does this, she finds out that he is really a handsome bachelor who wears a fish shirt, 

making him appear like a real fish. The two of them end up falling in love and getting 

engaged. 

Throughout these activities, the older sister sneaks behind Jii-Mlii and watches all 

these events. She becomes envious of this handsome bachelor, so she and the two uncles 

get Jii-Mlii to go away for a while under the pretext that her aunt needs her help. The 

older sister then calls the fish, just like she has seen her younger sister do, and the fish 

jumps out of the water. The uncles shoot the fish. Then the uncles and Jii-Mpoon divide it 

up and cook it for their next meal. However, the actual fish-man does not get killed, it is 

only the fish shirt that the bachelor throws out of the water that gets shot. When Jii-Mlii 

returns home and sees a fish’ s tail in the food, she suspects something is wrong. She goes 

to the stream to call her fish, but he does not come. Instead, she finds fish bones near the 

stream. That evening Jii-Mlii ‘kills’  herself, but in reality she goes to meet up with her 

fiancé, Bachelor Smelt-fish. She finds him and they get married.  

After some time, Jii-Mlii and her husband, Bachelor Smelt-fish, return to her 

village because she misses her parents. The day they arrive, her parents are doing the 

seventh day ‘scaring the ghost’  funeral ceremony because they believe Jii-Mlii has died. 
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When they realize that she is not dead, everyone is happy and the couple lives happily 

ever after.  

3) Summary of the Life story:  Mlong Chon’ s life history begins when he is six 

years old and he sees American planes, tanks, and soldiers bombing the province where 

he lives, making everyone flee to the forest. He states that he lived through two different 

eras and two different periods of fighting: first, in 1970, when Lon Nol took control of 

Cambodia by driving out the king; and then in 1975, when Pol Pot chased out Lon Nol. 

Mlong Chon goes on to explain how terribly Pol Pot and his soldiers treated everyone, 

including the Bunong. He explains how in 1979, there was a “ family”  who saw the 

suffering of the Cambodian people and felt pity for them and H.E. Hun Sen12 was their 

“ father.”  He, along with H.E. Heng Samrin and H.E. Chea Sim, fought against the 

“ tiger” , Pol Pot, and rescued the people of Cambodia out of the hand of this dictator. 

These men made it possible for families to provide for themselves and send their children 

to school.  

4.2  Preparation of texts 

The three texts used in this study were identified from among a corpus of over 

one hundred that were recorded, transcribed, and published by Bunong nationals working 

for International Cooperation Cambodia (ICC).13 The texts were previously published 

using the government approved orthography described in §3.2 for use in ICC’ s Bunong 

                                                 
12

 H.E. is an abbreviation for His Excellency. 
13

 International Cooperation Cambodia (ICC) is a non-government organization based in Cambodia 
<http//:www.icc.org.kh>. ICC has been involved in development work in Cambodia since 1991. The Bunong project, 
which I have been a part of, is one of several projects where ICC has helped establish bi-lingual educational programs. 
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literacy program. All three texts are used with the permission of ICC. Electronic copies of 

the texts were obtained in Legacy format from the ICC READ project office in Saen 

Monourom, Mondulkiri province. The resulting Legacy formatted files were converted to 

IPA Unicode format using TECkit v2.114 with mapping files developed by our colleague, 

Dr. Diethelm Kanjahn. Each of these texts was then imported into the computer program, 

The Field Linguist’s Toolbox v1.5.115, and interlinearized. After adding a free translation 

for each clause, the texts were charted in Excel following Longacre and Levinsohn’ s 

(1978) approach to charting discourse texts.  

4.3 Charting 

4.3.1 Discourse chart 

The Excel charts enabled the text to be analyzed clause by clause, with the linear 

order of each constituent maintained. The texts were charted to identify and distinguish 

initial and final sentence elements. The chart is divided into four main sections: 

introducers and left-dislocated elements, preposed elements, independent clause, and 

right-dislocated elements (Dooley & Levinsohn 2001:68). The organization of the chart 

allows preposed elements and subordinate clauses to be easily distinguished from the 

main clause. The chart also requires that decisions be made regarding which syntactic 

elements are zero, a common occurrence in Bunong. Many times a decision had to be 

made whether or not a verb had a zero argument.  

                                                 
14

 The software is available at <http://www.sil.org/computing/catalog/index.asp>. 
15

 The software is available at <http://www.sil.org/computing/catalog/index.asp>. 
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4.3.2 Dooley and Levinsohn sequential default chart  

After charting each of the texts, four additional columns were added to the right 

for completing the Dooley and Levinsohn tracking method (2001:127). These additional 

columns have the following headings: 1) Subject environment and referring expression, 

2) Coding, 3) Non-subject environment and referring expression, and 4) Coding. In the 

Coding column, after the environment for each subject and non-subject was identified, 

the coding for each referring expression was marked as either default (D), under-coded 

(U), or over-coded (O). Marked word order was also considered in making this 

determination. For example, a motion presentational construction, where the subject 

follows a verb of motion, is a marked construction. While it is not an example of over-

coding per se, I placed it in the over-coded category to signal that the referring expression 

occurs in a marked, topic-promoting construction (cf. §2.2.4).  

Although Dooley and Levinsohn recommend indexing each participant with a 

number, I used full noun phrases to label the participants to keep better track of them. 

Bunong relies heavily on zero anaphora for both subjects and non-subjects that have 

already been activated, so it was less confusing to state the participant explicitly. Often a 

zero would refer to one or more participants, depending on the context. The environment 

of each reference was then identified according to the following descriptions provided by 

Dooley and Levinsohn (2001:130-31). 
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 S1 same subject as preceding independent clause 
 S2 subject is addressee of a direct or indirect speech reported in the preceding clause16 
 S3 subject is a non-subject in the preceding independent clause 
 S4 other changes of subject than those covered by S2 and S3 

Figure 6: Sequential default subject environments  

 N1 referent is in the same non-subject role as preceding independent clause 
 N2 referent is addressee of reported direct or indirect speech and subject in the preceding 
   independent clause  
 N3 referent is involved in preceding clause in a different role other than N1 and N2 
 N4 non-subject referent does not occur in preceding clause  

Figure 7: Sequential default non-subject environments 
 

The first mention of a participant was given the label Intro; thereafter it was 

labeled according to one of the environments described above.  

Several times the data did not strictly match the subject and non-subject 

environments described in Figures 6 and 7. I extended the S3 environment to include a 

plural subject that encompasses both the subject and the object participants of the 

previous clause. Another instance where the four different environments for the subject 

did not fit the data well was when a subject changed from a plural to a singular subject. In 

this situation, two or more participants are the subject in the previous clause and then in 

the next clause, just one of the participants is referred to. When the subject changes from 

a plural subject to a singular subject, I assigned an S4 label because the subject was not 

the exact same as the subject in the previous clause, neither was it an addressee or the 

non-subject in the previous clause.  

                                                 
16

 For both the S2 and N2 categories, “ direct or indirect speech”  was added to Dooley and Levinsohn’ s 
(2001:130) original definitions of these categories. 
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I only kept track of subjects and non-subjects that occurred in independent 

clauses. After charting both of the third person narratives, very few references to 

participants occur outside of an independent clause.  

Only participants were tracked and not props, since props did not play a 

significant role in any of the texts. In the Fish story, while the fish and the ‘fish shirt’  

could be considered props, they were tracked with the other references to Bachelor 

Smelt-fish since the ‘fish shirt’  is really a disguise for him.  

The material within quoted speech was not labeled, since quoted speech presents 

a different set of variables. However, the quote formula preceding the quoted material, 

when one existed, was included in the analysis. Sometimes the quote formula consisted 

only of a verb. In this situation, the speaker and the addressee were both given a zero 

reference. If no speaker, speech verb, or addressee was given, then this was not included 

in the counts.  

4.3.3 VIP coding chart 

Although Dooley and Levinsohn do not include a VIP coding chart in their 

description, I found it very helpful to reorganize the data from the sequential default chart 

into a format which made it easier to identify patterns between the various participants 

and the referring expressions used. The VIP coding chart also allowed me to quickly 

identify which referring expression was used for which participant(s) and how frequently 

they occurred. To create the VIP coding chart, all the participants are listed along the top 

of the chart and the various referring expressions down the left-side of the chart. The 
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referring expression used for each participant was then marked in the appropriate box. 

From this chart, it is easy to determine how often a particular referring expression is used 

and for which participant. This is especially helpful in identifying whether or not a 

particular participant is coded in a special way and the frequency of its usage, thereby 

identifying a VIP (see Chapter 7).  

4.3.4 Discourse profile 

After the two third person narratives were charted, the texts were chunked based 

on surface structure features such as a change in place, time, or participants and how they 

were marked in the text. After this step, I then identified each section according to the 

appropriate notional structure feature, such as inciting moment, developing conflict, etc., 

as well as the corresponding profile feature. I then ranked the participants for each 

section based on their centrality to the episode and the referring expressions used to code 

the participants. I then described some of the characteristics of each section, most notably 

the peak episodes.   

4.3.5 Discourse operations 

The sequential default chart was extended to identify discourse operations as 

described by Longacre and Hwang (forthcoming). In those instances where a non-default 

coding was given, the discourse operations strategy was used to explain why a participant 

was either under- or over-coded. 
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Chapter 5  

Participant Reference Resources 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the various resources used for participant reference. 

Chapter 6 elaborates further on the options a narrator has for participant reference and the 

factors that determine the choice of one type of referring expression over another. In the 

sections below, each of the different participant reference resources used in the narratives 

is described in further detail.  

Table 14 lists the participant reference resources used in both of the third person 

narratives and the first person narrative. For all the non-zero categories, I separate the 

categories according to the head noun. My rationale in doing this stems not only from the 

lexical information each head noun communicates, but also the hierarchy of participants 

and the degree of under- or over-coding that each lexical item carries with it. For 

instance, a pronoun ‘3S’  has much less lexical content than a surrogate noun phrase ‘her 

older sister’  or a proper name. Where multiple lexical items accompanied the head, I 

placed those items in parentheses to illustrate the maximum number of lexical items that 

may occur with a particular referring expression. 
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Table 14: Participant reference resources 
1. Zero  
2. Pronoun phrase PRO+DEM  

PRO+RC  
PRO+(TSM)+(NumP) 
PRO+EMPH 

3. Noun phrase N+qualifiers 
proper noun  
N+TSM  
(DET)+N+(POSS)+(DEM)  
NP+(EMPH)+(DEM) 

4. Surrogate noun phrase  (DET)+KIN+(POSS)+(RC)+(DEM)  
DET+NumP+KIN+(TSM)  
KIN+RC  
KIN+PRO (apposition) 

 

Bunong exhibits several characteristics of topic-prominent languages (Li & 

Thompson 1976:466), such as the lack of passive constructions, the absence of dummy 

subjects (e.g. it), the frequent occurrence of double subjects, and the basicness of the 

topic-comment sentence structure. Whether a language is subject-prominent or topic-

prominent has a significant impact on participant reference. Li and Thompson (1976:461) 

describe several characteristics of topics, three of which are particularly salient for 

participant reference in Bunong. These characteristics are: 1) topics occur sentence 

initially, 2) topics must be definite, and 3) topic is a discourse notion. Since topics occur 

in the sentence initial position and must be definite, this means that unactivated 

participants are normally introduced postverbally before they can become topic. Since 

topic is a discourse notion, one has to look beyond the sentence level to understand topic 

reference. In Bunong, once a topic is established it may be omitted (a zero) in subsequent 

references. This can result in a series of clauses with zero anaphora of the topic. 
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5.1 Zero reference 

A zero reference is the most common referring expression used in both subject 

and non-subject slots. In both of the third person narratives,17 it accounts for 61% 

(226/372) of the total subject references to participants and 63% (93/147) of the total 

non-subjects references to participants. The tendency is for given information, already 

established in the text, to be introduced before new information. Once a subject becomes 

topic, further references to it are zero, except in marked constructions. Because zeros are 

used so prolifically, I first had to determine the number of arguments a verb would take 

in order to know where a zero belonged. One situation where this became important was 

in the use of quote formulas. While the addressee is usually not made explicit, I chose to 

put a zero in places where no addressee was given. However, where no elements of a 

quote formula are used to introduce a quote, I exclude these zero quote formulas from my 

counts. Otherwise it would have entailed counting a zero referenced speaker, speech 

verb, and addressee. Example (RU) demonstrates a topic that has already been introduced 

in the opening paragraph of the story. In (RUa), the explicit subject is the bull owner, 

which informs the hearer that he is now topic. Thereafter, he takes a zero reference until a 

new topic is introduced.  

	RU
� &.� � ��� �&�� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ������������)�)�)�)������ ��%�+� �&�!�
� one day DEM3 3S REL graze cow male have worry 
‘One day, the one who grazed the bull had concerns.’  

                                                 
17

 I chose not to include the data from the first person narrative because not all of the subject and non-subject 
environments occur in this narrative. Additionally, the first person narrative contains a relatively small number of 
references.  
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 b. �&�!� ��&�� �%� �&�� KKKK� �P�� �� �#� ����
� worry 2 3 day  sleep NEG unconscious 
‘Worrying two, three days, (he) did not sleep well.’  [Cow 10-11] 

Another use for a zero reference is when a participant is involved in an event that 

has low plot saliency. The Cow story contains two quote formulas in which the speakers 

are not indicated; rather they have a zero reference. In both examples, all the participants 

are on-stage, making it difficult to identify the speaker. Since the following quotes do not 

carry much importance, correctly identifying the speaker appears irrelevant. In the clause 

previous to (79), Rabbit has asked if all the elders are present. The quote formula in (79) 

has a zero reference for the speaker who responds. 

(79) KKKK� ���+� K� �"��� �%��� +���

� �!��3� � E�FF���!��� &��� &��!&�3�
‘(He/they) replied (to Rabbit), “ All here already.”  ’  [Cow 122-23] 

5.2 Pronoun phrase 

The third person, singular pronoun does not contain any information to help 

distinguish between participants— it does not distinguish between sexes or between 

animate and inanimate, and sometimes it is ambiguous regarding singular or plural. 

However, its usage in both third person narratives is quite enlightening for establishing a 

hierarchy of participants since it is an example of under-coding.  

Regarding the usage of �'��‘3S’ , it may occur without the plural prefix ��'�2 ‘PL’  

and still be interpreted with a plural connotation (80). Usually when the plural prefix is 

elided, the context makes it clear that a plural interpretation is correct.  
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	80
� �'�'�'�'����� ������ ��&�&�&�&����� +'+'+'+'����� +#�� ��'�� �� ��#�� �+&�� �)���

95� ��#� 6@D� E����� ��&O!� �#�� �#�!�+!�� &�E#�

B>+#E!���#��!���#�����!���#���&O!��&���!��#�!�+!�.C� N6#��Q,�

(81) ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� �������������������� ������ ��&�&�&�&����� +'+'+'+'�������� �)��)��)��)�++++���� �#+�#+�#+�#+� ������ �&� �H�� �
after that 3S TSM 2 CLF sib.young sis.old live with mother  

 �'�� �� ����
3S.POSS like.that 
‘After that, they, the two people, who are a younger and an older sister, lived with 
their mother like that.’  [Fish 1-2] 

There are two instances of a demonstrative pronoun; otherwise, demonstratives 

occur after a noun or pronoun. In the Fish story which includes a demonstrative pronoun, 

the referent is the fish that the older sister has just seen turn into a handsome bachelor. At 

this point in the story, there is a dilemma about how to classify this mystical fish turned 

man. Instead of choosing ‘that fish’  or ‘that bachelor’  as the referring expression, the 

narrator chooses to refer to the fish-man as ‘that one’  (82). 

(82) �'�� ��'�� ��%�+� ��������� ���+�

95� E!!� �##�� �+&�.#�!� F#��!��
‘She saw how handsome that one was.’  [Fish 202] 

One other type of pronoun, the number + classifier, occurs in all three narratives 

when a participant is first being introduced. This phrase is referential, but indefinite. In 

Japanese, Downing (1986:355) finds this same construction in introducing “ specific 

referents.”   

(83) � �� �� �� ��������� +�'+�'+�'+�'����� ���� �� �� ��#�� ���)���
one CLF.person have cow male 
‘One person had a bull.’  [Cow 3] 
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(84) ��%�+� ������ V0� ����%%%%���� � � � � VVVV0000� ���� ��#+� �&�&� �'�� �'�'��
EXIST person three CLF help rescue name 3S king 

 +!����"������ �'�'�� ��"������� �+%�� �&� �'�'�� + ����%� 
Heng.Samrin king Chea.Sim along with king Hun.Sen 
‘There were three people who helped rescue whose names are H.E. Heng Samrin, 
H.E. Chea Sim, and H.E. Hun Sen’  [Life 21]  

While an emphatic pronoun may occur after a noun, in two of the stories where it 

occurs, it always follows a pronoun. A pronoun followed by an emphatic pronoun can 

give the added meaning of ownership or one in-charge. The Life story has one instance of 

a pronoun + emphatic pronoun and it refers to Pol Pot. The Fish story has three subject 

referents consisting of a pronoun + emphatic pronoun. All three of these refer to Jii-Mlii 

because part of her identity is owner of the fish (85). Without the addition of the 

emphatic pronoun, the pronoun by itself would be ambiguous.  

(85) �'�'�'�'�������� ������������� +'�� ��'�� �� �&��� �& 
3S EMPH go call bachelor fish 
‘She, the owner, went to call Bachelor fish.’  [Fish 156]    �

5.3 Noun phrase 

While the Sequential Default methodology does not distinguish between differing 

types of noun phrases, I have chosen to distinguish between a noun phrase and a 

surrogate noun phrase, which is discussed in section 5.4. In this study, the surrogate noun 

phrase includes phrases whose head is some kinship or relational term, e.g. fiancée, mom, 

uncle. When a narrator chooses to use kinship terminology for referencing participants, 

the occurrence of a proper name stands out and is considered over-coding. For this 

reason, I made a distinction between a noun phrase and a surrogate noun phrase.  
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The most common noun phrase is either proper names for the participants or noun 

phrases used for props. The first person narrative had the most occurrences and variety of 

noun phrases. However, the majority are first mentions, so they are not considered in the 

Sequential Default methodology. In the Fish story, the fish which Jii-Mlii catches is first 

identified as a smelt-fish. After he reveals his true identity by taking off his ‘fish shirt’ , 

the referring expression changes to ‘Bachelor Smelt-fish’ . The latter referring expression, 

while it is a description of him, is used like a proper name (86). Therefore, I classify it as 

a proper noun rather than a surrogate noun.   

(86) �� ��� ��� ��� �&�&�&�&��������� �&�&�&�&���� �&��&��&��&�)�)�)�)��������� ��������� ��#�� ��&�
bachelor fish smelt DEM3 eat.rice eat 
‘Bachelor Smelt-fish ate food.’  [Fish 176] 

5.4 Surrogate noun phrase 

The surrogate noun phrase is used heavily in most Bunong narratives, especially 

in quoted speech. A surrogate noun is a noun that communicates either some kinship or 

other type of relationship between people and/or animals. Langacker (2000:76) describes 

this type of noun as “ designating an intrinsic relationship of some kind between the two 

participants.”  This relationship may show a hierarchy of respect between two people. 

Regardless of the type of referring expressions used by the narrator for the narrated text, 

quoted speech would always include kinship terms of address. Because surrogate nouns 

carry additional meaning, such as a certain level of respect or a consanguineous 

relationship between participants, it is considered a separate category from the noun 

phrase. Using surrogate noun phrases throughout a text will usually require that a 
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referring expression for a participant change according to whom the participant interacts 

(see Chapter 6). While these surrogate nouns may occur alone (87), they usually occur 

with a possessor that anchors the participant to an already established one (88).  

(87) ��!+� ��� �'�� ����� +� �&� ������������ �H�H�H�H�������� ������������ ��"���"���"���"����� �

&F�!�� �+&�� 95� �#��� �#� <=>� �#�+!�� <=>� F&�+!��
‘After that she told the mother and the father.’   [Fish 362]�

(88) ������������ �#+�#+�#+�#+���� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� ������������++++� ����� +� �&� ������������ �H�H�H�H�������� �'�'�'�'����� �

<=>� E�E.#��� 95.?J55� <=; 9� F#��!�� �!��� �#� <=>� �#�+!�� 95.?J55�
‘Her older sister had told her mother.’  [Fish 191]�

As a general rule, the more prominent participant at a particular point in the story 

will be the anchoring participant, while the less prominent participant’ s referring 

expression is the surrogate noun + possessor. This results in the more prominent 

participant having less coding and the less prominent participant more coding. In 

example (89), Jii-Mlii is a major participant and therefore the anchoring participant, 

while the aunt (her name is never revealed) is referred to as ‘her young aunt’ .  

(89) ������������ �'�'�'�'����� �'�� KKKK� ��'�� ��%� �&� ����+� �� �����
young.aunt 3S.POSS instruct  soak rice for pound fermentation 
‘Her young aunt instructed (Jii-Mlii) to soak rice for pounding the fermentation.’  
[Fish 244] 

One other use of the surrogate noun is to uniquely identify a participant, such as 

‘Uncle Rabbit’ . This referring expression allows the hearer to correctly identify this 

rabbit as the same wise rabbit that occurs in many of the folk tales and not a non-

referential rabbit. In the first mention, he is introduced with a surrogate noun + noun, �#��
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�&�&��‘uncle rabbit’ . The kinship term could be compared to a respectful title, e.g. Mr., 

and the noun is his identity which functions like a proper name (90).  

(90) +'�� �)��� �&� ��)�� ��� K� �)��� �&� �#�#�#�#�������� �&�&��&�&��&�&��&�&�� ���'��
go arrive to road DEM3  meet.up with uncle rabbit run 
‘(He) got to the road (and) met up with Uncle Rabbit who was running.’   [Cow 71] 

Another interesting use of the surrogate noun occurs in the first person narrative. 

Mlong Chon, the narrator of the Life story, relates the day when the Vietnamese freed the 

capital city, Phnom Penh, from the Khmer Rouge on January 7, 1979. This charge was 

led by Hun Sen, who is referred to as ‘father’ . The kinship term demonstrates a 

metaphorical relationship and connotes a sense of closeness and endearment.  

(91) ��!+� ��� ���+� �)��� �&�� R� ��'�� 4� �'�� 4QRQ� �)�� �"��"��"��"����� � ��%�+�
after that former arrive day 7 month 1 year 1979 because father EXIST  

 �&�'�� ��'�� ���� �� �&�� �$�� ���)���
family see EXIST NMLZ compassion worry.about 
‘And then January 7, 1979, arrived because father had a family who saw and had 
compassion and concern (for us).’  [Life 16] 

The Cow story contains an example of a surrogate noun + pronoun. When a 

pronoun follows a noun, this can be interpreted as a possessor or as functioning 

appositionally. The only way to make this distinction is from the context. Pragmatically, 

having a pronoun appositionally after a noun does not appear to add any additional 

information, but it does add length to the referring expression (92).  

(92) �#�#�#�#�������� �'�'�'�'����� ��)�� �%��� �&�#�� �&��
uncle 3S relate all everything matter 
‘Uncle, he explained (to rabbit) about everything.’  [Cow 98] 
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5.5 Other grammatical items 

Certain grammatical items that are attached to the heads are described below. 

5.5.1 Determiner (DET) 

Both of the third person narratives contain determiners in their referring 

expressions. From the data in this study, I hypothesize the determiner ��  references 

something in the text-external world. Vogel (2006:87) points out that ��  never occurs 

alone; rather it precedes a noun.18 In this position, it is pointing to a uniquely identifiable 

referent, while at the same time excludes any other possibilities. Lambrecht (1994:87) 

states: “ The reference of a noun phrase may be considered identifiable because in the 

universe of discourse of the interlocutors or of the speech community as a whole there 

exists only one referent which can be appropriately designated with that noun phrase.”  

Burenhult (2005), in his grammar of Jahai, a Mon-Khmer language, accounts for a 

proclitic identification marker. He states (2005:125), “ This identification marker is 

attached proclitically to the initial constituent of a NP to co-ordinate this NP with a 

preceding deictic element, typically a nominal demonstrative but occasionally also proper 

names.”  Regarding its function, he says (2005:126) that it has both an affirmative and 

identifying function and may be related to a phrase-final emphatic and affirmative 

particle. In Mlabri, another more distantly-related Mon-Khmer language, Rischel (1995) 

found evidence for what he loosely classifies as a definite article. Rischel states 

                                                 
18

 No examples of the determiner ���preceding a proper name have been found. Further research would need 
to be done.  
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(1995:152), “ It is used to identify the specific item talked about as an integral or 

inalienable part (or possession) of the person, thing or situation that functions as theme.”  

Secondly, Rischel finds that it may be used to refer to the status of a referent as 

“ belonging via family relationship to the referent presented as sentence topic.”  In this 

case, Rischel (1995:153) gives the following Mlabri sentence, ‘man miss DEF son’  which 

in English would be translated as, ‘the man misses his son’ . Hinds (1978:148) in his 

study of Japanese describes items of unique reference that “ depends on the speaker’ s 

view of the world and his perceived relationship with a particular audience.”  He states 

that within a certain group such as a family, items such as the dog, the car, the house, 

have unique reference.  

The Fish story has many examples where the determiner ��  is used with 

participants that share some blood relation. This determiner is not used in references for 

the uncles in this same story because they are not blood relatives of the main participants; 

rather, they are superhuman beings that frequently appear in Bunong folk tales. This 

determiner is also not used with proper names in this story. One explanation may be 

because the proper name by itself is sufficient to uniquely identify someone in the text-

external world. In (93), the determiner signifies that the person referenced as ‘mother’  is 

the child’ s actual mother.19 The referring expression for the child also has a determiner, 

                                                 
19

 In Bunong culture, if two people, person X and person Y, carry out a blood pact, then person X calls the 
parents of person Y, ‘mother’  and ‘father’  and vice-versa. This pact carries with it certain obligations to help one 
another in times of need. This pact is not common or taken lightly; rather, it is done between two people who share a 
strong bond.  
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which signifies that he is his mother’ s actual blood-related child.20 This distinction is 

important in a society that relies almost exclusively on addressing people by some 

kinship term rather than using proper names.    

(93) ������������ �H�H�H�H�������� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� +'�� ��)�� �'�� ������������ ����)�)�)�)����� �'�'�'�'�������� ���������

<=>� �#�+!�� 95.?J55� <=; 9� �#� �&��� ����3� <=>� �+���� 95.?J55�<=; 9�
‘His mother went to calm her child.’  [Fish 440] 

Another example where the determiner occurs is with relational terminology. 

Example (100b) below illustrates the determiner preceding ‘fiancée’ . The determiner 

allows the narrator to uniquely identify the lady who is at Smelt-fish’ s house is truly 

Smelt-fish’ s fiancée.  

Unlike the Fish story, none of the participants are related in the Cow story. The 

kinship term ‘uncle’  is used by the narrator only as a respectful term of address to refer to 

the cow and bull owners and Rabbit. However, the referring expressions are not 

accompanied by the determiner since that would signal a consanguinal relation.  

The Life story also does not include the determiner ��. The story contains many 

references to historical people and the majority of these references are proper names. Hun 

Sen, the current Cambodian prime minister, is referred to as ‘father’ . However, it is not 

preceded by the determiner as that would connote that he is the narrator’ s blood father. 

                                                 
20

 A Bunong adult may call any child ‘child’  as a term of address. This does not mean that that person is 
his/her actual child.  
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5.5.2 Demonstrative (DEM) 

A demonstrative is the final constituent in an NP. If the demonstrative occurs 

alone, then it is a demonstrative pronoun. When the demonstrative follows a noun, it 

functions anaphorically for tracking participants and props. It points the hearer to a 

referent already established in the text-internal world, either in a speech act or within the 

narrated text. A demonstrative not only marks a referent mentioned in the text, but also 

those nouns that are identifiable from a frame or schema. Fillmore (1982:111) defines the 

concept of frame as follows: 

By the term ‘frame’  I have in mind any system of concepts related in such a way 
that to understand any of them you have to understand the whole structure in 
which it fits; when one of the things in such a structure is introduced into a text, 
or into a conversation, all of the others are automatically made available. 

5.5.2.1 Demonstratives marking props or other non-participant nouns 

For props either in subject or non-subject position, a demonstrative functions to 

mark it anaphorically. Example (94) illustrates the demonstrative marking the second 

mention of the pot anaphorically because of its prior mention in the sentence. In this 

situation, the distal demonstrative marks what Gundel et al. (1993:278) would classify an 

Activated referent because it is currently in the short-term memory as a result of the 

immediate linguistic context.  

(94) ��!+� ��� ��0� ���������&+�&+�&+�&+� ���+� ��&� �)��� �&� �&� ��#�� ���������&+�&+�&+�&+���� ���������
after that pick.up pot from here put fish at inside pot DEM3 
‘After that, (she) picked up a pot from here and put the fish into the pot.’  
[Fish 60-1] 
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If a prop is identifiable from a frame and therefore marked with a distal 

demonstrative, Prince would classify such a noun as Inferrable and Gundel et al. as 

Uniquely Identifiable. The frame from which example (95) is taken involves Jii-Mlii 

fishing. The tall woven basket where fish are kept after being caught is inferrable from 

the fishing frame.  

(95) K� �H�� K� �&� � � � � �������� ��������� ���� 
 put  in basket DEM3 ONOM 
’ (Jii-Mlii) put (the fish) into the basket, plop.’   [Fish 30] 

All six occurrences of demonstratives in the Life story function to mark a noun 

anaphorically. In the clause previous to example (96), Mlong Chon states that in the year 

1970, he was still living with his parents. The demonstrative21 in this example points back 

to that date previously given in the text.  

(96)  �&� �&� �&� �&� �������� �'�'�'�'����� ���� �� �"��� ���+�
time DEM2 EXIST RECP fight 
‘At that time there was fighting.’   [Life 5] 

5.5.2.2 Demonstratives marking participants 

There are three occurrences of the distal demonstrative marking participants in 

both the Cow and Life stories. One instance occurs in the clause immediately after Rabbit 

is introduced in the Cow story. This has an anaphoric function. In the other two examples, 

the distal demonstrative marks a participant that has already been introduced and other 

participants are also active. Additionally, the participants marked with a demonstrative 

                                                 
21

 The demonstrative in this example is not a distal demonstrative, yet it functions similarly as a distal 
demonstrative. The significance of the type of demonstratives used, whether proximal, medial, or distal, is outside the 
scope of this study. 
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are involved in highly confrontational acts. The first example (97) is from the Life story, 

followed by an example from the Cow story.   

(97) � �#�� ����� � ��#�� �'�� ��'�� ��#�� +%� ����)�� +%� ��'��  
when group Khmer red control head 1S Bunong 1S.POSS see  

 �������������������� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� ���+� ������ �)��&�� � ��� �&�� �%�+� � ��#��
group 3S DEM3 hurt persecute villager one country soil Khmer 
‘When the Khmer Rouge controlled us, we Bunong saw his (Pol Pot's) group hurt 
and persecute the people throughout the country of Cambodia.’  [Life 12] 

(98) �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ������������)�)�)�)��������� ��������� �&�'�� K 
3S REL graze cow male DEM3 argue 
‘The one who grazed the bull argued (with Rabbit).’  [Cow 136] 

The Fish story includes 42 examples of participant referring expressions that 

include a distal demonstrative, 27 for subject referents and 15 for non-subject. Of the 27 

subject referring expressions, 18 out of 27 (18/27) or 67% occur when a different 

participant is the subject in the previous clause. In most of these situations, the participant 

marked with the distal demonstrative is already either part of the scene or is easily 

retrievable because he has not been off-stage for long. In 48% (13/27) of the instances 

where participants are marked with the distal demonstrative, they are involved in 

confrontational acts. In the two examples below, I have included both the previous clause 

and the clause containing the referring expression marked with the distal demonstrative. 

While the distal demonstratives in examples (99) and (100) function to mark the 

participants anaphorically, they also add further lexical items to the referring expression 

and highlight the conflict. In example (99), the older sister is sneaking behind Jii-Mlii to 

find out what is happening between her and the fish-man.  
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(99) ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� ��"���

&F�!�� �+&�� 95� <=; 9� �!�����
‘After that she (Jii-Mlii) returned (home).’  

 ������������ �#+�#+�#+�#+���� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� ������������++++� ���)�� �� �� ���� +� ���� K�

<=>� E�E.#��� 95.?J55� <=; 9� F#��!�� F#��#�� E�!&�� F�#�� �!+����
‘Her older sister secretly followed behind (Jii-Mlii).’  [Fish 142-3] 

Example (100) describes Jii-Mlii going to find her fiancé. When she arrives at his 

mother’ s house, Smelt-fish shows no interest in her and will not even turn his head to 

look in her direction, which is a highly charged situation.  

(100) a. K� ��#�� �� �)��� �&� ��&�� ������������ �H�H�H�H�������� �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&��������� �&�&�&�&���� �&��&��&��&�)�)�)�)��������� �������� 
  walk arrive to house DET mother bachelor fish smelt DEM3 
‘(Jii-Mlii) walked until she came to the house of Bachelor Smelt-fish’ s mom.’  

 b. �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&��������� �&�&�&�&���� �&��&��&��&�)�)�)�)��������� ���������������� ��������� ��&��&�+� �#� ���"��� �)� ��� �� ��#�� ���� 
bachelor fish smelt EMPH DEM3 pretend NEG turn at.all DET fiancée TSM 
‘Bachelor-Smelt-fish, himself, pretended to not turn to look at his fiancée at all.’  
[Fish 402-3] 

The next example provides an interesting look at anaphoric reference since it 

involves a proper name + distal demonstrative. This is the first mention of the 

protagonist’ s personal name outside of quoted speech, even though it occurs at clause 186 

(previously in the text she is referred to as ‘younger sibling’ ). From the context, the 

hearer can clearly identify that the narrator is referring to Jii-Mlii, so the distal 

demonstrative seems to be pointing back to the previous references to her where she is 

referred to as ‘younger sibling’ . In one sense, the narrator is providing her name,22 while 

                                                 
22

 In Bunong culture it is taboo to enunciate certain relatives’  names. To avoid this, the Bunong address one 
another using kinship terms, which is one type of referring expression a storyteller may use (cf. §6.1). Even if a 
storyteller predominantly uses kinship terminology, at some point the narrator may provide a participant’ s name. 
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at the same time makes a connection between the given name and the other previous 

referring expressions used for Jii-Mlii (101).   

(101) ��!+� ��� ���������������������������� ��������� ��0� ��&+� ��0� �#�� � �&�� ���+� ��&�
after that Jii-Mlii DEM3 pick.up basket pick.up gourd water from here 
‘After that, Jii-Mlii picked up a backbasket and water gourd from here.’   [Fish 186] 

From the data in this study, I posit that the addition of the distal demonstrative 

brings a previously introduced participant back into focus. In this sense, the distal 

demonstrative works anaphorically, just as it did for props. This lexical item for a 

participant is added either because of possible interference from other participants or 

because the participant is about to participate in an antagonist action. The distal 

demonstrative signals for the listener to pay closer attention. The antagonistic actions are 

what keep the story interesting since they are not what one would necessarily expect. 

5.5.3 Thematic salience marker (TSM) 

In the three narratives chosen for this study, the combination of determiner + 

distal demonstrative �� + �� seems to mark referents that are involved in highly salient 

actions. Hereafter I refer to this combination as a thematic salience marker (TSM). This 

appears to be a frozen lexicalized phrase which is now used to mark an NP or a VP as 

thematically salient. This TSM occurs in the third person narratives as well as the first 

person narrative.23 

                                                 
23

 While this thematic salience marker also occurs in a hortatory text, it may serve a different function in this 
and other genres of texts. This is outside the scope of this study. 
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The Cow story has one instance of the TSM and it occurs in the final episode of 

the story. The TSM marks the bull owner who asks a question of Rabbit. The response to 

this question begins Rabbit’ s story that proves the bull owner is wrong to claim 

ownership of the calf.     

(102) �'�'�'�'�������� ����������������� �#�� ��"��� �)�+� �&�� �'� 
3S TSM ask more what NMLZ 2S.M.POSS 
‘He (the bull owner) asked further, “ What is your problem?”  ’       [Cow 118-9] 

The Fish story contains 21 instances of the thematic salience marker outside of 

quoted speech. During one climatic event, the older sister cooks the smelt-fish for food. 

This is the same fish that Jii-Mlii has been feeding and falls in love with. The sentence 

describing this fish being cooked contains two occurrences of the TSM (103). 

(103) ��!+� ��� ������������ �#+�#+�#+�#+���� ���������������������������� � �� �� �� �%%%%���� ����������������� ��+� ��)��� �&�&�&�&���� �'�'�'�'�������� ���������������� 
after that DET sis.old PN CTR TSM former cook fish 3S.POSS TSM 
‘After that, Jii-Mlii’ s older sister, had cooked her fish!’  [Fish 304] 

Another climactic event from the Fish story occurs when Jii-Mlii is at her aunt’ s 

house pounding fermentation in a mortar (104). This repetitive action surprisingly reveals 

that she is wearing brass bracelets and a beaded necklace, signs that she is promised to be 

married to someone. In this example, the TSM marks a verbal phrase.  

(104) �)��� ������ ����������������++++���� ����������������� � �� �#�� � �� �)�� ��&�� � ��� 
arrive middle pounding TSM roll bracelet roll necklace ONOM simply 
‘In the middle of the pounding, her brass bracelets and beaded necklace simply 
rolled around— jiggle, jiggle.’  [Fish 246] 
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5.6 Summary 

From the data in this study, determiners and demonstratives may be attached to 

the basic referring expression. The determiners function similarly to a definite marker to 

mark a uniquely identifiable referent in the text-external world. Demonstratives mark 

something anaphorically, either from previous mention or by inference from the 

established frame given in the text. Additionally, a demonstrative may mark a participant 

involved in a confrontational situation. Finally, the grammaticalized thematic salience 

marker highlights a participant involved in a highly salient event or the event itself.  
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Chapter 6  

Types of Participant Reference 

6.0 Introduction 

Chapter 5 discussed the resources available for participant reference. This chapter 

groups the types of referring expressions that are available to a narrator for participant 

reference and the factors that determine their use. The flowchart in Appendix B illustrates 

the potential choices a narrator makes in determining the type of referring expression to 

use. This flowchart was made after comparing the various types of referring expressions 

used in eight other folk tales.24 One of the first major deciding factors is whether the 

participants are animals or humans. If the participants are animals (whether they interact 

with humans or not), then the narrator uses a referring expression that matches the basic-

level type of animal it is. Humans and their referring expressions prove more 

complicated. One of the determining factors is whether or not the participants are blood 

relatives. If they are related, then the referring expression will entail kinship terminology. 

If the participants share no relations, then the narrator may use proper names. 

                                                 
24

 The eight other folk tales allowed me to hypothesize some of the determining factors for which type of 
referring expression a narrator chooses. The narrator uses personal names to reference the main participants in the 
following stories: The Story of the Elephant Making Friends with the Tiger [IS01] (main participants are animals); 
Bachelorette Eggplant [IS17] (main participants are young, unmarried women and one bachelor); Kong Kung [IS09] 
(main participants are a bachelor, an evil spirit, and his two, unmarried daughters); Bachelor Snake [IS10] (main 
participants are a bachelor and a young, unmarried lady); Bachelorette Gool [IS12] (main participants are a bachelor 
and a young, unmarried lady); Dung Mlong [IS14] (main participants are two young, unmarried women and two 
bachelors). Stories where the narrator uses kinship terms include: Bachelor Fish [IS27] (main participants are a father 
and his family, another man from the village, and a family of anthropomorphous fish); Grandchild Peh [IS07] (main 
participants are a grandmother, her grandchild).  
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 Using proper names is common when the participants are unmarried and there is a 

love interest shared between them. Another possibility is to use a noun or pronoun with a 

restrictive relative clause. The noun + relative clause is the least utilized since most of the 

folk stories revolve around people that are related. The sections that follow explain each 

of the differing types of referring expressions, as well as some additional influences on 

the participant reference system.  

6.1 Kinship and relational terminology 

Certain social taboos limit the use of proper names, e.g. a son- or daughter-in-law 

would never verbalize the personal names of their parents-in-law. People are much freer 

to state the names of children or youth. The most common way to avoid using personal 

names is to use a kinship term, e.g. uncle, grandma, older sister, Dan’ s mother.25 Kinship 

terms not only convey the proper kinship relation between two people (if one exists), but 

also show deference and respect for those of an older generation(s) or a higher status.26 

Another common method for avoiding proper names is the use of teknonyms. When a 

married couple has a child, they are called Mother of X or Father of X, where X is the 

name of their firstborn child. When a storyteller is narrating a story, he may choose to use 

kinship or other relational terminology for the participants (e.g. her child, his fiancée, my 

friend) within the narrated text. If the narrator utilizes this type of referring expression, 

                                                 
25

 There are various factors that govern what is the appropriate kinship term. Rischel (1995:129) lists several 
factors that determine what term to use, such as relative generation, relative age, proximity of relatedness, sex, and 
relatedness by marriage. All of these factors are pertinent within Bunong culture; however, they are outside the scope 
of this work.  

26
 Cambodian culture gives much significance to social hierarchy and status. Even though the Bunong are 

more egalitarian, they find themselves in close contact with the dominant culture where they are relegated to a low 
status.  
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then he must choose the appropriate kinship or relational term that fits the context. The 

narrator’ s choice of which term is appropriate is determined by which participant(s) is 

‘on-stage’  at any given moment, the relationship shared between them at that moment, 

and the cultural norms for referencing people of different gender, hierarchy, and/or status. 

As a result, referring expressions change throughout the narrated text, mirroring the 

change in context.   

 Table 15 outlines which participants from the Fish story are present within each 

episode and which kinship or relational reference is used.27 Of particular interest is how 

the references to Jii-Mlii28 change as her status changes from younger sibling, to fiancée, 

to wife. Additionally, the referring expression used depends on whom she is relating to—

younger sibling29 (of Jii-Mpoon), fiancée (of Bachelor Smelt-fish), child (of her mother), 

etc. All of the references given in the table are those used by the narrator outside of 

quoted speech. 

                                                 
27

 See Chapter 8 for an in-depth profile of the Fish story. 
28

 Proper names that have the proclitic ‘Jii-’  are female names. The significance and origin of this proclitic 
would need further research. 

29
 Certain kinship terms include the sex of the person in their definition. For example, �# ‘older brother’  or 

�#+ ‘older sister’ . Other kinship terms leave the sex unspecified. For example �)�+ ‘younger sibling’  or M& ‘older 
aunt/older uncle’ . 
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Table 15: Episode and participants on-stage for the Fish story 
Episode Participants on-

stage 
Kinship or relational 
references used by the 
narrator (outside of 
quoted speech) 

Explanations 

Jii-Mlii ‘younger sibling’   

Jii-Mpoon  ‘older sister’   

Episode 1 
[clauses 1-5] 

Mother of the 
sisters 

‘their mother’  

Establishes the two sisters 
as the main participants for 
the next four episodes. 

Nhot, N’ euy, 
Nhuk, Nhak 

‘uncle’  + proper name 

Jii-But, Jii-Bom proper name 

Jii-Mpoon proper name  
‘older sister’  

Jii-Mlii proper name  
‘younger sibling’  

Episode 2 
[clauses 6-85] 

Smelt-fish ‘Smelt-fish’  
‘fish’  

In this episode a group of 
uncles invite some 
bachelorettes to go fishing. 
Jii-Mlii catches only a 
single smelt fish. The 
references to the fish are 
generic and do not reveal 
any relationship between 
the fish and Jii-Mlii. While 
several female names are 
given, it is still ambiguous 
what the names of the two 
sisters are.  

Jii-Mpoon ‘older sister’  

Jii-Mlii proper name 
‘her younger sibling’  
‘she, the owner’  

Smelt-fish ‘fish’  
‘Bachelor Fish’   
‘Bachelor Smelt-fish’  

Episode 3 
[clauses 86-200] 

Mother of the 
sisters 

‘her mother’   

This episode marks the 
next occurrences of Jii-
Mlii’ s proper name 
(clauses 126 and 186). In 
these instances, both she 
and the fish are ‘on-stage’  
Since there is not yet a 
relationship between them, 
the narrator chooses to use 
her proper name since a 
kinship term has other 
nuances for two unmarried 
people. Also, the fish’ s 
identity is becoming 
apparent (he is some god-
like figure that can take 
human form) and the 
references to him reflect 
this— fish, Bachelor fish, 
then Bachelor Smelt-fish.  
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Episode Participants on-
stage 

Kinship or relational 
references used by the 
narrator (outside of 
quoted speech) 

Explanations 

Jii-Mpoon ‘her older sister’  
‘older sister’  

Jii-Mlii proper name 
Nhot proper name 

‘Uncle’  + proper name 

Episode 4 
[clauses 201-
246] 

Auntie of the 
sisters 

‘her younger aunt’  

In clause 243, both sisters 
are on-stage and the 
narrator refers to Jii-Mlii 
with her name. In this 
instance, its purpose is to 
create distance between 
them, since the older sister 
is colluding with her uncles 
to get Jii-Mlii to go away.  

Jii-Mpoon ‘older sister’  
‘older sister of Jii-Mlii’  
‘her older sister’  

Nhot proper name 
‘uncle’  + proper name 

N’ euy proper name 
‘uncle’  + proper name 

Mother of Smelt-
fish 

‘mother of Bachelor Smelt-
fish’  
‘his mother’  
‘mother of Bachelor Fish’  

Smelt-fish 
(shirt of Smelt-
fish) 

‘fish’  
‘her fish’  

Jii-Mlii ‘her younger sibling’  

Mother of the 
sisters 

‘mother’  

Episode 5 
[clauses 247-
394] 
 

Father of the 
sisters  

‘father’  

While the older sister is the 
focal participant in this 
peak episode, every 
participant, except the aunt, 
makes an appearance. The 
references to the fish 
change because the uncles 
and Jii-Mpoon kill a 
manifestation of a fish, 
which is Smelt-fish’ s shirt. 
In order to disambiguate 
between participants, the 
narrator often uses 
restrictive relative clauses 
to reference the various 
participants.   

Jii-Mlii ‘her younger sibling’   
‘his fiancée’   
‘fiancée’  
‘fiancée of Bachelor Smelt-
fish’  
 

Episode 6 
[clauses 395-
476] 

Smelt-fish ‘Bachelor Smelt-fish 
himself’  
‘her fiancé’  
‘Bachelor Smelt-fish’  
‘her child’  

Only Jii-Mlii, Smelt-fish 
and the mother of Smelt-
fish are on-stage in this 
episode. The opening line 
of this episode refers to Jii-
Mlii as ‘her younger 
sibling’ ; however, the older 
sister never returns to the 
story and there is only one 
reference to her in quoted 
speech. After this opening 
line, subsequent references 
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Episode Participants on-
stage 

Kinship or relational 
references used by the 
narrator (outside of 
quoted speech) 

Explanations 

Mother of Smelt-
fish 

‘mother of Bachelor Smelt-
fish’  
‘his mother’  

to her make use of her 
relationship with Smelt-
fish, who is also ‘on-stage’ . 
At this point their relational 
status with one another is 
fiancé. 

Jii-Mlii ‘wife’  
‘wife of Bachelor Smelt-
fish’   
‘her child’   
‘child’   

Smelt-fish ‘husband’   

Mother of Smelt-
fish 

‘his mother’   

Mother of the 
sisters 

‘mother’   

Father of the 
sisters 

‘father’   

Episode 7 
[clauses 477-
572] 

Nhot ‘Uncle’  + proper name 

This last episode best 
exemplifies how the 
references to Jii-Mlii 
change depending on with 
whom she is interacting. 
The beginning of the 
episode establishes that she 
marries Bachelor Smelt-
fish, so her new identity is 
Smelt-fish’ s wife and the 
references reflect this. 
When she goes to visit her 
parents, the narrator refers 
to her as ‘child’ , which is 
from the perspective of her 
mother with whom she is 
conversing. In this episode 
Jii-Mlii reveals that she did 
not really die, rather went 
to visit her lover. 

 

6.2 Proper names 

In a third person narrative, the narrator may choose to use personal names for the 

main participants. When no clear kinship ties exist between them, the narrator tends to 

choose this approach for participant referencing. In folk tales where the main participants 

are young, unmarried individuals, then in every case, the narrator uses proper names. If 

the participants in a story are animals, the basic-level type of animal30 substitutes for a 

                                                 
30

 I use the term basic-level type because if one wants to specify a particular class of animal, then one usually 
needs to state the basic-level type and the class (e.g. fish-tuna ‘tuna’ , hawk-owl ‘owl’ ).  
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personal name, such as Elephant or Tiger. If the narrator chooses to use proper names for 

referencing participants (both human and animate), he would still use the appropriate 

kinship terms within quoted material. The type of kinship term used for individuals that 

do not share a blood relationship is dependent on a hierarchy or status in the relationships 

due to age, position, sex, or some other factor.  

6.3 Relative clause  

Another type of referring expression used for participant reference is the noun + 

relative clause. In the Cow story, the actual names of the two main participants are never 

revealed. Instead, the predominant referring expression is a pronoun + restrictive relative 

clause. While some kinship terms are used outside of quoted speech, they represent 

marked referring expressions (cf. §8.3.4 and 8.3.6). From the introduction of the cow and 

bull owners, no clear kinship relation exists between them— they are just two men from 

the same village.31 Using only kinship terms would have created a closer link between the 

two participants, which contradicts the point of the story— fighting about who is the 

rightful owner of the calf. The information within the relative clause, �'�������'���� ��#��

�%/���)�� ‘the one who grazed the cow/bull’ , is the most distinguishing characteristic of 

each participant and an integral part of the story.  

                                                 
31

 The Bunong are a matrilocal society, so it is less likely that men in the same village are blood related. On 
the other hand, women from the same village are more likely to share a kin relation.  
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6.4 Other influences on the participant reference system 

6.4.1 VIP strategy 

Overlaid on the three types of participant referring expressions explained above is 

hierarchy of participants— main versus minor participants. Within certain episodes (local) 

or for an entire text (global) there may be a ‘Very Important Participant’  (VIP), the most 

conceptually central participant as reflected in formal patterns of reference for a given 

portion of text.  

Dooley and Levinsohn posit that if and when a particular referent(s) is/are 

specially coded, then this can be explained with a VIP strategy (2001:119). Looking at 

the distribution of references used for each of the participants, the various referring 

expressions can be used for any and every participant, given the appropriate environment. 

For example, once a topic is established, subsequent clauses use a zero in the subject slot 

to refer to the given topic, regardless of whether it is a minor or major participant. As a 

general rule, the less coding a referring expression has, the more status a participant has. 

This is discussed further in Chapters 7 and 8.     

6.4.2 References to famous, folkloric figures 

References to famous, folkloric figures bring another dimension to participant 

reference. According to Prince’ s taxonomy (1981:237), these participants would fit the 

Unused category. They have instant name recognition for a Bunong audience. 

Additionally, they garner more respect than an ordinary person. The Rabbit is one of 

these well-known figures who appears in many Bunong folk tales. In some stories he is a 
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participant among other animals that are given anthropomorphic characteristics; in other 

stories, he is a participant alongside other humans. Often his role is to help 

people/animals out of a difficult situation or to arbitrate a conflicting situation that 

usually involves another person/animal. Since he is such an integral personage in Bunong 

folklore, initial references to him are usually ‘Uncle Rabbit’  and thereafter, as the same or 

just ‘Rabbit’ . This manner of reference is similar to using an honorific (uncle) and a 

proper name. In the Cow story, the first mention of the rabbit is ‘Uncle Rabbit’ . 

Thereafter, the narrator refers to him as ‘Rabbit’ . The kinship term gives a dimension of 

familiarity, respect, and intimacy (Mulkern 1996:246), as well as identifying Rabbit as 

familiar on the Givenness Hierarchy (Gundel et al. 1993). This enables the listener to 

understand that the cow owner did not meet up with just any rabbit; rather, he is meeting 

up with the Uncle Rabbit.    

Other common, easily identifiable figures in Bunong folklore whose identities are 

evoked by the use of their proper names are the uncles in the Fish story. Often a kinship 

term is attached to their name because of their renown. These folkloric characters may 

exhibit superhuman qualities, such as being able to turn themselves into an animal and 

back into a human form, go down to the underworld, cause material blessing for an 

individual, etc. The male folkloric figures are: (Uncles) Nhot, N’ euy, Nhuk, and Nhak 

(and possibly others); the females are Jii-But and Jii-Bom (and possibly others).
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Chapter 7  

Sequential Default and VIP Strategy 

7.0 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the results of my analysis after applying Dooley and 

Levinsohn’ s (2001) Sequential Default methodology. Excluded from these counts are all 

first mentions of the participants which are marked Intro (cf. §8.3.1) and quoted material. 

Because the types of participant referring expressions are quite different for each of the 

three narratives— both of the third person narratives and the first person narrative— it was 

often difficult to combine the results. The type of referring expression that the narrator 

chooses, whether kinship terminology, proper names, or some other noun phrase, has 

significant influence on the participant reference system. There are sociolinguistic and 

cultural factors that determine which type best fits the narrator’ s purposes. For these 

reasons, I present the results of each narrative in separate tables. The sections below 

discuss the environments and the type of referring expression found within each 

environment.  

After the discussion of the Sequential Default methodology, section 7.2 discusses 

the non-default referring expression, many of which are explained with a Very Important 

Participant (VIP) strategy. Unlike the Sequential Default method, which looks at each 

referring expression in order, the VIP strategy considers the entire text for determining  
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if a global and/or local VIP exists. The chapter ends with a short discussion on under-

codings and finally, a summary of the results as a whole. 

The context and the semantic arguments required by the verb help identify who 

the correct referent is. This is what Rosén (1996) terms relational givenness (cf. §2.2.3).  

7.1 Default codings 

The default codings for the various subject and non-subject environments are 

discussed below. Explanations with statistical counts provide support for each default 

coding posited.    

7.1.1 Same subject (S1) 

The S1 environment identifies the subject of an independent clause that is the 

same as the subject of the preceding independent clause. For this environment, the default 

coding is clearly a zero reference, accounting for 79% (191/243) of all S1 examples. This 

is expected for a topic-prominent language that relies heavily on zero anaphora (cf. §5.0). 

Once a participant is fully established as topic, the default referring expression is a zero 

for subsequent same subject references. The following three tables give the distribution 

of the referring expressions in the S1 environment for each narrative separately.  

Table 16: Distribution of S1 category for the Cow story 
S1 Cow 

owner 
Bull 
owner 

Both 
owners 

Rabbit Elders Total 

Ø 15 6 3 2 2 28 
PRO 5 0 0 0 0 5 
NP 0 0 0 3 0 3 
Total: 20 6 3 5 2 36 
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Table 17: Distribution of S1 category for the Fish story 
S1 Jii-

Mlii 
(J-M) 

Jii-
Mpoon 
(J-Mn) 

Smelt
-fish 
(S-F) 

Uncle  
(U) 

People Mom/
dad of 
sisters 

Mom 
of 
fish 

They Total 

Ø 65 28 22 5 
 
 

8 5 2 15 (J-M 
& S-F) 
4 (J-M 
& J-Mn) 
5 (U & 
J-Mn) 

159 

PRO 11 5 2 1 0 1 0 1 (J-M 
& S-F) 

21 

PRO+ 
EMPH 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

PRO+ 
TSM 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

NP 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
NP+DEM 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
NP+ 
NumP 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

NP+TSM 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
KIN  1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
DET+ 
KIN 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

DET+ 
KIN+ 
POSS+ 
DEM 

1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Total: 80 39 27 6 11 6 2 25 196 
 

Table 18: Distribution of S1 category for the Life story 
S1 Mlong 

Chon 
Khmer 
Rouge 

Hun 
Sen 

Villagers Lon Nol Total 

Ø 0 0 2 2 0 4 
PRO 3 0 0 0 0 3 
NP 0 2 1 0 1 4 
Total: 3 2 3 2 1 11 
 

Pronouns are the second most frequent referring expression in the S1 environment 

category, making up 12% (29/243). Pronouns maintain topic continuity within a topic 

chain while indicating a slight break either due to a new event, a change from background 

to foreground information, or a change from narrated text to the introduction of a speech 
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act with a quote formula. Within a topic chain, a pronoun may also be used to highlight a 

participant and the event where a zero subject would otherwise have been expected. In 

example (105), the first clause establishes the topic with an explicit subject, followed by 

the second clause with a pronoun used for topic continuity and the same subject.  

(105)  a.���!+� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ����%%%%� �#� � ���� �&�'��
� after that 3S REL graze cow female NEG able argue 
 ‘After that the one who grazed the cow was not able to argue.’  

       b.� �'�'�'�'����� ������ ��� ��
� � 3S sit consumed.with.worry 
  ‘He sat consumed with worry.’   

       c.� ��!+� ��� KKKK� +'�� ��"��� �&� ��&� 
 after that  go return to house 
 ‘After that (he) went and returned home.’   [Cow 43-5] 

The third clause (105c) and the following nine clauses after it have a zero subject. 

Another explanation for the use of the pronoun in the second clause (105b) may be to 

indicate a switch from background information to foreground information.  

Example (106) illustrates Jii-Mlii initiating a new action within a portion of text 

where she is active. This is marked with a pronoun to indicate the minor break. The 

following six clauses have a zero in the subject slot, creating a topic chain. 

(106) ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'����� ��)�� K� �&� ��� �&� ���
after that 3S search  at there at there 
‘After that she searched for (it) there and there.’  

 KKKK� ��'�� �)�� �&� �&� ���
 see bone fish at there 
‘(She) saw a bone fish there.’  [Fish 329-30] 
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The next example (107) illustrates the pronoun being used to highlight a 

confrontational event in the third clause. The older sister is topic so a zero would be 

sufficient for this topic chain; however, the pronoun in (107c) emphasizes the event and 

heightens the tension.  

(107)  a. ������������ �#+�#+�#+�#+���� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� ������������++++� ���)�� ���� +� ���� K�
� DET sis.old 3S.POSS DEM3 former walk.behind from behind 
 ‘Her older sister had walked behind (Jii-Mlii).’  

 b.� KKKK� ��#�� �� �� �)��� ��#�� ����� ��#��
  walk hidden head appear head 
 ‘(Jii-Mpoon) walked, seeing (Jii-Mlii’ s) head and then it would 
 disappear.’  

 c. �'�'�'�'����� ��'�� ���� +� ���� +%�+�
 3S go.secretly from behind EVID 
 ‘She secretly followed behind.’  [Fish 86-8] 

7.1.2 Subject is previous addressee (S2) 

The S2 category encompasses subjects in an independent clause that are 

addressees in the preceding speech act. For this category, I made a slight adjustment from 

Dooley and Levinsohn’ s original definition (2001:130). I broadened this category to 

include those subjects that are the addressee of an indirectly reported speech, as well as a 

directly reported speech. Related to this category is the fact that within a closed 

conversation, once the speakers are introduced, it is also possible for the entire quote 

formula to be elided. The tables below give the distribution of the S2 category for the 

Cow and the Fish story. 
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Table 19: Distribution of S2 category for the Cow story 
S2 Cow owner Bull owner Rabbit Elders Total 
Ø 1 2 0 0 3 
PRO 3 1 0 0 4 
PRO+TSM 0 1 0 0 1 
PRO+RC 2 0 0 0 2 
PRO+RC+DEM 0 1 0 0 1 
NP 0 0 5 2 7 
KIN+PRO 1 1 0 0 2 
KIN+RC 1 1 0 0 2 
Total: 8 7 5 2 22 
 

Table 20: Distribution of S2 category for the Fish story  
S2 Jii-

Mlii 
(J-M) 

Jii-
Mpoon 

Smelt-
fish 

Uncle Mom 
of 
sisters 

Mom 
of 
fish 

They Total 

Ø 3 3 2 1 1 0 1 (J-M 
& S-F) 

11 

PRO 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 

KIN 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 4 
KIN+POSS 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 
DET+KIN 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 
DET+KIN+POSS 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 

DET+KIN+POSS
+DEM 

0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 

Total: 10 7 4 2 4 2 1 30 
 

Due to the linear counting of this category, the results for the S2 category are 

mixed. Statistically, the default is a zero, accounting for 27% (14/52) of the referring 

expressions. Since this percentage is quite low to posit a default, I divided the S2 

category into subcategories to determine if the data is more illuminating. The distinctions 

of these subcategories is determined by what is happening with the subject in the current 

clause, after having just been addressed. The first subcategory which I label S2a, consists 

of subjects that continue the dialogue. The second subcategory, S2b, includes a break 
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from the dialogue and the subject is part of an intervening comment. Finally, the third 

category, S2c, includes subjects at a boundary break. These breaks are where the quoted 

speech has ended and a new event or episode begins, but the subject still fits the S2c 

category. When the S2 category is subdivided in this way, it is easier to determine how 

the environment informs the referring expression.  

When the subject continues the dialogue, the default coding is a zero, occurring in 

5 of the 14 zero instances (36%). However, if quote formulas are elided for one or more 

turns in a conversation, then the speaker is coded more heavily. This occurs in 10 out of 

39 non-zero occurrences (26%) and helps to disambiguate who the speaker is when the 

dialogue is lengthy.  

When there is a break from the dialogue, usually some intervening comment, then 

the default coding is zero as well. This accounts for 9 of the 14 zero occurrences (64%) 

and 6 out of 39 non-zero occurrences (15%). Example (108) illustrates a subject in the 

S2b environment with a zero reference occurring at a minor break from the dialogue. In 

clause (108a), Bachelor Smelt-fish is the addressee who becomes the subject in clause 

(108b) which continues the narration. The subject referent in (108b) is identifiable 

through relational givenness of the verb ‘eat’ . In the speech prior to this clause, Jii-Mlii 

invites Smelt-fish to eat, so he is the only logical subject referent.   

(108) a. ��!+� ��� ���2���� �'+� KKKK�
� after that Jii-Mlii say  
 ‘After that Jii-Mlii said (to Smelt-fish), “ (long quote).”  ’  
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 b.  ��!+� ��� KKKK� ��#�� �'�� ��'�� �&� ��� +�V0�
� after that  eat really rice at there INCH 
 ‘After that (Smelt-fish) really started eating rice there.’   [Fish 126 & 132] 

Example (109) illustrates a zero subject in the second clause that is the addressee 

of an indirect speech given in the first clause. 

(109) �'�� � ��� +�'�� ��&��� KKKK� ��#�� �+&� 
3S one CLF invite  eat together 
‘He, the one man, invited (the bull owner) to eat rice together.’  

 ��#�� �+&�� KKKK� �#� � �� �)���
eat together  NEG want also 
‘Eating together, (the bull owner) didn't want to.’  [Cow 13-4] 

Where a major break or new event occurs, the subject is coded more heavily 

which is expected at a boundary (cf. §8.3.6). In both the Fish and the Cow stories, the 

participants are coded explicitly with a pronoun + relative clause, kin + relative clause, or 

a determiner + kin + possessor phrase at major breaks between the quoted speech and the 

continued narration. The clauses previous to example (110) contain a quote from the bull 

owner addressing the cow owner. In example (110), the cow owner is the subject and 

previously the addressee; however, this clause marks a major boundary between the 

previous quoted material and the narration that follows. 

(110) ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ����%%%%� �#� � ���� �&�'��
after that 3S REL graze cow female NEG able argue 
‘After that the one who grazed the cow was not able to argue.’    [Cow 43] 

Some of the over-codings in the S2 category occur because the participant 

initiates an utterance (cf. §8.3.8). This accounts for four instances in both the Cow and 

the Fish stories. Another reason for over-coding in this category is the quote formula 
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introduces the speaker before he or she takes part in a confrontational dialogue (cf. 

§8.3.4). Confrontational dialogue accounts for seven of the over-codings in the Fish story 

and four in the Cow story. The peak episode of the Cow story consists mainly of quoted 

speech and three different participants speak in this episode— the bull owner, Rabbit, and 

the elders. In two instances, the subjects are made explicit to avoid ambiguity of who is 

speaking to whom in the Cow story.  

7.1.3 Subject is previous non-subject/non-addressee (S3) 

Subjects that are involved in the previous independent clause in a non-subject 

role, other than in a closed conversation, receive an S3 label. The findings for this 

category differed for each story. Therefore, identifying a default for this category proves 

difficult. I present the results from the Cow story first and then proceed with explaining 

the results from the Fish and Life stories. 

Table 21: Distribution of S3 category for the Cow story 
S3 Cow owner Bull owner Both owners Elders Total 
PRO 0 0 1 0 1 
PRO+RC 1 0 0 0 1 
Total: 1 0 1 0 2 
 

Only two examples fit the S3 environment in the Cow story. Although the one 

referring expression is a pronoun, the referent is unambiguous from the context. In one 

example from the Cow story (111), the object of the previous clause becomes the subject 

of the next clause. The subject is made explicit because any other referring expression 

would have been ambiguous whether the referent is the cow or bull owner.  
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(111) K� ���� �&�� +� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ����%%%%�
� speak stop 3S REL graze cow female 
‘(The bull owner) stopped speaking with the one who grazed the cow.’  

 �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ����%%%%� ��%�+� �&�� �&�!� �&� �'�� ��� �
3S REL graze cow female have NMLZ worry about 3S REL  

 ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)���
graze cow male 
‘The one who grazed the cow had concerns about the one who grazed the bull.’  
[Cow 15-6] 

In example (112) the object and the subject of the previous clause become a plural 

pronoun subject in the next narrated clause (there is quoted text between these two 

clauses). While this is not a strict interpretation for this category, it seems to fit best in 

this category rather than in the S1 or S4 category.  

(112) ��!+� ��� �'�� ���� �)��� �&� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ������������)�)�)�)������
after that 3S speak for to 3S REL graze cow male 
‘After that he (the cow owner) said to the one who grazed the bull...’   

 ��!+� ��� ��������''''����2222���� �'�'�'�'����� �"��� �&�� �&��
after that PL 3S RECP know day 
‘After that they agreed upon a day (to meet together).’  [Cow 56 & 61] 

Table 22 below shows the distribution of referring expressions for the Fish story. 
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Table 22: Distribution of S3 category for the Fish story  
 S3 Jii-Mlii  

(J-M) 
Smelt-
fish  
(S-F) 

People Aunt Mom 
of 
fish 

They Total 

Ø 4 3 3 0 0 2 (sisters) 
2 (J-M & 
S-F) 

14 

PRO 0 0 0 0 0 1 (J-M & 
S-F) 

1 

KIN 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
KIN+POSS 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
KIN+POSS+DEM 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
DET+KIN+POSS+ 
DEM 

0 0 0 0 2 0 2 

Total: 6 3 3 1 2 11 20 
 

Statistically, the default for the Fish story is a zero. However, if this category is 

divided into two sub-categories, the data is more revealing. The first sub-category occurs 

when the subject and the object in the previous clause together become the plural subject 

in the following clause. The second sub-category occurs when the object in the previous 

clause becomes the subject in the following clause. In every instance of the former 

situation where the subject and object of the previous clause become a plural subject in 

the following clause, the referring expression is zero. This sub-category occurs in 6 out of 

the 14 (43%) zero referring expressions in the S3 category. In example (113) there is an 

intervening quote between the two clauses given.   

(113) �)��)��)��)�++++� ���+� KKKK 
sib.young reply  
‘The younger sister replied (to Jii-Mpoon), “ (quote).”  ’  

 KKKK� �"��� �&�'�� �'�� +�V0�
 RECP argue much INCHO 
‘(The two sisters) began to really argue.’  [Fish 50 & 52] 
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The second sub-category in the S3 environment where the object of the previous 

clause becomes the subject in the subsequent clause occurs in 9 out of the 20 occurrences 

(47%). The default for this sub-category is an explicit noun phrase. In a topic-prominent 

language this makes sense as a zero would co-refer with the subject of the previous 

clause, rather than the object. Once a participant is newly introduced or restaged in the 

postverbal position, it then can become topical in the next clause according to 

Lambrecht’ s Topic Acceptability Scale (1994:165). Example (114) illustrates the object 

becoming the subject, as well as the new topic in the subsequent clause. 

(114) �'�� �)��� �H�H�H�H�������� �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&��������� �&�&�&�&���� ���������
sound arrive mother bachelor fish DEM3 
‘The sound got to Bachelor Fish’ s mom.’  

���� ������������ �H�H�H�H�������� �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&��������� ����&&&&���� ��������� �'+� K 
DET mother bachelor fish DEM3 say 
’ The mother of Bachelor Fish said (to him)...’  [Fish 282-3] 

Two of the subjects that are zeros and fit the S3 environment prove interesting. 

They occur when some adverse circumstance befalls a participant.32 In example (115), the 

fish gets shot by one of the uncles and dies. Rather than implicate the uncle and state that 

he killed the fish, the second clause (115b) avoids this by simply stating “ The fish died.”  

(115) a. ��!+� ��� �'�� �'�� KKKK� �&� �&� ���� +� ��&�
� after that 3S shoot  with crossbow from here 
 ‘After that he shot (the fish) with a crossbow from here.’   

                                                 
32

 Similar constructions of the existential verb + verb (adverse) occur in other stories when something is 
killed or shot and the subject is zero.  
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 b. KKKK� ��%�+� ��"��� �
� � EXIST die 
  ‘(The fish) died.’  [Fish 295-6] 

Table 23: Distribution of S3 category for the Life story 
S3 American army Pol Pot Khmer Rouge Total 
Ø 1 0 0 1 
PRO+EMPH 0 1 0 1 
NP 0 0 1 1 
Total: 1 1 1 3 
 

Due to the relatively short length of the Life story, there are only three instances 

of subjects that fit the S3 category. It is interesting to note that one is a zero, another is a 

pronoun phrase, and the third is a full noun phrase. Only the full noun phrase is 

unambiguous; the other two instances allow one to infer the correct referent through 

relational givenness of the verb and the context.  

7.1.4 Subject is not mentioned in previous clause (S4) 

Subjects that are not mentioned in the previous independent clause occur in the S4 

environment. The overall default coding that represents the S4 environment is an explicit 

noun phrase. I first discuss each story and the findings separately and then make some 

general comments regarding this category.  

Table 24: Distribution of S4 category for the Cow story 
S4 Cow owner Bull owner Both owners Rabb

it 
Elders Total 

PRO+NumP 1 0 1 0 0 2 
PRO+RC 1 3 0 0 0 4 
NP 1 1 0 1 1 4 
KIN+RC 0 2 0 0 0 2 
Total: 3 6 1 1 1 12 
 

All but one of the referring expressions in the Cow story in this S4 category is 

unambiguous. The one ambiguous referring expression consists of a pronoun + numeral 
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phrase and refers to the cow owner. Otherwise, every other expression makes the referent 

explicit, making the default an explicit noun phrase. What is interesting in this story is the 

construction used to restage two of the participants in the peak episode. In example (116), 

all of the subjects fit the S4 environment. Both Rabbit and the bull owner are brought 

back on-stage with motion presentation constructions. The elders are already active in 

this scene.  

(116) ��!+� ��� �)������ �&�&��&�&��&�&��&�&��
after that arrive rabbit 
‘After that, Rabbit arrived.’     

 ��'�� �)��� �&�&�� ������ ����&��&��&��&�������� �'�'�'�'�����'�'�'�'����� �#�� K� ��%�+� �'���
see arrive rabbit elders some ask  good health 
‘Seeing Rabbit arrive, some of the elders asked, “ How are you?”  ’  

 �� V0� �#�#�#�#�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ������������)�)�)�)������
approach uncle REL graze cow male 
‘Uncle who grazed the bull approached.’  [Cow 111-3] 

One inexplicit type of referring expression in the S4 environment occurring in the 

Cow story is the pronoun + numeral phrase. In one of the examples, this referring 

expression refers to the two cattle owners who have just been introduced in the first 

paragraph (cf. Appendix A, clause 9). The referents are unambiguous as they are the only 

ones introduced in the story at that point. The other pronoun referring expression with a 

numeral phrase is ambiguous and is given in (117).  

(117) a.  KKKK� ��#�� �#� �'+�
  eat NEG delicious 
 ‘(Bull owner) ate, but (food) was not delicious.’    
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 b. �'�'�'�'�������� � �� �� �� ��������� +�'+�'+�'+�'����� ��&��� K� ��#�� �+&��
��� 3S one CLF invite  eat together 
 ‘He, the one man (the cow owner), invited (the bull owner) to eat together.’      
 [Cow 12-3] 

I posit that the subject referent for (117b) is the cow owner as he and the bull 

owner are the only participants introduced in the story at that point. Also, the cow owner 

is the global VIP (cf. §7.2.2), who is usually coded less than the other participants. In the 

first clause of this example, the bull owner is the active participant. The two clauses 

previous describe how worried he is as evidenced by his not sleeping well and food not 

tasting good. Then in (117b), the cow owner is restaged with a pronoun + numeral phrase 

referring expression when he invites the bull owner to eat with him. 

Table 25 below shows the distribution of the referring expressions found in the 

Fish story.  
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Table 25: Distribution of S4 category for the Fish story 
S4 Jii-

Mlii 
(J-M) 

Jii-
Mpoon 
(J-Mn) 

Smelt-
fish  
(S-F) 

Uncles They Mom 
of 
fish 

Total 

Ø 5 0 2 1 1 (people) 
2 (J-M &  
S-F) 

0 11 

PRO 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 
PRO+DEM 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
PRO+EMPH 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
PRO+TSM 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
NP 1 0 1 3 0 0 5 
NP+DEM 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 
NP+TSM 0 0 0 1 2 0 3 
NP+EMPH+DEM3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
KIN+POSS 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 
KIN+POSS+DEM 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
DET+KIN 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
DET+KIN+POSS 2 3 0 0 1 (parents 

of sisters) 
1 7 

DET+KIN+POSS+ 
DEM 

2 7 0 0 0 1 10 

DET+KIN+POSS+ 
RC+DEM 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

DET+KIN+POSS+ 
CTR+TSM 

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

DET+NumP+KIN+ 
KIN+TSM 

0 0 0 0 1 (sisters) 0 1 

Total: 19 14 5 5 8 3 54 
 

In the Fish story, the default coding for the S4 environment is an explicit noun 

phrase, totaling 65% (35/54). A subset of this total include referring expressions that 

consist of a kinship term. They account for 44% (24/54) of the subjects that occur in this 

environment. The NP codings have the next highest frequency, totaling 20% (11/54). 

Both the kinship and noun phrase referring expressions are explicit, so the referent is 

unambiguous. The pronouns and zero references are more ambiguous referring 

expressions and make up 35% (19/54) of the S4 category. It is interesting to note that 

58% (11/19) of the ambiguous expressions refer to Jii-Mlii who is the global VIP of the 
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story (cf. §7.2.2). When a zero does occur, the participant is already active in that scene. 

Relational givenness often enables the listener to correctly identify who the referent is 

when the referring expression gives little information. Additionally, the adverbial phrase 

��!+��� ‘after that’  or another time adverbial phrase, such as �'+��#�2�'���� ‘the next 

morning’  usually introduces the clause when the subject changes and the referring 

expression ambiguous. This helps to inform the listener that some change is about to 

happen. In the S4 environment, the change includes a change of participant. One example 

of a pronoun in the S4 environment occurs in a motion presentation construction, which 

brings Jii-Mlii back on-stage.  

In example (118), Jii-Mlii is the active participant. In the second clause, the older 

sister returns to the scene and a kinship referring expression is used. Also, the adverbial 

phrase, ‘after that’ , indicates some type of change.  

(118) KKKK� �� ��&��� ��&�� ���� +� ��&�
 prepare food from here 
‘(Jii-Mlii) prepared food from here.’  

 ��!+� ��� ������������ �#+�#+�#+�#+���� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� ��'�� �� �� K� �)���
after that DET sis.old 3S.POSS DEM3 follow.secretly follow  also 
‘After that her older sister stealthfully followed (Jii-Mlii) also.’  [Fish 148-9] 

In the scene from which example (119) comes, Jii-Mlii is already on-stage. Smelt-

fish’ s mother is trying to convince her son that his fiancée, Jii-Mlii, has come to visit and 

he should return home and greet her. Since he is refusing to go home, the referent in 

(119b) can only be Jii-Mlii.    
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(119) a. K� �#� � �� ��"��� �)� �&� ��&��
  not want return at.all to house 
 ‘(Smelt-fish) did not want to return home at all.’  

 b. ��!+� ��� KKKK� �'�� �!�� �&� ��� �H�� ���
� after that  enter alone to DET mother DEM3 
 ‘After that (Jii-Mlii) entered alone to the mother there.’  [Fish 422-3] 

The Life story does not provide much data for the S4 environment, except that all 

four of the referents for this category are explicit. Table 26 gives the distribution of the 

referring expressions found in the Life story. The pronouns that occur in this first person 

narrative are first person pronouns and refer to the narrator. 

Table 26: Distribution of S4 category for the Life story 
S4 Mlong Chon Mlong Chon’s village Villagers Total 
PRO 2 0 0 2 
NP 0 1 1 2 
Total: 2 1 1 4 
 

Overall, the S4 category contains more explicit references than any other category 

for subjects, making the default an explicit noun phrase. If a referring expression in the 

S4 category is ambiguous, then the participant must be active in order to be identified 

correctly. Relational givenness also helps to distinguish which referent is the correct one. 

Also, clause-initial time adverbial phrases help prepare the listener for a change in 

participant when the subject’ s referring expression is ambiguous. In this category, motion 

presentation constructions are also common, which enables a participant to be restaged 

after an absence.    
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7.1.5 Non-subject fills same non-subject role (N1) 

The N1 category considers non-subject participants that occur in the same non-

subject role in the preceding independent clause. For both the Cow and the Fish story, the 

default coding is clearly zero, making up 82% (9/11) and 71% (24/34) of the occurrences 

for each story respectively. The Life story has only two examples, one with a zero and 

another with a noun phrase referring expression. The instances where a zero is not used 

and the factors that contribute to the over-coding will be discussed in Chapter 8. The 

tables below give the distribution of the referring expressions in the N1 environment for 

each story separately.      

Table 27: Distribution of N1 category in the Cow story 
N1 Cow owner Bull owner Rabbit Elders Total 
Ø 2 2 4 1 9 
NP 0 0 1  0 1 
NP+DEM3 0 0 1  0 1 
Total: 2 2 6 1 11 
 

Table 28: Distribution of N1 category in the Fish story 
N1 Jii-

Mlii 
Jii-
Mpoon 

Smelt-
fish 

Uncles Mom 
of fish 

People Total 

Ø 6 3 14 0 0 1 24 
NP 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
NP+DEM 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 
NP+POSS+TSM 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
KIN+POSS 1  0 0 0 0 0 1 
KIN+POSS+DEM 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
DET+KIN+POSS+DEM 1  0 0 0 0 0 1 
DEM PRO 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Total: 8 3 18 2 2 1 34 
 

Table 29: Distribution of N1 category for the Life story 
N1 Sihanouk Family Cambodian people Total 
Ø 0 0 1 1 
NP 1 1 0 2 
Total: 1 1 1 3 
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Both of the examples below illustrate the non-subject taking a zero in the 

following clause.  

(120) ��!+� ��� �'�� ��#�� �&�&�&�&���� �'�'�'�'�����
after that 3S carry fish DEM2 
‘After that she carried the fish.’  

 K� ���'����� KKKK� �&� � �&�� ��)��� ����
 drop  at water deep.pool below 
‘(Jii-Mlii) dropped (the fish) in the deep pool of water down below.’   [Fish 77-8] 

(121) ��!+� ��� �#�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� ��)�� ������ ����&��&��&��&�����
after that uncle REL graze cow male look.for elder 
‘After that the uncle who grazed the bull looked for an elder.’  

 K� ��%�+� KKKK� �)��
 have  first 
‘(The bull owner) got (an elder) first.’  [Cow 65-6] 

7.1.6 Addressee is subject in preceding clause (N2) 

The N2 environment entails an addressee of a reported speech who is the subject 

(speaker) of a speech reported in the previous clause. In every case, the addressee is a 

zero in the N2 category. Part of the reason for this is that within a quote formula, the 

addressee is rarely made explicit. If the participant is already active from the subject of 

the previous clause, then there is little need to code the addressee with anything except a 

zero.  

Table 30: Distribution of N2 category in the Cow story 
N2 Cow owner Bull owner Rabbit Total 
Ø 4 5 8 17 
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Table 31: Distribution of N2 category in the Fish story 
N2 Jii-Mlii Jii-Mpoon Smelt-fish Uncles Mom of sisters People Total 
Ø 6 6 2 1 2 1 18 
 

In example (122), the speaker in the first clause is the bull owner. In the second 

clause the cow owner addresses the bull owner, who takes a zero reference. In a repartee 

conversation, the entire quote formula can also be elided.  

(122) �#�#�#�#�������� �'�'�'�'����� ���+� K� K� �#� ���� ��
uncle 3S.APP reply   not have 
‘Uncle, he (the bull owner) replied (to the cow owner), “ (I) do not have...”  ’  

 �'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� �%� �#�� KKKK� ���� �)�� �� ��#��
3S REL graze cow female ask  what child cow 
‘The one who grazed the cow asked (the bull owner), “ Which calf?”  ’          
[Cow 20, 24, & 25] 

7.1.7 Non-subject is in a different non-subject role (N3) 

Due to the linear counting for these categories, the N3 category encompasses a 

variety of participants and environments in which they are found. By definition, the N3 

category is for those non-subjects that are involved in the previous independent clause, 

but in a different role than that covered by N1 or N2. The common feature of the non-

subjects for this category include the fact that the participant is active due to its prior 

mention in the preceding clause. In this environment, the default is zero, making up 52% 

(14/27) of the all the data. Instances of over-coding will be covered in Chapter 8.  
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Table 32: Distribution of N3 category in the Cow story 
N3 Cow owner Bull owner Rabbit Total 
Ø 0 1 1 2 
PRO 1 0 0 1 
PRO+RC 0 1 0 1 
NP 0 0 1 1 
Total: 1 2 2 5 
 

The Cow story contains a variety of referring expressions for the N3 category. 

Example (123) gives the previous clause and the clause that contains the non-subject 

referent.  

(123) �'�'�'�'����� �&�� �&�&�� ���� +� ���� �'+�
3S curse rabbit from behind say 
‘He (the cow owner) cursed rabbit from behind saying, “ (quote).”  ’  

 ��!+� ��� �&�&�� �'�� �'�'�'�'����� �&��
after that rabbit hear 3S curse 
‘After that rabbit heard him curse.’   [Cow 74 & 78] 

Table 33 illustrates the distribution of referring expressions in the N3 category for 

the Fish story.  

Table 33: Distribution of N3 category in the Fish story 
N3 Jii-Mlii Jii-Mpoon Smelt-fish Mom of sisters Total 
Ø 5 1 5 1 12 
NP 2 0 2 0 4 
NP+TSM 0 0 1 0 1 
KIN 1 0 1 0 2 
KIN+POSS 1 0 0 0 1 
DET+KIN 1 0 0 0 1 
DET+KIN+TSM 1 0 0 0 1 
Total: 11 1 9 1 22 
 

The data for the Fish story is more revealing than the data from the Cow story. 

Ten of the 12 occurrences of a zero referring expression occur when the non-subject is 

the addressee, usually at the start of a speech act, otherwise it would have received an N2 
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coding. A zero is sufficient because the participant is already active from the previous 

clause and rarely is the addressee made explicit. Another common environment for the 

N3 category occurs when the non-subject is the subject in the previous clause and this is 

coded more heavily than a zero.  

Examples (124) and (125) below illustrate a participant in the N3 category that is 

not an addressee, followed by a participant in the N3 category that is an addressee, both 

coded as zero.  

(124) ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� ��"��� �
after that 3S DEM3 return 
‘After that she (Jii-Mlii) returned home.’  

 ��� �#+� �'�� ��� ���+� ���)�� �� �� KKKK� ���� +� ����
DET sis.old 3S.POSS DEM3 former follow steal  from behind 
‘Her older sister stealthfully followed (Jii-Mlii) from behind.’  [Fish 142-3] 

 

(125) ��!+� ��� KKKK� �'�� �!�� �&� ��� �H�� ���
after that  enter separately at DET mother DEM3 
After that (Jii-Mlii) entered where the mother was.’  

� �H�� �� �&��� �&� �&�)��� ��� �'+� KKKK�
mother bachelor fish smelt DEM3 say  
‘Mother of Bachelor Smelt-fish said (to Jii-Mlii)...’  [Fish 423-4] 

The data in the Life story for the N3 category makes the referents explicit because 

there are many people and historical figures in this brief, biographical account of a 

turbulent time in Cambodia’ s history. Anything less would have proven difficult to 

follow with the many names and dates.  
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Table 34: Distribution of N3 category for the Life story 
N3 Lon Nol’s soldiers Khmer Rouge Mlong Chon’s kinfolk Total 
NP 1 1 0 2 
KIN+POSS 0 0 1 1 
Total: 1 1 1 3 
 

7.1.8 Non-subject is not mentioned in preceding clause (N4) 

The N4 environment necessitates more lexical coding since this environment 

considers all non-subject participants that are not mentioned in the previous independent 

clause. The default in this environment is some type of explicit noun phrase referring 

expression. Each story will be discussed separately.  

Table 35: Distribution of N4 category in the Cow story 
N4 Cow owner Bull owner Elders Elders & cattle owners Total 
PRO+RC 1 1 0 0 2 
NP 0 0 2 1  3 
Total: 1 1 2 1 5 
 

The Cow story contains only five examples of non-subjects that fit the N4 

category. Part of the reason for this is that the story basically has four participants. The 

two main participants, the cow and the bull owners, and their interactions make up the 

first half of the story. Another factor affecting this category is that a participant may be 

brought back on-stage using a motion presentational construction which allows the 

subject to occur postverbally, but does not fit the N4 category. The typical method of 

restaging a participant in the N4 environment is postverbally, in the object slot.  

Example (126) illustrates a newly activated participant, ��� ‘people’ , in the second 

clause that fits the N4 category. 
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(126) �#�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� �'�� �&�&�� �'+� �� ����
uncle REL graze cow male hear rabbit say like.that 
‘Uncle who grazed the bull heard rabbit say like that.’  
 

 K� ����� +� ������ ������� �'+� K� +'�� �'��
 tell people say  go defecate 
‘(He) told the people saying, “ (I) am going to defecate.”  ’  [Cow 153-5] 

Table 36: Distribution of N4 category in the Fish story 
N4 Jii-

Mlii 
Jii-
Mpoon 

Smelt-
fish 

People Uncles Mom 
of 
sisters 

Parents 
of 
sisters 

Mom 
of 
fish 

Total 

Ø 2 3 4 0 1 0 1 0 11 
NP 2 1 2 1 3 0 1 0 10 
NP+DEM 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 
NP+TSM 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
KIN+POSS 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
KIN+POSS+ 
DEM 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

DET+KIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
DET+KIN+ 
POSS 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 

DET+KIN+ 
DEM 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

DET+KIN+ 
POSS+DEM 

2 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 5 

Total: 7 5 11 1 4 2 3 2 35 
 

The Fish story contains 11 examples of a zero referring expression in this 

category, six of them are addressees in a quote formula. When the participant is an 

addressee, the participant is either active or readily understood from the context. 

Otherwise, all other referring expressions in the N4 category are explicit. In some 

instances, the participant is active, but takes an explicit referring expression to 

disambiguate it from other participants that are also part of the episode. Since the N4 

category consists of non-subjects, this category includes brand new participants or 
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participants that have been off-stage and become re-activated postverbally (127). After 

being brought on-stage, the participant can then be established as topic. 

(127) K� ��"��� �)��� �&� ��&�� ���
 return arrive to house above 
‘(Jii-Mlii) arrived back up to the house.’  

 ��� �#+� �'�� ��� ���+� ����� +� �&� ������������ �H�H�H�H�������� �'�'�'�'�����
DET sis.old 3S.POSS DEM3 former tell to DET mother 3S.POSS 
‘Her older sister told her mother.’   [Fish 190-1] 

Even though there is little data from the Life story, the default is a noun phrase in 

the N4 environment. Table 37 lists the N4 referents and their referring expressions.  

Table 37: Distribution of N4 category for the Life story 
N4 Villagers Khmer Rouge Cambodian people Total 
Ø 0 0 1 1 
NP 1 1 0 2 
Total: 1 1 1 3 
 

From the historical context, the zero referring expression that fits the N4 

environment is unambiguous. The narrator is speaking about how Hun Sen and his army 

freed the Cambodian people from Pol Pot’ s dictatorship (128).  

(128) �&�� �$�� �&�� ��)��� ���� �&��&V0� KKKK� ���� +� ��&�� ��� �'#� �
NMLZ pity NMLZ miss help free  from palm hand tiger   

 
�'�� ���+� �'�� ��'��
customarily control customarily grip 
‘The pity and compassion helped to free (us) from the palm of the tiger that used to 
control and dominate (us).’  [Life 20] 
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7.2 Non-default codings 

Many of the non-default codings can be explained by the VIP strategy of 

participant reference which is explained below. Other instances of under-coding in a 

referring expression are described in section 7.2.4. 

7.2.1 Very Important Participant (VIP) strategy 

Within a given text there is often a hierarchy of participants. At the top of this 

hierarchy is a participant that is considered the VIP. A narrative may contain both a 

global VIP for the entire text and local VIPs for shorter portions of the text as evidenced 

by referring expressions that are coded lighter than the surrounding participants.   

7.2.2 Global VIPs 

One participant from each of the narratives is considered a global VIP. For the 

Cow story, the global VIP is the cow owner; for the Fish story, it is Jii-Mlii; and for the 

Life story, it is the narrator, Mlong Chon. One criterion for choosing a VIP is how under-

coded the participant is. The more central the participant, the less explicit the references 

to him/her. While a zero is the least coded referring expression, restrictions of topicality 

and a topic chain allow the listener to identify the referent without much ambiguity. 

However, the third person singular pronoun is quite ambiguous— used for male or 

female, human, animate, or inanimate. For all three narratives studied, pronouns are 

principally used for the VIP. In the Cow story, 80% (12/15) of all pronoun references33 

                                                 
33

 For the VIP counts, I did not include pronouns with relative clauses because this type of referring 
expression is explicit. 
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refer to the cow owner. Jii-Mlii, the VIP in the Fish story, accounts for 58% (21/36) of all 

pronoun references and Mlong Chon, the narrator of the Life story, makes up 83% (5/6) 

of the pronominal references. While a pronoun is used at minor breaks to maintain topic 

continuity within a paragraph, a pronoun may also be used when there is a change of 

subject, referring to a participant that is not active. In these environments, the listener 

must infer that the referent is either a local or global VIP.  

Example (129) illustrates the global VIP from the Cow story, the cow owner, 

whose referring expression is under-coded with an ambiguous pronoun + numeral phrase. 

In the previous clauses, the bull is the active participant.   

(129) �'�'�'�'�������� � �� �� �� ��������� +�'+�'+�'+�'����� ��&��� K� ��#�� �+&��
3S one CLF invite  eat together 
‘He, the one man (the cow owner), invited (the bull owner) to eat together.’      
[Cow 13] 

The Fish story restages Jii-Mlii, the global VIP, early in the story. In the clauses 

preceding example (130), the others who also went fishing are active. In example (130), 

Jii-Mlii is referred to with a pronoun + thematic salience marker. The thematic salience 

marker marks the event as central to the storyline. While this reference is ambiguous, 

recognizing that Jii-Mlii is the global VIP allows one to correctly identify the referent.  

(130) �'�'�'�'�������� ����������������� ��"��� ��%�+� � �
3S TSM fish have stone 
‘She (Jii-Mlii) fished and got stones.’  [Fish 18] 

The narrator of the Life story refers to himself with the first person pronoun. This 

accounts for the strong correlation of pronoun usage and the global VIP, Mlong Chon. 
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Due to the inherent nature of first person narratives, the data for a global VIP is not as 

revealing for this type of narrative as it is for third person narratives.  

7.2.3 Local VIPs 

Local VIPs parallel global VIPs except that they are VIPs for limited portions of 

text. Local VIPs may attain this status either due to social hierarchies ingrained in the 

culture or from their centrality to the storyline. In all of the examples, the local VIPs have 

lighter coding than the other participants.   

At the end of the Fish story, Jii-Mlii is referred to as the ‘wife of Bachelor Smelt-

fish’ . In this situation, the local VIP, Smelt-fish, is determined by societal hierarchy. 

Smelt-fish has a higher status as a man and references to him are coded less than those 

for Jii-Mlii. In example (131a), the first clause narrates when Bachelor Smelt-fish and Jii-

Mlii arrive at the gravesite. The second clause further describes the setting and then some 

ensuing dialogue occurs. After the dialogue between Smelt-fish and the people at the 

gravesite, the third clause (131c) given below shows Jii-Mlii referred to with a noun 

phrase anchored to Smelt-fish.  

(131) a. ���!��&� �)��� �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&��������� �&�&�&�&���� �&��&��&��&�)�)�)�)������ �+&�� �&� ������������ ���������������� �'�'�'�'�����
���serendipitous arrive bachelor fish smelt along with DET wife 3S.POSS 

� � ���� +� ��� �)�� 
 from there also 
 ‘Serendipitously along came Bachelor Smelt-fish with his wife from there.’   

 b. �'�'�'�'����� ��'�� ���� V0� �&� �#�� ��� ����� � ����
� 3S see people at grave there many simply 
 ‘He (Smelt-fish) saw many people there at the gravesite.’  
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 c. ��!+� ��� ���������������� �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&��������� �&�&�&�&���� �&��&��&��&�)�)�)�)��������� ��������� �'+� K�
� after that wife bachelor fish smelt DEM3 say 
 ‘After that the wife of Bachelor Smelt-fish said, “ (quote).”  ’  [Fish 501-2, 511] 

At the close of the story, the Cow story contains a clear example of a local VIP, 

the bull owner, when all participants are on-stage. This part of the story contains a great 

deal of dialogue, so the majority of participant references occur in quote formulas. The 

bull owner’ s status as a local VIP results from the centrality of events proving his guilt. 

The first line of this episode brings the cow owner onto the scene; after that there are no 

further references to him outside of quoted speech. Example (132) illustrates an 

ambiguous reference to the bull owner. The thematic salience marker helps to identify the 

referent as the bull owner, who is the most salient participant in this peak episode.   

(132) �'�'�'�'�������� ����������������� �#�� ��"��� K �)�+� �&�� � �'��
3S TSM ask further  what NMLZ  2S.M 
‘He (the bull owner) asked (rabbit) further, “ What’ s your problem?”  ’         
[Cow 118-9] 

The Life story contains two local VIPs, Pol Pot and Hun Sen, both of whom play 

an important role in Cambodia’ s history. The first reference to Pol Pot (133) is an indirect 

reference, �'����� ‘he, EMPH’ , and carries the connotation of ‘he, the leader’ . It occurs 

immediately after the Khmer Rouge are introduced in the previous clause. It is not until 

six clauses later that Pol Pot is referenced by name (134).  

(133) ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������� ���+� ��'�� ��#�� �)��&�� ����� �%�+� ��%�+� �
after that 3S EMPH rule grasp head villager forest land EXIST  
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 9� �'�� U� ��'�� :W� �&��
3 year 8 month 20 day 
‘After that the leader dominated the heads of the people of the land for 3 years, 8 
months and 20 days.’  [Life 11] 

(134) ��!+� ��� �&����� � �"���%�������� �)�� ���� V0���&��� �&�� �� ��� ��

&F�!�� �+&���&�+!�� &��� ����� �+���� �!#��!��!�E�&�!� �#�!�+!�� �+&E!.#���

� �������������������� �+�+�+�+"�"�"�"��������� � � � � ��������))))����� ���� +� ����� � �&�� �%�+� � ��#�� ����

��#��� !M��� ?1� F�#�� F#�!E�� �&�!�� !&��+� G+�!�� #���
‘After that (they) gathered all the ethnic groups and persuaded (us) to drive out Pol 
Pot’ s evil army from the land of the Khmer.’  [Life 17] 

The initial reference to Hun Sen is also indirect and ambiguous. He is referenced 

with the kin term �"��  ‘father’  in (135). Five clauses later, the very last clause of the story, 

the narrator gives his proper name (cf. §8.3.1 for further discussion of first mention). The 

following example is repeated from (91). 

(135) ��!+� ��� ���+� �)��� �&�� R� ��'�� 4� �'�� 4QRQ� �)�� �"��"��"��"����� � ��%�+�
after that former arrive day 7 month 1 year 1979 because father EXIST  

 �&�'�� ��'�� ���� �� �&�� �$�� ���)���
family see EXIST NMLZ compassion worry.about 
‘After that came January 7, 1979, because father (Hun Sen) had a family who saw 
and had compassion and concern.’  [Life 16] 

7.2.4 Under-coding 

Aside from the global or local VIP being under-coded, other instances of non-

default under-codings can be explained through relational givenness of the verb and the 

context of who is on-stage at a particular moment. In the Fish story, only one participant 
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can be the object argument of the verb ‘bury’ ,34 so no explicit reference is necessary. 

Example (136) illustrates Jii-Mlii referred to with a zero in the N4 category.  

(136) ��!+� ��� K� �)��� KKKK� � ���� +�V0�
after that  bury  simply INCHO 
‘After that (they) began the process of burying (Jii-Mlii).’  [Fish 375] 

Example (114) which is another example of under-coding is repeated here.  

(137) ��!+� ��� KKKK� �'�� �!�� �&� ��� �H�� �� 
after that  enter alone to DET mother DEM3 
‘After that (Jii-Mlii) entered alone to the mother there.’  [Fish 423] 

In this example, Smelt-fish is the active participant, so the zero is ambiguous as 

the topic chain would predict Smelt-fish to be the subject referent in this clause. Several 

factors are at play, allowing the listener to correctly identify the referent. First of all, the 

adverbial phrase ��!+��� ‘after that’  indicates a change, which in this example is a change 

of participant. Also, relational givenness narrows the correct referent to Jii-Mlii since 

Smelt-fish has been refusing to go home in the clauses previous. 

7.2.5 Over-coding 

Over-coding is an example of non-default coding for a referring expression and is 

discussed in Chapter 8.   

7.3 Summary 

Once a participant is established as topic, the referring expression for the 

continued same topic is normally zero. If there are sufficient semantic, pragmatic, or 

                                                 
34

 There may be taboos involved with not stating the name of a dead person; however, further research is 
needed to confirm this.  
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other contextual clues for the listener to correctly identify a referent, then the referring 

expression for a subject or non-subject may also be zero. Referring expressions that are 

more heavily coded usually occur at boundary breaks, when a participant is no longer 

active, when there is interference of other participants, or when the participant is involved 

in a confrontational act. If two or more participants are active and one participant is 

considered a VIP, global or local, then the VIP is coded less than the other participants 

on-stage.   

Table 38 summarizes the default codings for all of the subject and non-subject 

environments.  

Table 38: Default codings for subjects and non-subjects  
Environment Default coding Explanation 
S1 Ø  

Ø With continued dialogue or an intervening clause S2 
Explicit NP� At major boundary 
Ø Both subject and object participants of previous clause become 

the subject in following clause 
S3 

Explicit NP� Object in previous clause becomes subject in following clause 
S4 Explicit NP  
N1 Ø  
N2 Ø  
N3 Ø  
N4 Explicit NP  
 

The zero is common in all three of the stories. In both the Cow and the Fish 

stories, the zero occurred in 61% (319/519) of all the references to participants for the 

subject and non-subject environments combined (cf. §5.1).  
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Chapter 8  

Discourse Profile and Operations 

8.0 Introduction 

This chapter outlines the discourse profile for each of the third person narratives. 

After a profile description is given for each narrative, the various discourse operations for 

the participants are discussed for the Cow story and the Fish story. While no discourse 

profile is done for the first person narrative, Life, some data is used in the discussion of 

discourse operations.  

8.1 Discourse profile of the Cow story 

Table 39 gives the surface and notional structures, the corresponding clause 

numbers in the text, the summary of the unit, and the ranking of participants. The surface 

structure consists of the opening stage paragraph followed by four pre-peak episodes, the 

peak episode and finally, the closure. In the sections that follow, each surface structure 

segment is discussed along with various devices that are used to add prominence. 
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Table 39: Surface and notional structure segments of the Cow story 
Surface 
Structure 

Notional 
Structure 

Clause 
# 

Macrostructure Rank of 
participants 

Title 
 

Top of 
page 

Story about the Birth of a Calf 
 

Stage Exposition  1-6 Two men from the same village, one 
with a cow and another with a bull, 
graze their cattle together. 

1. Cow owner 
2. Bull owner 

Pre-peak 1 Inciting 
Moment 

7-9 The cow gives birth to a calf, and the 
two men continue to graze cattle 
together. 

1. Cow owner 
2. Bull owner 

Pre-peak 2 Developing 
Conflict 1 

10-42 The bull owner claims that the calf is his 
because his bull impregnated the cow. 

1. Cow owner 
2. Bull owner 

Pre-peak 3 Developing 
Conflict 2 

43-64 This issue of who is the rightful owner 
becomes a problem, so they decide that 
they should both find an elder to help 
mediate this conflict.  

1. Cow owner 
2. Bull owner 

Pre-peak 4 Developing 
Conflict 3 

65-107 The bull owner finds an elder and then 
the cow owner goes to find one. While 
he is on his way, he is startled by Uncle 
Rabbit running along the road. Uncle 
Rabbit agrees to help him mediate his 
problem.   

1. Cow owner 
2. Rabbit 
3. Bull owner 

Peak Climax 108-
152 

All the participants converge to discuss 
the issue of the calf. Rabbit relates a 
story about his uncle giving birth. The 
bull owner denies that such a thing 
could ever happen. Rabbit then points 
out that if he claims that a bull can give 
birth to a calf, then his uncle can have a 
child. Rabbit states that the calf must 
belong to the cow owner.   

1. Bull owner 
2. Rabbit 
3. Cow owner 
4. Elders 

Closure Conclusion 153-
156 

The bull owner hears Rabbit’ s 
arguments and excuses himself from the 
gathering under the pretext that he needs 
to use the bathroom.  

1. Bull owner 
2. People 

 
 

8.1.1 Title 

The title is given on the title page, Story about the Birth of a Calf. 
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8.1.2 Stage (Exposition— clauses 1-6) 

The story is introduced with a formulaic time phrase that begins many Bunong 

folk tales, �������&��� ‘beginning long ago’ . This sets the story in the distant past and 

the listener assumes the narrator is not relating events that take place in the present. 

This first episode introduces the two main participants, the cow and the bull 

owners, postverbally with an existential clause (cf. §8.3.1). In the introductory paragraph, 

the majority of the information is new. The sentence structure reflects this by having little 

additional information in the subject slot. The first mention of the two main participants 

is given in (138).  

(138) ����� ��&���� ���� �� ������������������������ VVVV0000���� ������ ��&�&�&�&����� +'+'+'+'����� ������ �)�� �+&��
beginning long.ago EXIST people two CLF live village together 
‘Beginning long ago, there were two people that lived in a village together.’           
[Cow 1] 

In the third and fourth clauses of the story (139), the cow and bull owners are 

referenced using two referential, indefinite subjects.  

 (139) � �� �� �� ��������� +�'+�'+�'+�'����� ���� �� �� ��#�� ���)��� � �� �� �� ��������� +�'+�'+�'+�'����� ��"��� ���� �� �� ��#�� �%�
one CLF have cow male one CLF more have cow female 
‘One person had a bull, the other person had a cow.’  [Cow 3-4] 

8.1.3 Pre-peak 1 (Inciting moment— clauses 7-9) 

This pre-peak episode is introduced with the temporal adverbial phrase, ��)����&��

��)�����'����)����'� ‘many days, months, years later’ . This episode outlines the event that 

creates the tension between the two men— the birth of a calf. Interestingly, while there 

are only three clauses in this episode, two of the clauses illustrate a topic co-occurring 
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with a subject in the same clause. In example (140), �'�������'���� ��#���% ‘he who grazes 

the cow’  is the topic, while the subject is �� ��#���%��� ‘that cow’ . The distal demonstrative 

��  anaphorically points back to the cow which the man grazes. 

(140) ��)��� �&�� ��)��� ��'�� ��)��� �'�� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��������''''�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ����%%%%�
many day many month many year 3S REL graze cow female 

 �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ����%%%%���� ��������� ���� ��
cow female DEM3 get.pregnant 
‘Many days, months, years later, the one who grazed the cow, that cow became 
pregnant.’  [Cow 7] 

Example (141) illustrates tail-head linkage with the previous clause given above 

(140). The pregnancy is the topic, while the zero subject refers to the cow.  

(141) ���������������� �������� ������������ KKKK� ��%�+� �)��

��!��&��� <=; 9�� +&M!� #FFE������
‘As for that pregnancy, (the cow) had a calf.’  [Cow 8]�

8.1.4 Pre-peak 2 (Developing conflict— clauses 10-42) 

Again, there is a temporal adverbial element to introduce this episode, � ����&���� 

‘one day’ . In this episode, the conflict begins when the bull owner claims the calf belongs 

to him. As an outward expression of his internal conflict, he has a difficult time sleeping 

and food no longer tastes good. Except for the narrated description of the bull and cow 

owners worrying, the remainder of this episode consists of argumentative dialogue. The 

cow and the bull owners each speak four times. The dialogue establishes the problem of 

who is the rightful owner of the calf.  
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8.1.5 Pre-peak 3 (Developing conflict— clauses 43-64) 

The conflict further develops in this next paragraph which opens with ��!+���  

‘after that’ . The narrator gives a lengthy description of the internal conflict within the 

cow owner, slowing the pace down. Three of the clauses state explicitly that the cow 

owner is worried, while two more relate the physical manifestations of his worrying. 

Also, three clauses use the verb, ‘argue’ , which is a theme carried over from the previous 

episode. Two clauses consist of the cow owner’ s internal thoughts which are reported as 

direct speech. This increases the vividness of this episode.  

The cow owner’ s worries make him angry with the bull owner. Two clauses 

describe the extent of his anger and highlight the tension. The first clause contains a 

fronted adjunct phrase element, which draws attention to it because it is an example of 

unusual word order (142).  

(142) �&�&�&�&���� ��������''''�������� �'�'�'�'����� K� ��V0� +#� �'�� K� �#� �%��� ��V0� �#+�
in body 3S.POSS  angry very much  NEG finish angry NEG 
‘In his body, (he) was really angry, (he) was not even close to cooling off.’   
[Cow 52-3] 

Finally, the cow owner goes to confront the bull owner. The quote formula that 

introduces the first speech by the cow owner to the bull owner makes the addressee 

explicit (143). It is not the norm to make the addressee explicit, so it has the effect of 

heightening the conflict. 

(143) ��!+� ��� �'�� ���� �)��� �&� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ������������)�)�)�)������
after that 3S speak give to 3S REL graze cow male 
‘After that he said to the one who grazed the bull...’   [Cow 56]  
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Realizing that he cannot win an argument, the cow owner tells the bull owner that 

they should each find an elder to help arbitrate their conflict. The episode ends with a 

short dialogue between them where they both agree to find an elder and meet back 

together at a certain time and place.  

8.1.6 Pre-peak 4 (Developing conflict— clauses 65-107) 

The next episode describes the two cattle owners finding their elders. The 

paragraph begins with ��!+��� ‘after that’  and the narrator states that the bull owner finds 

an elder first. The remainder of this episode describes how the cow owner finds his elder, 

Uncle Rabbit. When the cow owner is startled by Rabbit, the narrator uses an expressive 

and rhetorical underlining for vivid effect (144).  

(144) +'�� �)��� �&� ��)�� ��� K� �)��� �&� �#�#�#�#�������� �&�&��&�&��&�&��&�&�� ���'��
go arrive to road DEM3  meet with uncle rabbit run 
‘Arriving at the road (the cow owner) met up with Uncle Rabbit running.’  

 K� �� ��)��� K� �� �� �� �� ++++� ���&���
 startled.by  ONOM spin 
‘(The cow owner) was startled by (Rabbit)— yikes— spun around!’   

 K� �� ��)��� �&�&�� ���
 startled.by rabbit DEM3 
’ (The cow owner) was startled by that rabbit.’  [Cow 71-3] 

The rest of the paragraph is a dialogue between the cow owner and Rabbit. The 

cow owner speaks five times, two of which are not preceded by a quote formula. Rabbit 

speaks seven times, three of which are not introduced by a quote formula. At the end of 

the dialogue, Rabbit agrees to help arbitrate the cow owner’ s dilemma in exchange for a 

bunch of bananas.  
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8.1.7 Peak (Climax— clauses 108-152) 

There is a change of location and participants in the peak episode which opens 

with ��!+���  ‘after that’ . In this episode, all the participants are brought ‘on-stage’ , 

beginning with the cow owner as he goes to the place where the elders have gathered. 

After this initial statement about the cow owner, he is not mentioned again, except within 

quoted speech by Rabbit. For this reason and the referring expressions used for the bull 

owner and Rabbit in this episode, I categorize the bull owner as the highest ranking 

participant followed by Rabbit. 

Both the Rabbit and the bull owner are brought on-stage with motion 

presentational clauses (145) and (146). Motion presentational clauses make their entrance 

more dramatic.  

(145) ��!+� ��� �)��� �&�&��&�&��&�&��&�&��
after DEM3 arrive rabbit 
‘After that Rabbit arrived.’  [Cow 111] 

(146) �� V0� �#�#�#�#�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ������������)�)�)�)������
approach uncle REL graze cow male 
‘Uncle who grazed the bull approached.’   [Cow 113] 

Another peak marking feature is the use of an expressive phrase to describe the 

elders’  reaction to Rabbit’ s story (147).  

(147) ����� ��'�2� �'�� +L+� �'+)���
group PL 3S ONOM ONOM 
‘The group, they were incredulous, shocked.’    [Cow 126] 

This episode consists mainly of dialogue, totaling 15 speech acts. Of the 15 

speech acts, 8 out of 15 (53%) do not have a quote formula, allowing the dialogue to 
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occur more rapidly. Rabbit speaks eight times, six of which have no quote formula; the 

bull owner speaks four times, two of which have no quote formula; and the elders speak 

once. Finally, two speech acts have a zero subject and it is ambiguous who the speaker is. 

Both of these instances represent anonymous comments from the group of elders. This 

may be an intentional device to keep the main speakers as topics, while the less important 

comments from the group have a zero referring expression.    

The peak episode contains two references to the bull owner that occur only in this 

episode. One reference uses the third person pronoun with the thematic salience marker, 

�'������ ‘3S TSM’ . This reference is the speech introducer for the bull owner’ s question 

to Rabbit (148). This begins Rabbit’ s clever story that will eventually trap the bull owner 

in his own words.  

(148) �'�'�'�'�������� ����������������� �#�� ��"���
3S TSM ask further 
‘He asked further...’  [Cow 118] 

Another reference to the bull owner only found in this peak episode consists of a 

pronoun + relative clause + distal demonstrative, �'�������'���� ��#�����)����� ‘he who 

grazed the bull’  (149). The addition of the distal demonstrative���  lengthens the referring 

expression, while placing more focus on this participant and creating a heightened sense 

of expectation regarding the ensuing speech act. This reference to the bull owner 

introduces a highly confrontational speech where he strongly denies ever hearing people 

talk about a man giving birth to a child. Rabbit then uses this same logic against the bull 

owner— he has never heard of a bull giving birth to a calf.  
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 (149)�'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ������������)�)�)�)��������� ��������� �&�'�� ��)��� �#�
3S REL graze cow male DEM3 argue 1S NEG 

 �'�� �)� �'�� �'+� ���� � V0� �����#� ��%�+� �)�� �#+� �
hear ever customarily say people CLF male.people have child NEG 
‘The one who grazed the bull argued, “ I’ ve never heard people say that a man gave 
birth to a child!”  ’  [Cow 136-7] 

8.1.8 Closure (Conclusion— clauses 153-156) 

In the final paragraph, the story ends with the bull owner exiting from the 

gathering. This closure contains one speech act by the bull owner who states that he 

needs to defecate. It is interesting to note that in normal conversation, the Bunong use a 

euphemistic term, ‘going to the forest’ . However, the bull owner uses the actual verb, �'� 

‘defecate’ , which creates a humorous, more pathetic way of looking at the bull owner—

he lies, he uses improper language, and in the end his braggadocious ways catch up with 

him. The final sentence is a narrator intrusion where he explains that the bull owner 

actually runs home (150). This illuminates for the listener that the bull owner made up an 

excuse to leave. The use of the verb ‘run’  highlights the embarrassment the bull owner 

feels. 

(150) � �&���&� ����� K� ������'��'��'��'����� ��"��� �&� ��&�� ���
in.reality  run return to house there 
‘In reality (the bull owner) ran back home.’   [Cow 156] 

8.1.9 Summary of grammatical features in the Cow story 

All of the episodes begin with either a time adverbial phrase, or the conjunction 

��!+���  ‘after that’ . The peak episode contained the highest number of elided quote 

formulas (8 out of 15). Other prominence-marking devices used in the peak episode 
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include a quote formula with an explicit addressee, the use of expressives, and the 

thematic salience marker on the referring expression of a participant. Additionally, the 

use of the distal demonstrative with a referring expression places more emphasis on the 

participant and his actions. Rhetorical underlining occurs where the narrator chooses to 

slow down the pace of the story for dramatic effect.  

8.2 Discourse profile of the Fish story 

The surface structure of the Fish story consists of a stage paragraph, three pre-

peak episodes, the peak episode, a post-peak episode, and the closure. Table 40 gives the 

surface and the corresponding notional structure, the clauses where they are found, the 

macrostructure, and the ranking of the participants. The sections after the table provide 

further detail about the surface structure segments as well as the prominence-marking 

devices used within each segment.  
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Table 40: Surface and notional structure segments of the Fish story 
Surface 
Structure 

Notional 
Structure 

Clause 
# 

Macrostructure Ranking of 
participants 

Title 
 

Top of 
page 

Story about Bachelor Smelt-Fish 
 

Stage Exposition  1-5 Two poor, unmarried sisters, Jii-Mlii 
and Jii-Mpoon, live at home with their 
mother. 

1. Jii-Mlii 
2. Jii-Mpoon 
3. Mother of the 
sisters 

Pre-peak 1 Inciting 
Moment 

6-85 The uncles invite the sisters to go 
fishing. Jii-Mlii catches a smelt-fish 
which the older sister wants to cook. 
Jii-Mlii keeps the fish and has a dream 
in which the fish instructs her to return 
him to a stream. She then returns the 
fish to the stream.  

1. Jii-Mlii 
2. Jii-Mpoon 
3. A fish 
4. Uncles 
5. Bachelorettes 

 
Pre-peak 2 Developing 

Conflict 1 
86-200 Jii-Mlii dreams again and the fish 

instructs her to bring him food and 
gives her an incantation to say. After 
she follows these instructions, Smelt-
fish comes out of the water, takes off 
his fish-shirt and reveals that he is a 
handsome bachelor. Later, Jii-Mlii 
calls the fish again, he jumps out of the 
water and they flirt with one another. 
Jii-Mpoon secretly follows Jii-Mlii 
each time and watches these events. 
Then Jii-Mpoon tattles to their mother 
about what she has seen, but the 
mother has no problem with it. 

1. Jii-Mlii 
2. Smelt-fish 
3. Jii-Mpoon 
4. Mother of 
sisters 

 

Pre-peak 3 Developing 
Conflict 2 
 

 

201-
246 

Jii-Mpoon is jealous of her younger 
sister. She relates what has taken place 
to her uncles. They decide to have Jii-
Mlii go away under the pretext that her 
aunt needs help. While Jii-Mlii is 
helping her aunt, bracelets roll down 
her arm.35  

1. Jii-Mpoon 
2. Jii-Mlii 
3. Uncle Nhot 
4. Aunt of the 
sisters 

                                                 
35

 The Bunong make brass bracelets. Traditionally the young man gives the young woman bracelets as a 
promise to her that someday they will be married. 
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Surface 
Structure 

Notional 
Structure 

Clause 
# 

Macrostructure Ranking of 
participants 

Peak  Climax 247-
394 

Jii-Mpoon attempts to use the 
incantation to call Smelt-fish, but he 
does not think it sounds like his 
fiancée. She eats some eggplant that 
makes her throat scratchy and sound 
different. She attempts to call the fish 
again, which convinces Smelt-fish’ s 
mother that it is his fiancée. Smelt-fish, 
not totally convinced, only throws his 
shirt out of the water. The shirt 
resembles a real fish. The uncles shoot 
it and divide it between them and Jii-
Mpoon. When Jii-Mlii returns home, 
she sees fish for dinner and is 
suspicious. Jii-Mlii goes to the stream 
to call her fish, but instead she finds 
fish bones. She goes home, and before 
going to sleep tells Jii-Mpoon to cook 
rice the next morning. That night she 
‘kills’  herself. Jii-Mpoon tells her 
parents and uncles about her sister’ s 
death and then they bury Jii-Mlii.   

1. Jii-Mlii 
2. Jii-Mpoon 
3. Mother of 
Smelt-fish 
4. Smelt-fish 
5. Uncles 

 

Post-peak Denoue-
ment 

 

395-
476 

Jii-Mlii is not actually dead. She goes 
to meet up with Smelt-fish, but he does 
not want to acknowledge her presence. 
His mother nags him and tries to 
convince him that his fiancée wants to 
talk to him. Finally they all sit down 
and explain their past actions.  

1. Smelt-fish 
2. Jii-Mlii 
3. Mother of 
Smelt-fish 

 

Closure Final 
suspense 

477-
572 

Jii-Mlii and Smelt-fish become 
husband and wife. Jii-Mlii misses her 
parents, so they load up three elephants 
to go visit them.36 When they arrive at 
her village, people are doing the 7th 
day ‘scaring the ghost’  ceremony for 
her. Jii-Mlii asks people if they know 
where her parents’  house is, but they 
do not recognize her. Even her mother 
does not recognize her. Eventually 
they explain what has happened and 
then everyone eats the water buffalo 
that had been killed for the ceremony. 
Jii-Mlii and Smelt-fish make a farm 
and live happily in her village.  

1. Jii-Mlii 
2. Smelt-fish 
3. Parents of Jii-
Mlii 
4. Uncle Nhot 
5. People at the 
gravesite 

 

 

                                                 
36

 The three elephants are a sign of great wealth in Bunong culture. 
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8.2.1 Title 

The title is given on the title page, Story about Bachelor Smelt-fish.  

8.2.2 Stage (Exposition— clauses 1-5) 

The Fish story opens with the adverbial phrase, ��!+���  ‘after that’ . The two sisters 

are introduced with heavy coding in the subject slot and the mother occurs in an adjunct 

phrase postverbally. This sentence, previously example (81), is repeated here as (151). 

The next three clauses describe how poor the family is, which directs empathy toward the 

participants (152). Jii-Mlii’ s poverty at the beginning sets up a striking contrast for her 

reversal of fortune at the end of the story.   

(151) ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� �������������������� ������ ��&�&�&�&����� +'+'+'+'����� K� �)�+� �#+� KKKK� ������ �&�
after that 3S TSM 2 CLF EQUAT sib.young sis.old  live with�

� �H�� �'�� �� ���.� �
mother 3S.POSS like.that 
‘After that the two people who are sisters, (they) lived with their mother like that.’  
[Fish 1-2] 

(152) ��!+� ��� K� ������ �� ���� ���� ��#+� ��&�� ��&���
after that  live like.that farm fallow house old 
‘After that (they) lived like this, with a fallow farm, in an old house.’    [Fish 3] 

8.2.3 Pre-peak 1 (Inciting moment— clauses 6-85) 

The first pre-peak episode revolves around fishing. It begins with the adverbial 

phrase ��!+���  ‘after that’ . In this episode, repetition describes iconically the repetitive 

motion of fishing with a basket. The other people are catching fish, but Jii-Mlii is only 

finding stones in her fishing basket (153).  
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(153) �'�� ����������������� ��"��� ��%���%���%���%�++++���� � � � � � K� ��"��� ��%���%���%���%�++++���� � � � � �
3S TSM basket.fish have stone  basket.fish have stone 
‘She (Jii-Mlii) fished and got stones, fished and got stones.’  [Fish 17-8] 

The argument between the two sisters also entails much repetition and is stylized 

to create a rhythmic cadence. The literal meaning of the clauses is not accurate, otherwise 

the sisters are contradicting themselves. Instead it illustrates the back and forth dynamics 

of their fight about what to do with the fish (154). 

(154) ��!+� ��� �)�+� �'+� ������ K� �#+� �'+� �#� K�
after that sib.young say grill  sis.old say NEG 
‘After that the younger sister said to grill (the fish); the older sister said not to.’  

 �#+� �'+� ������ �)�+� �'+� �L��
sis.old say grill sib.young say NEG 
‘The older sister said to grill (the fish); the younger sister said not to.’   [Fish 40-43] 

Six thematic salience markers occur in this episode which add prominence to Jii-

Mlii (153), the body of water where Jii-Mlii catches Smelt-fish, and the group that goes 

fishing who return to the village and leave Jii-Mlii behind (155).  

(155) ���� ����������������� �%��� ��"��� �'�)��� K� +�V0�
people TSM all return leave.behind  INCHO 
‘All of the people left (her) behind and started for home.’  [Fish 31] 

Usually when a large group of people go fishing, it is a far distance from the 

village. The fact that they leave Jii-Mlii behind to fend for herself is a significant event 

and creates a greater sense of empathy for her. 

Twenty-two direct and indirect speech acts occur in this episode, one of which is 

reporting Jii-Mlii’ s internal thoughts. The seven indirect speech acts consist of the 
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fighting illustrated in (154) above. Half of Jii-Mlii’ s speech acts (6 out of 12) do not 

contain a quote formula, whereas 2 out of 7 (29%) of Jii-Mpoon’ s speech acts do not. 

8.2.4 Pre-peak 2 (Developing conflict 1— clauses 86-200) 

The second pre-peak episode begins with a flashback since it relates Jii-Mpoon’ s 

spying on her younger sister when she takes the fish to the stream, an event narrated in 

the previous episode. Since this episode does not follow the chronological order of 

events, it does not begin with the time adverbial phrase ��!+���  ‘after that’ , which begins 

every other episode. Several prominence-marking devices include a quote by Jii-Mpoon 

to herself; two clauses on two separate occasions that describe Smelt-fish with a poetic 

style of speech; the thematic salience marker used for Smelt-fish in a marked word order  

construction (156); an elaborate expression that creates a rhyming doublet to emphasize 

that Smelt-fish really did turn back into a fish (157); and two explicit addressee 

references to the sisters’  mother in the quote formulas when Jii-Mpoon tattles on her 

sister.  

Example (156) is an example of marked word order since Smelt-fish is already 

the current topic. By changing the normal word order of SVO to VS, Smelt-fish becomes 

focal.  

(156) ���+� ��%�+� �'�'�'�'�������� �����������������
wow handsome 3S TSM 
‘Wow, was he ever handsome!’  [Fish 124] 
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The poetic language37 that occurs in this episode and the elaborate expression in 

(157), all create very vivid descriptions of the fish.   

(157) ���� K� �&�&�&�&���� ����''''�������� �&�&�&�&���� �!��!��!��!��
original EQUAT fish truly fish EE 
‘Just like before (he) was truly a fish.’   [Fish 141] 

Fourteen speech acts occur in this episode, six of which have no quote formula. 

The speech acts that are highly confrontational make the addressee explicit. Example 

(158) gives the quote formula before the older sister relates to her mother what she has 

seen Jii-Mlii doing. She also asks her mother if she knows the person with whom Jii-Mlii 

has had encounters, or from where he comes. The thrust of her speech is to try and get Jii-

Mlii in trouble, but the mother responds that whoever or whatever he is, she does not 

mind.  

(158) ��� �#+� �'�� ��� ���+� ����� +� �&� ������������ �H�H�H�H�������� �'�'�'�'�����
DET sis.old 3S.POSS DEM3 former tell to DET mother 3S.POSS 
‘Her older sister had told her mother...’  [Fish 191] 

8.2.5 Pre-peak 3 (Developing conflict 2— clauses 201-246) 

This episode begins with the adverbial phrase, ��!+���  ‘after that’ . Most of this 

episode consists of long stretches of quoted speech. Quote formulas precede 4 out of the 

6 speech acts (67%). Two of these quote formulas make the addressee explicit. The first 

example occurs when Jii-Mpoon relates Jii-Mlii’ s activities to the uncles. The second 

                                                 
37

 I do not include examples of the poetic language as it is difficult for a non-native speaker to translate. 
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instance occurs when Jii-Mpoon is addressing Jii-Mlii and she uses her younger sister’ s 

proper name (159).  

(159) K� ����� +� �&� ������������2222�������������
 tell to Jii-Mlii 
‘(Jii-Mpoon) told Jii-Mlii...’  [Fish 229] 

Jii-Mlii is referenced with her proper name only in this instance when the two 

sisters are both on-stage. It is an example of over-coding because the more expected 

referring expression would be the kinship term, �)�+ ‘younger sibling’ . Because of this 

over-coding for Jii-Mlii and because Jii-Mpoon controls the events and is the more 

central participant in this episode, I categorize Jii-Mpoon as having a higher rank than her 

younger sister. 

The last clause of this episode adds vividness to the scene by describing Jii-Mlii’ s 

bracelets rolling down her arm as she is pounding fermentation (160). Because the 

bracelets are new information, they are introduced postverbally. An expressive word 

describes the sound they make.  

(160) �)��� ������ ����+� ����� � � � � �������� �#�#�#�#�������� � � � � �������� �)��)��)��)����� ��&���&���&���&�� � ��� 
arrive middle pounding TSM roll bracelet roll necklace ONOM simply 
‘In the middle of the pounding, her brass bracelets simply rolled down her arm, 
clink, clank.’   [Fish 246] 

8.2.6 Peak (Climax— clauses 247-394) 

While the peak begins like many of the other episodes with ��!+���  ‘after that’ , it 

contains several peak-marking features— rhetorical underlining, thematic salience 
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markers, marked word order, fronted negators, a narrator intrusion, reporting of Jii-Mlii’ s 

internal thoughts, and six explicit addressees in the quote formulas.  

The peak event within this peak episode covers 12 clauses and begins with the 

uncles seeing the fish jump out of the water. After they shoot it, they see it float and carry 

it back to the house where they divide it up between them and Jii-Mpoon and then cook 

it. Within these 12 clauses, there are six instances of the thematic salience marker— four 

marking the fish, one marking Nhot, and one marking Jii-Mpoon. Rhetorical underlining 

slows down this highly salient event of not only killing the fish, but sharing it between 

them to eat, adding insult to injury. The clause in example (161) is an example of 

rhetorical underlining. This clause is repeated two more times with little variation.  

(161) ��!+� ��� K� �"��� �'�� �&� �'�� �����
after that  RECP share fish 3S.POSS TSM 
‘After that (they) divided up her fish.’  [Fish 301] 

The event of the fish’ s demise ends with example (162) which contains several 

prominence marking devices.   

(162) ��!+� ��� ������������ �#+�#+�#+�#+���� ������������2222���������������� � �� �� �� �%%%%���� �������������������� ������������++++� ��)��� �&�&�&�&���� �'�'�'�'�������� �����������������
after that DET sis.old Jii-Mlii CTR TSM former boil fish 3S.POSS TSM 
‘After that Jii-Mlii’ s older sister had cooked her fish.’   [Fish 304] 

The clause above has two thematic salience markers and the reference to the older 

sister is the most heavily coded referring expression in the entire story. It evokes Jii-

Mlii’ s proper name and uses the contrastive particle, � �%. The use of a proper name 

possessor ‘Jii-Mlii’ s older sister’  makes the reference more direct, highly specified, and 

confrontational. This particular referring expression for the older sister only occurs once. 
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Two clauses in this episode have fronted elements— a direct object and a negator. 

In example (163), the younger sister, who has just killed herself, is fronted.  

(163) ��!+� ���)�� ��!+� ��&�� ��� ������������ �)��)��)��)�++++���� �'�'�'�'����� � �
after cook.rice after cook.food DEM3 DET sib.young 3S.POSS 

 K� �L�� ��'�� �'+� �)�
 NEG  see awake at.all 
‘After cooking rice and making food, her younger sister, (Jii-Mpoon) did not see 
(her) wake up at all.’  [Fish 346] 

Another example of fronting occurs in (164) where the negator occurs before the 

subject rather than before the verb phrase. This construction makes the meaning a much 

stronger vehement, negative force. 

(164) �L�L�L�L����� �'�� � �� ��#�� � �� ��&� K� �#+�
NEG 3S want eat.rice want eat  NEG2 
‘No way did she (Jii-Mlii) want to eat rice or eat the fish.’  [Fish 310] 

Only the peak episode contains a narrator intrusion. No quote formula precedes it; 

rather, it begins with a rhetorical question which the narrator answers (165).  

(165) �)�+� K� +#�� �'+�
why  still awake 
‘Why is (Jii-Mlii) still not awake?’  

 K� ��)��� ��'�� ���� +� ��&�
 stab body from here 
‘(Jii-Mlii) stabbed her body here.’  [Fish 347 & 349] 

Finally, this episode contains 19 speech acts, 13 of which are introduced with 

quote formulas. Out of the 13 quote formulas given, six make the addressee explicit. One 

of the explicit addressees is to bring a participant back on-stage. In four of Jii-Mpoon’ s 
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speech acts, the addressee is explicit. Two of these instances occur when she relates the 

news of her sister’ s death to her parents and then her uncles. Overall, the explicit 

addressees heighten the relevance of the speech acts for this peak episode.  

8.2.7 Post-peak (Denouement— clauses 395-476) 

The post-peak episode begins with the adverbial phrase, ��!+���  ‘after that’ . In this 

episode, because the referring expressions for Jii-Mlii ‘his fiancée’  and Smelt-fish’ s 

mother ‘his mother’  are both anchored to Smelt-fish, Smelt-fish appears to be the highest 

ranking participant. Also, he is the most central participant in this episode, as all the 

speech acts revolve around him. The episode mainly consists of ten speech acts, and only 

half (5/10) contain a quote formula. Interestingly, Smelt-fish’ s three speech acts are not 

preceded by a quote formula. 

One prominence-marking device found in this episode is the fronted negator 

shown in example (166). It communicates the strength of his resolve of not wanting to 

look at, go see, or acknowledge his fiancée who he believes is responsible for killing the 

fish-shirt he threw out of the water.  

(166) �L�L�L�L����� �'�� � �� +'�� �)�
NEG 3S want go at.all 
‘No way did he want to go (to Jii-Mlii) at all.’  [Fish 419] 

8.2.8 Closure (Final suspense— clauses 477-572) 

The closure begins with the adverbial phrase, ��!+���  ‘after that’  and then 

statements about Jii-Mlii and Smelt-fish becoming husband and wife. The description of 

the preparations to visit Jii-Mlii’ s parents contrasts greatly with Jii-Mlii’ s poverty 
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described in the opening scene of the story. The story begins in her parents’  house and 

ends there, bringing the story full circle. This ‘Cinderella’  theme of a poor, unfairly 

treated person having a reversal of fortune is common in many Bunong folk tales.  

Outside of the narration about the couple’ s preparations and Jii-Mlii’ s parents and 

relatives making simultaneous preparations for the seventh day ‘scaring the ghost’  

ceremony, the episode consists mainly of quoted speech. There are a total of 20 speech 

acts, 13 out of 20 (65%) include a quote formula. Jii-Mlii initiates most of the speech 

acts, 10 of the 20, and is the most thematically central and the highest ranked participant 

in this last episode. While higher ranking participants usually have less coding on their 

referring expression, due to social constraints, she is referred to as ‘wife of Bachelor 

Smelt-fish’  since this is now the most salient feature of her identity. When only she and 

Smelt-fish are on-stage there is a quote formula which under-codes a referring expression 

for Jii-Mlii (167), demonstrating she is of higher rank than Smelt-fish (cf. §7.2.2).  

(167) �'�'�'�'�������� ������������� K� K�
3S EMPH  
‘She (said) (to Smelt-fish)...’  [Fish 481] 

One other significant event in this final episode is given in (168). The object is 

fronted and also contains a thematic salience marker and an expressive describing a large 

commotion of people eating.  

(168) �&���&���&���&������ ������������ �'�'�'�'�������� ������������%�%�%�%�++++���� �������������������� ������������++++� K� ��&� �'�%�
water.buffalo REL past slash TSM former  eat ONOM 
‘The water buffalo that had been killed prior, (they) all ate it.’     [Fish 569] 
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In Bunong culture, a water buffalo constitutes one of the largest animals for 

sacrifice, mirroring the importance of an event. Eating this animal connotes a huge 

celebration.38 This water buffalo that originally was prepared for a death ritual, is now 

eaten in celebration. This demonstrates once again the reversal of fortune in Jii-Mlii’ s 

circumstances. 

8.2.9 Summary of grammatical features in the Fish story 

The Fish story utilizes various features for ranking the various participants and 

highlighting the events with which they are involved. The eliding of quote formulas 

keeps the action occurring at a more rapid pace. Explicit addressees usually mark a 

prominent speech act. The reporting of internal thoughts and a narrator intrusion provide 

a closer look into the narrated events. A concentration of the following features: 

rhetorical underlining, poetic descriptions, elaborate expression, thematic salience 

markers, heavily coded referring expressions, and marked word orders illustrate a break 

from the ‘norm’  and raise the level of vividness. As a general rule, the anchoring 

participant from which all the other participants are referred usually has the higher rank. 

Also, his/her referring expression is usually less coded.  

8.3 Discourse operations 

This section describes the insights gained from applying the Discourse Operations 

model to the data. This model is especially helpful for determining which contexts 

                                                 
38

 Such a large animal must be eaten by many people since traditionally there was no refrigeration. The large 
number of people also signifies the importance of the person for whom the event is done. 
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warrant more heavily coded or less coded referring expressions. Depending on the 

context, the discourse operation in which a participant is involved may inform the type of 

referring expression and sometimes the type of syntactic construction in which it is 

placed. Each discourse operation is discussed under a separate heading.39 The various 

discourse operations are as follows: First mention (F), Tracking routinely (T), Restaging 

(R), Locally contrastive thematic status (L), Confrontation and/or role change (C), 

Boundary marking (B), and Evaluation or comment by narrator (E).   

8.3.1 First mention (F) 

The first mention of a participant differs depending on whether the participant is 

considered a major or minor participant. I describe the first mention of each separately, 

beginning with the major participants. In the Sequential Default model, the participants 

labeled as Intro fall into the first mention category. For each discourse operation, I posit a 

default coding and syntactic construction where applicable.    

Each of the three narratives contain major participants (also referred to as global 

and local VIPs). Their introductions, while different in some aspects, all share some 

commonalities. All of the major participants are introduced with a noun phrase, often in 

conjunction with a number phrase, and all occur postverbally— this is the default for the 

first mention of a major participant. An existential verb often occurs in these 

introductions.40 In the Fish story, the thematic salience marker occurs with the first 

                                                 
39

 Due to the short length of the Life text and the numerous people, places, and dates given, I only include the 
data from this first person narrative in the discussion of First mention and Evaluation by narrator. 

40
 Xu (1995:125) correlates the use of an indefinite NP and the use of an existential clause with what he 

terms an Expected Topic.  
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mention of the three major participants— Jii-Mlii, Jii-Mpoon, and Smelt-fish. While this 

is not the case with the Cow story, the one instance of the thematic salience marker 

occurs with the bull owner later in the story. Table 41 lists the various characteristics that 

accompany the first mention of a major participant. The global VIPs are labeled as 

global, while the local VIPs are unlabeled.  

Table 41: Characteristics of first mention of major participants 
Story Major participants Characteristics 

Cow owner (global VIP) Noun phrase that contains a number phrase, postverbal, 
existential verb  

Cow 

Bull owner Noun phrase that contains a number phrase, postverbal, 
existential verb 

Jii-Mlii (global VIP) and 
Jii-Mpoon 

Noun phrase that contains a number phrase, thematic 
salience marker, postverbal 

Fish 

Smelt-fish Noun phrase that contains a number phrase, postverbal, 
existential verb 

Mlong Chon (global VIP) Noun phrase, postverbal 
Khmer Rouge Noun phrase, postverbal, existential verb 

Life 

Hun Sen Noun phrase that contains a number phrase, postverbal, 
existential verb 

 

Many folk stories open with a stylized adverbial time phrase, after which the main 

participants are usually introduced. The opening clause of the Cow story, repeated here 

from (138), introduces the two main participants with a noun phrase that contains a 

number phrase. Additionally, their introduction occurs after an existential verb.  

(169) ����� ��&���� ���� �� ������������������������ VVVV0000���� ������ ��&�&�&�&����� +'+'+'+'����� ������ �)�� �+&��
beginning long.ago EXIST people two CLF live village together 
‘Beginning long ago, there were two people that lived in a village together.’      
[Cow 1] 
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The Cow story’ s main participants do not share a kinship relation, otherwise this 

information would be included. The introductory sentence (138) includes the following 

information about the main participants— the cow and bull owners: 

• The number of people (two) 

• The fact that they live in the same village 

The Fish story begins with the adverbial phrase ��!+���  ‘after that’ , and then the 

two main participants are introduced with a noun phrase which contains a thematic 

salience marker. This sentence, example (81) above, is repeated here as (170). 

(170) ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� �������������������� ������ ��&�&�&�&����� +'+'+'+'����� K� �)�+� �#+� KKKK� � ������ �&�
after that 3S TSM 2 CLF EQUAT sib.young sis.old   live with�

� �H�� �'�� �� ���.� �
mother 3S.POSS like.that 
‘After that the two people who are sisters, (they) lived with their mother like that.’  
[Fish 1-2] 

This opening sentence of the Fish story orients the listener to some key facts 

about the main participants which include:  

• Thematic salience marker (marking the sisters as thematically salient 

participants) 

• The number of people (two) 

• The kinship relation between the main participants (an older and a 

younger sister) 

• They live with their mother, which allows one to infer they are unmarried 

The introduction of Smelt-fish is difficult because he is first introduced to the 

story as a fish which Jii-Mlii catches. This first mention of the fish is marked with a 
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number phrase and occurs in a postverbal, existential construction (171). I have also 

included another reference to Smelt-fish when he reveals his true identity as a handsome 

bachelor after removing his fish costume. In this reference, the pronoun is marked with 

the thematic salience marker (172).   

(171) K� ���� ��%�+� �&�&�&�&���� �&��&��&��&�)�)�)�)��������� ������������ ��&���&���&���&�����
(Jii-Mlii) lift.up EXIST fish smelt DEM3 one 
‘(Jii-Mlii) lifted up (her basket) and there was one smelt-fish.’     [Fish 29] 

(172) ���+� ��%�+� �'�'�'�'�������� �����������������
XCL be.good 3S TSM 
‘Wow! Was he ever handsome!’  [Fish 124] 

In the first person narrative, Life, the narrator first states that he is narrating a life 

history and then he gives his proper name (173).  

(173) ��)���&�� �!+� ��!�� ���� +� ��!��� �)��� ��)������� ��)���)�+� ��'��'��'��'�������� ��������)�)�)�)������
tell NMLZ live able from little arrive big owner tell name Mlong.Chon 
‘My life story from the time I was little until big; the storyteller is named Mlong 
Chon.’   [Life 1-2] 

One interesting parallel between the first person narrative and the third person 

narratives occurs in the fourth clause of the Life story. The narrator states that he lived in 

the same house with his mother and father (174). The repetition of ‘one house’  is a 

stylistic doublet rather than an actual literal descriptive.  

(174) �'�� 4QRW� +%� +#�� ������ �� ��%�� �&� �H�� �&� ��"�� � � �� �� �� ��������� ����LLLL++++�� �
year 1970 1S still live together with mother with father one stilt.house 

 � �� �� �� ��������� ��&��&��&��&�����
one thatch.house  
‘In the year 1970, I still lived with my mother and father in one house.’    [Life 4] 
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I chose to place the Khmer Rouge and Hun Sen in the major participant category, 

partly due to their notoriety and partly due to how the narrator chose to introduce them. I 

realize this is a circular argument, but I think the similarities are sufficient grounds for 

my decision. In example (175), the Khmer Rouge are introduced postverbally with an 

existential verb.  

(175) �)��� ���� +� ���� ��"��� ���������������� �������� � �� �� �� ��#��#��#��#����� �'�'�'�'����� ��%�+� ��� �� �'+%�� �
arrive from behind again EXIST Khmer red EXIST chase.away soldier 

 � �� �� ���� +� ����� � ��#��
Lon.Nol from land Khmer 
‘Later in time, there were Khmer Rouge that drove out Lon Nol's soldiers from 
Cambodia.’  [Life 10] 

The introduction of Hun Sen is interesting as the actual first mention of him does 

not give away his identity; rather, he is referred to as �"��  ‘father’ . This indirect way of 

referring to him is an example of under-coding and is repeated here from (135).  

(176) ��!+� ��� ���+� �)��� �&�� R� ��'�� 4� �'�� 4QRQ� �)����� �"��"��"��"����� � ��%�+�
after that former arrive day 7 month 1 year 1979 because father EXIST  

 �&�'�� ��'�� ���� �� �&�� �$�� � ���)���
family see EXIST NMLZ compassion  worry.about 
‘After that came January 7, 1979, because father had a family who saw and had 
compassion and concern.’  [Life 16] 

The date given in this example is the day when the capital city, Phnom Penh, was 

freed from the Khmer Rouge. It is not until the very last sentence that Hun Sen and two 

other prominent men are clearly introduced. The last sentence in the story (177) begins 

with an existential verb and a noun phrase which includes a number phrase. Due to the 
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under-coding in the first mention and the postverbal introduction, Hun Sen is considered 

a local VIP in the story. 

(177) ��%���%���%���%�++++���� ������ ���������� � � � � VVVV0000���� ����%%%%���� � � � � VVVV0000� ���� ��#+� �&�&� �'�� �'�'��
EXIST person CLF three CLF help rescue name 3S king 

 +!����"������ �'�'�� ��"������� �+%�� �&� �'�'�� + ����%��
Heng.Samrin king Chea.Sim along with king Hun.Sen 
‘There were three people who helped rescue (us), their names are H.E. Heng 
Samrin, H.E. Chea Sim, along with H.E. Hun Sen.’   [Life 21] 

All of the initial references to minor participants are with a noun phrase which is 

the default referring expression for the introduction of a minor participant. These noun 

phrases are explicit and usually subsequent mentions of these participants are less 

explicit, e.g. leaving out a title or a kinship term. The majority of the first mentions, 5 out 

of 8 (63%), occur in a postverbal construction which differs from the major participant 

category where all occur postverbally.  

In the Cow story, the first mention of the two minor participants, Rabbit and the 

elders, occurs postverbally. Example (178) gives the first mention of Rabbit when the 

cow owner begins his search for an elder. 

(178) +'�� �)��� �&� ��)�� ��� K� �)��� �&� �#�#�#�#�������� �&�&��&�&��&�&��&�&�� ���'��
go arrive to road DEM3  meet.up with uncle rabbit run 
‘Arriving at the road, (the cow owner) met up with Uncle Rabbit running.’    
[Cow 71]  

The Fish story includes the famous folk tale figures, Uncles Nhot, N’ euy, Nhok 

and Nhak (cf. §6.4.2). They are mentioned with little introduction because of their 

accessibility and name recognition to a Bunong audience. After the initial paragraph 
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which provides the necessary background information about the two sisters, these uncles 

are introduced postverbally in a motion presentational construction. After this clause, 

they become topical for the next two clauses.  

(179) ��!+� ��� �)��� ��#�� �� �#�#�#�#������������    �������� �#�#�#�#���������������������������� �#�#�#�#������������    �������� �#�#�#�#������������''''�����
after DEM3 arrive walk Uncle Nhot Uncle N’ euy UncleNhok Uncle Nhak 

� ���� +� ���
from DEM3 
‘After that up walked Uncle Nhot, Uncle N’ euy, Uncle Nhok, Uncle Nhak from 
there.’   [Fish 6] 

The mother of Smelt-fish is another minor participant in the Fish story. The first 

mention of her occurs in the subject position. This first mention demonstrates that the 

schema of a bachelor still living with his parents has been evoked. Chafe (1987:29) 

describes a participant’ s accessibility as a result of, “ concepts which belong to the set of 

expectations associated with a schema.”  The following clause is the quote formula for an 

initiating utterance (cf. §8.3.8) made by the mother of Smelt-fish. As a first mention, the 

coding is heavy, anchoring her to Smelt-fish, an already active participant.  

(180) ��!+� ��� ������������ �H�H�H�H�������� �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&��������� �&�&�&�&���� �&��&��&��&�)�)�)�)��������� ��������� �'+� K�
after DEM3 DET mother bachelor fish smelt DEM3 say (Smelt-fish) 
‘After that, the mother of Bachelor Smelt-fish said...’  [Fish 276] 

The Life story contains many first mentions of minor participants since it takes 

place during a turbulent time in Cambodia’ s history. Two minor participants are 

introduced in the same sentence, Lon Nol and King Sihanouk (181).  

(181) �"��� ���+� �&� �� ��� ���+� � �� � �� � �� � �� ����� ��&�� �&�� ���'����� � �
RECP fight era that former Lon.Nol did work depose  
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� �'�'�'�'�'�'�'�'�������� ��������L+&� L+&� L+&� L+&� ���� ����
king Sihanouk  out 
‘During that fighting period, Lon Nol worked to depose King Sihanouk.’   [Life 8]�

The first mention of Pol Pot occurs preverbally, but indirectly with a pronoun + 

emphatic pronoun (182). The connotation of this referring expression is ‘leader’  of the 

Khmer Rouge who are introduced in the previous clause, given in (175) above.     

(182) ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������� ���+� ��'�� ��#�� �)��&�� ����� �%�+� � �
after that 3S EMPH rule grasp head villager forest land 

 ��%�+� 9� �'�� U� ��'�� :W� �&��
EXIST 3 year 8 month 20 day 
‘After that the leader domineered over the heads of the people of the land for 3 
years, 8 months and 20 days.’  [Life 11] 

8.3.2 Routine tracking (T) 

The discourse operation routine tracking (T) corresponds to most of the default 

codings given for the Sequential Default method discussed in Chapter 7. While the 

Sequential Default method takes a close look at participant reference, I take a more 

global perspective of participant reference tracking within a paragraph. A participant is 

established as the discourse topic, usually by being introduced postverbally and then 

further references to this participant are zero in the subject slot until a new participant or 

prop becomes the new topic. This creates a topic chain. Within a paragraph where the 

topic stays the same, there may be a minor discontinuity such as a change of event or 

time or a change from background to foregrounded information. At these breaks, a topic 

may be coded with a pronoun, which signals this break, but still maintains topic 

continuity. Example (183) illustrates the cow owner in the subject slot as topic. The next 
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clause references him with a zero and then the third clause uses a pronoun. The adverbial 

phrase and the pronoun both indicate a change in the third clause, which in this case is a 

change of time in the sequence of events.  

(183) �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ����%%%%� �#�� �&� �&�!�
3S REL graze cow female distract with worry 
‘The one who grazed the cow was distracted with worry.’  

 KKKK� ����� �#� ��%�+� ����&�� ��'� 
 almost NEG have elder discuss 
‘(He) almost did not get an elder to help discuss (the problem).’  

 ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'����� �'+� ���� +� �#��
after that 3S awake from morning 
‘After that he woke up in the morning.’  [Cow 67-9] 

8.3.3 Restaging (R) 

Restaging, another discourse operation, re-introduces a participant who is new to 

a scene after an absence. Given the constraints of a topic-prominent language, the 

majority of the restaged participants occur postverbally, after which they can then be 

established as the topic.   

The Cow story contains only three occurrences of a restaged participant. In every 

instance, the restaged participant occurs postverbally with a verb of motion or with a 

speech verb in a quote formula.  

Within the Fish story, 22 participants are restaged. Of these 22 instances, 86% 

(19/22) occur in postverbal constructions. This postverbal construction involves some 

type of motion verb (11 instances), involves a verb of perception or emotion (2 
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instances), or is the addressee given in a quote formula (6 instances). In example (184), 

Jii-Mlii is being restaged postverbally with a motion verb.  

(184) ����)�)�)�)��������� ��������"�"�"�"������ ��� �)�+� �'�� ���� +� ���
arrive return DET sib.young 3S.POSS from DEM3 
‘From there, her younger sister arrived home’   [Fish 306] 

In the Fish story, regarding the type of referring expression for restaged 

participants, seven are proper names and six are kinship terms for participants whose 

names are never revealed, e.g. mother of Jii-Mlii. Other referring expressions used are 

kinship terms that are unambiguous from the context, e.g. ‘her younger sibling’ . For the 

Cow story, both a pronoun + relative clause and a kinship term + relative clause are used 

for the bull owner and the noun ‘rabbit’  is used for Rabbit. Each referring expression 

makes the restaged participant unambiguous. Example (185) illustrates Smelt-fish’ s 

mother being restaged and then the next clause where she is topical. The subject in the 

second clause is explicit because it is an initiating utterance (cf. §8.3.8).  

(185) �'�� �)��� �H�H�H�H�������� �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&��������� �&�&�&�&���� ���������
sound arrive mother bachelor fish DEM3 
‘The sound reached Bachelor Fish’ s mom.’  

���� ������������ �H�H�H�H�������� �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&��������� �&�&�&�&���� ��������� �'+� K 
DET mother bachelor fish DEM3 say 
’ The mother of Bachelor Fish said (to him)...’  [Fish 282-3] 

8.3.4 Confrontation (C) 

The discourse operation Confrontation has two basic methods for over-coding that 

signals this discourse operation— in the referring expression or by making the addressee 

explicit. In both of the third person narratives, the norm is for confrontation to be dealt 
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with in quoted speech. As a way to highlight a speech containing confrontational 

material, two different methods are used. First, the addressee is often made explicit in the 

quote formula. Secondly, the subject referring expression may be over-coded. One of the 

confrontational speech acts in the Cow story has an explicit addressee as given in 

example (143) above, repeated here as example (186).  

(186) ��!+� ��� �'�� ���� �)��� �&� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ������������)�)�)�)������
after that 3S speak give to 3S REL graze cow male 
‘After that he spoke to the one who grazed the bull...’   [Cow 56] 

The next example (187) makes it explicit to whom the speech act is directed, 

though no explicit addressee is given.  

(187) �'�� �&�� �&�&��&�&��&�&��&�&�� ���� +� ���� �'+�
3S curse rabbit from behind say 
‘He cursed rabbit from behind saying...’  [Cow 74] 

In the example above, Rabbit is the object of the verb �&� ‘curse’  prior to the 

speech verb. While this does not constitute an example of an explicit addressee, I include 

it because it presents all of the participants in an explicit way.  

Two quote formulas over-code the referring expressions for the bull owner with 

the addition of a thematic salience marker and another with the distal demonstrative are 

explained in §5.5.3 and §5.5.2.2. While most of the references to the cow and bull owners 

are with a pronoun + relative clause or a pronoun, a referring expression consisting of a 

kin + relative clause or kin + pronoun (apposition) is more heavily coded. This latter 

referring expression often occurs at episode boundaries as well as in two confrontational 

situations. In example (146) above, the bull owner is referenced with �#�������'���� ��#��
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���)���‘uncle who grazed the bull’ . This reference occurs in the peak episode which is a 

highly charged situation. The second time the bull owner is referred to in this way is after 

the cow owner asks him why he has not been eating. The quote formula (188) uses the 

kinship term for the bull owner to mark the content of the quote. In the speech that 

follows, he states that he is worried about the calf— the conflict around which the story is 

based.  

(188) ����####�������� �'�'�'�'����� ���+�
uncle 3S.APP reply 
‘Uncle, he, replied...’  [Cow 20] 

The Fish story contains narrated clauses that describe confrontational situations. 

In these clauses, the referring expression for the antagonist contains the most lexical 

items, as illustrated in examples (162) and (189). In example (189), the addition of the 

emphatic pronoun makes the referring expression an example of over-coding.     

(189) �� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&��������� �&�&�&�&���� ����&�&�&�&�)�)�)�)��������� ���������������� ��������� ��&��&�+� �#� ���"��� �)� ��� �� ��#�� �����
bachelor fish smelt EMPH DEM3 pretend NEG turn at.all DET fiancée TSM 
‘Bachelor Smelt-fish himself pretended not to turn and look at all at the fiancée.’  
[Fish 403] 

Similar to the Cow story, most of the conflict is dealt with in quoted speech for 

the Fish story. The ensuing conflict may be preceded by a quote formula that makes the 

addressee explicit or the subject may have heavier coding. In the entire Fish story, 11 

explicit addressees are given in quote formulas. Seven of the 11 instances (64%) occur 
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before a confrontational speech act.41 In example (190), Jii-Mpoon returns home from 

secretly following her sister. The mother, who is the addressee, is made explicit. In the 

ensuing speech, Jii-Mpoon tattles to her mother about Jii-Mlii’ s activities and suggests 

that the mother should scold Jii-Mlii. 

(190) K� ����� +� �&� ������������ �H�H�H�H�������� �'�'�'�'�������� ���������
 tell to DET mother 3S.POSS DEM.up 
‘(Jii-Mpoon) told her mother up there, “ (quote).”  ’  [Fish 91] 

One other interesting example of over-coding before a confrontational speech act 

occurs when Jii-Mlii finally wins the argument about keeping the fish. At the start of the 

argument, the sisters are referenced as �)�+ ‘younger sibling’  and �#+ ‘older sister’ . Later 

in the argument, the referring expression changes with the addition of the determiner �� 

�)�+ ‘the younger sibling’  and ����#+ ‘the older sister’ . Finally, in the quote formula before 

Jii-Mlii ends the argument, the referring expression is even more heavily coded with the 

determiner and the addition of a possessor (191).    

(191) ��!+� ��� ������������ �)��)��)��)�++++���� �'�'�'�'����� �'+�
after that DET sib.young 3S.POSS say 
‘After that her younger sister said...’  [Fish 58] 

8.3.5 Locally contrastive (L) 

Another discourse operation that warrants more coding is a locally contrastive 

participant. In the Cow story, as the conflict between the two cattle owners rises, the 

                                                 
41

 When an addressee is made explicit because it precedes a confrontational speech act, this sometimes 
overlaps with the discourse operation Restaging. Four of the explicit addressees in the Fish story fit both categories of 
Confrontation and Restaging. 
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narrator makes explicit references to both participants in the subject and object positions 

(192).  

(192)�����'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ����%%%%� ��%�+� �&�� �&�!� �&� �
3S REL graze cow female have matter worry about 

� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ������������)�)�)�)������
3S REL graze cow male  
‘The one who grazed the cow had concerns about the one who grazed the bull.’   
[Cow 16] 

In the Fish story, the older sister is the established topic in the three clauses prior 

to example (193), so a zero or a pronoun would have been sufficient for the subject slot. 

However, the narrator wants to emphasize the contrast between the older sister’ s 

surreptitious activities and the younger sister’ s acts of kindness.  

(193) ������������ �#+�#+�#+�#+���� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� ������������++++� ��'�� �&� �!� �&�
DET sis.old 3S.POSS DEM3 former see all of  

 �)��)��)��)�++++���� �'�'�'�'����� ���'�� �&� �&� � �&�� ���
sib.young 3S.POSS drop fish in water DEM3 
‘Her older sister had seen everything— her younger sister dropping the fish in the 
water there.’  [Fish 89] 

In the pre-peak 2 episode of the Fish story, the narrator clearly draws the 

distinction between the older ‘bad’  sister versus the younger ‘good’  sister.42 Within this 

episode, the hierarchy of participants is mirrored in the referring expression for these two 

sisters. In general, the older sister is referenced with ����#+��'���� ‘her older sister’ , 

totaling eight occurrences. On the other hand, references to Jii-Mlii contain only one 

                                                 
42

 This explanation overlaps with the idea of a global VIP (Jii-Mlii) coded less and the older sister more 
heavily coded.  
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instance of the kinship term ����)�+��'���� ‘her younger sister’ . In four other references to 

Jii-Mlii, the referring expression is a pronoun. Example (194) illustrates Jii-Mlii is 

referred to in the first clause with a pronoun followed by her older sister referred to with 

a kinship term anchored to Jii-Mlii.  

(194) ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� ��"���
after that 3S DEM3 return 
‘After that she (Jii-Mlii) returned home.’  

 ������������ �#+�#+�#+�#+���� �'�'�'�'�������� ��������� ������������++++� ���)�� �� �� ���� +� ����
DET sis.old 3S.POSS DEM3 former walk.behind steal from behind 
‘Her older sister walked behind.’  [Fish 142-3] 

8.3.6 Boundary marking (B) 

The discourse operation Boundary marking looks at referring expressions of 

participants at episode boundaries. In all but one instance, the referring expressions are 

explicit and more heavily coded, even if in the last clause of the previous episode the 

participant was already activated. Whether this is a listener- or speaker-oriented strategy, 

Clancy (1980:172) states that, “ the speaker has learned that such shifts (from inexplicit to 

explicit forms of reference) can be used as narrative devices to indicate these structural 

boundaries.”   

The referring expression in the Cow story at these boundaries is interesting. In 

half of the examples (3/6), a pronoun + relative clause is used and in the other half (3/6), 

a kinship term + relative clause is used. While both the referring expressions are explicit, 

I would categorize the kinship term + relative clause as a heavier coded referring 

expression. There is only one other instance of this expression being used by the narrator 
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and that is in the peak episode in a presentational construction. All of the clauses at 

boundary breaks begin with a time adverbial phrase or ��!+���� ‘after that’ . Example (195) 

illustrates the kinship term + relative clause at an episode boundary.   

(195) ��!+� ��� �#�#�#�#�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ������������)�)�)�)������ ��)�� ����&��
after that uncle REL graze cow male look.for elder 
‘After that the uncle who grazed the bull looked for an elder.’    [Cow 65] 

In the Fish story, the common adverbial phrase ��!+���� ‘after that’  begins all but 

one episode (cf. §8.2.4). Boundary breaks usually have a change of participant or change 

of event, so a more explicit referring expression is necessary, as shown in the next 

example.  

(196) ��!+� ��� ������������ �#+�#+�#+�#+���� �'�'�'�'����� ���� K� +%�+�
after that DET sis.old 3S.POSS covet  EVID 
‘After that her older sister coveted (the fish), for real’   [Fish 201] 

In the final episode, Jii-Mlii and Smelt-fish are active from the previous episode; 

however, there is a change of event (the couple becomes husband and wife) and Smelt-

fish’ s mother, who was active in the previous episode, is not a part of this final episode.  

The opening clauses of this episode are given in (197) and it is clear that the couple are 

the subject referents. And yet, at a boundary, a more explicit referring expression is 

expected. I hypothesize that a zero is used because the relational status of this formerly 

unmarried couple is changing, so kinship or relational terminology is awkward when the 

opening clauses of this episode establish their new status. While proper names could have 

been used, they are heavily coded referring expressions that are ultimately unnecessary 
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given the identifiability of the referents from the context and the pragmatic arguments for 

the verbs.  

(197) ��!+� ��� KKKK� ������ �'�� �� ����
after that  live truly like.that 
‘After that (Jii-Mlii and Smelt-fish) just lived like that.’    

 KKKK� ��'������ ��'����&��

� �!�� ��F!� �!�� +�E�&���

B	>+!3
��!�#�!�+�E�&���&�����F!.C� ND�E+�ARR2RU,�

8.3.7 Evaluation by narrator (E) 

All three narratives contain examples of a narrator intrusion which I am placing in 

the discourse operation Evaluation by narrator. Each story contains different types of 

referring expressions, usually more heavily coded for this discourse operation.   

In the Fish story, the narrator’ s intrusion provides insider information about the 

younger sister ‘committing suicide’ . The description of Jii-Mlii killing herself (4QU) 

continues to raise empathy for her. She kills herself by stabbing her body with the fish 

bones she found near the water’ s edge. These fish bones are from the fish Jii-Mpoon and 

the uncles killed. Clause (4QUc) repeats the fact that Jii-Mlii is dead from the previous 

clause and includes a right-dislocated, heavily coded referring expression, ����)�+��'�����

+%�+.  

	4QU
�&.���)�+� KKKK� +#�� �'+�
� why  still awake 
 ‘Why is (Jii-Mlii) still not awake?’  
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 b. �'�'�'�'����� �%��� ��"���KKKK� ��)��� ��'�� ���� +� ��&�

� 95� 6; ?@X���!� � stab body from here 

 B5+!�F���E+!���3���.�	5+!
�E�&��!��	+!�
��#�3�+!�!.C�

 c. ��"��� �'�� +%�+���� ������������ �)��)��)��)�++++���� �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ++++%�%�%�%�++++ 
 die 3S EVID DET sib.young 3S.POSS DEM3 EVID 
 ‘Die she did, her younger sister, indeed!’  [Fish 347-50] 

Section 8.1.8 provides a detailed description of the last few clauses of the Cow 

story where the bull owner makes an excuse to leave the gathering. The final clause of 

this episode (4QQ) is part of a topic chain which begins three clauses prior where the bull 

owner is referred to as, �#�������'���� ��#�����)�� ‘uncle who grazes the bull’ . While this 

latter referring expression represents a more heavily coded referring expression (cf. 

§8.3.6), a zero subject within a topic chain is expected (4QQ).  

	4QQ
�� �&���&� ����� KKKK� ���'�� ��"��� �&� ��&�� ���
in.reality  run return to house there 
‘In reality (the bull owner) ran back home.’   [Cow 156] 

In one clause of the Life story the narrator addresses children in an indirect quote 

(200). It communicates the narrator’ s evaluation at the end of a turbulent time in their 

history. Now the people of Cambodia could once again pursue happiness and their 

children could go to school. The narrator addresses children who are coded with a 

reduplicated kinship term �)� ‘child’ . This is the normal way for an adult to address 

children, even if the children are not his own offspring.    

(200) ++++������������ ����)�)�)�)����� ����)�)�)�)�� ��%�+� +'�� �%�� +'�� ��#�� �)��� �&� ��%�+ 
VOC children children EXIST go study go recite until to EXIST 
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 ��&�� �!+� ��&�� ��)��� �+)� �&� �� V0� �&�'����
do growth do big along with approach now 
‘Hey kids, children! Let’ s go study, go recite until (you) are big and grown up all 
the way until nowadays.’  [Life 19] 

8.3.8 Initiating utterance (U) 

When a participant initiates an utterance, the referring expression for the speaker 

in the quote formula is coded more heavily. The Cow and the Fish stories contain 24 

instances of initiating utterances. For this discourse operation, the referring expression for 

the speaker is never a zero. The initiating utterance marks a break from the narrated text 

to a speech act or continued narration after a response to a question or comment. When 

the subject is already topical (the S1 environment), the referring expression is �'� ‘3S’  in 

9 out of 14 instances (64%). In the remaining five instances in the S1 environment, the 

referring expressions are noun phrases. In the next example, the first clause (201a) is 

narrated text and the second clause (201b) introduces the initiating utterance. The 

referring expression for the speaker in (201b) is �'� ‘3S’  and occurs in the S1 

environment. 

(201) a.  �L�� �'�'�'�'����� � �� ��#�� � �� ��&� K� �#+�
� NEG 3S want eat.rice want eat  NEG2 
 ‘No way did she (Jii-Mlii) want to eat rice or eat fish.’   

 b.  ��!+� ��� �'�'�'�'����� �'+� K�
 after that 3S say  
 ‘After that she (Jii-Mlii) said (to her older sister), “ (quote).”  ’    [Fish 310-1] 

The next example illustrates a reply to a comment (202a) and then the 

conversation is continued with an initiating question in clause (202b). The speaker in the 
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initiating utterance in (202b) is referenced with a pronoun + relative clause in the S2 

environment.   

(202) a.���� �#�#�#�#�������� �'�'�'�'����� ���+� K� K� �#� ���� ��
� uncle 3S.APP reply   not have 
 ‘Uncle, he (the bull owner), replied (to the cow owner), “ (I) do not have...”  ’  

 b. �'�'�'�'�������� ������������ ��'��'��'��'�������� �� ��� ��� ��� ��#��#��#��#����� ����%%%%� �#�� K� ���� �)�� �� ��#��
� 3S REL graze cow female ask  what child cow 
 ‘The one who grazed the cow asked (the bull owner), “ Which calf?”  ’          
 [Cow 20, 24, & 25] 

In four of the six instances where the initiating utterance is in the S3 or S4 

environment, the referring expression for the speaker is an explicit noun phrase. A noun 

phrase is the default for both of these environments (cf. §7.1.3 and §7.1.4). The other two 

instances of an initiating utterance in the S4 environment are pronouns; one of the 

pronouns is easily identifiable from the context and the other pronoun is identifiable 

because there is a global VIP in the story (cf. §7.2.2). Example (203) illustrates a speaker 

in the S4 environment who initiates a speech act and is referenced with a pronoun + 

emphatic marker. In this example, the referent is Jii-Mlii since she is the global VIP and 

the owner of the fish.  

(203)�����'�'�'�'�������� ������������� �'+�
3S EMPH say 
‘She, the owner (Jii-Mlii) said, “ (quote).”  ’  [Fish 481]  
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Chapter 9  

Conclusion 

9.0 Introduction 

This study applied two different models of participant reference to determine the 

types of referring expressions used in a particular syntactic environment and if a referring 

expression is predictable from the environment. Dooley and Levinsohn’ s Sequential 

Default model and Longacre’ s Discourse Profile and Discourse Operations model were 

applied to two third person narratives, and where applicable, to a first person narrative. 

The first person narrative provided another resource for contrast and comparison.  

This chapter provides summary conclusions about the findings from each method 

and the implications of this study for further research.

9.1 Synthesis 

First of all, it was important to recognize that a narrator chooses different types of 

referring expressions for the participants depending upon the kind of participants (human 

or just animate) and if there are any relationships (consanguineal, status, or other) shared 

among the participants. If kinship or relational terminology was used by the narrator 

outside of quoted text, it had multiple layers of complexity. This terminology 

communicated consanguineal relationships in certain contexts, status in other contexts, 

and functioned like a title for well-known personages. In the three narratives analyzed, 
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each layer of complexity was demonstrated, so understanding how the narrator utilized 

this kinship or relational terminology differed depending on the context.  

In the Fish story, kinship terminology was the predominant type of referring 

expression used. Often the global VIP, Jii-Mlii, was coded more lightly. The other 

participants she interacted with were anchored to her, e.g. her older sister, her mother, her 

aunt. After she was married, her status as a wife became the most central feature, so her 

referring expression reflected this change and she was referred to as ‘wife of Bachelor 

Smelt-fish’ . The narrator also used the kinship term ‘uncle’  for the famous uncles who 

are minor participants in the story. This usage is due to their respected status and the 

kinship term also functioned like a title to help identify them. 

The Cow story used a pronoun + relative clause as the predominant referring 

expression type for both the cow and bull owners. However, at the beginning of new 

episodes or at salient events, the narrator switched and used the kinship term ‘uncle’  to 

refer to both of these participants. The first reference to Rabbit also included the kinship 

term ‘uncle’ , which functioned like a title to identify him as the Uncle Rabbit and as a 

term of respect.  

The first person narrative, Life, mainly used proper names for the various people 

mentioned. There is one reference to Hun Sen where the narrator uses the kinship term 

‘father’ . In this context it did not convey consanguineal relations, but was a term of 

respect and familiarity.  
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Not only was the type of referring expression important, but how the participants 

were tracked throughout the texts. Statistically, the default referring expression for six of 

the eight subject and non-subject environments was a zero. A pronoun, when outside of a 

topic chain, signaled an under-coded referring expression which usually referred to the 

local or global VIP. Within a topic chain, a pronoun signaled a new event or a 

confrontational situation. An explicit referring expression was used to mark boundaries, 

highlight the participant and the ensuing event as thematically salient, mark a 

confrontational situation, provide local contrast between two participants, and mark an 

initiating utterance. According to the Sequential Default method, an explicit referring 

expression was predictable when a subject or non-subject was neither mentioned nor 

active in the previous independent clause.  

Finally, the rank of the participant affected how a participant was introduced, as 

well as which participant was coded less (the local or global VIP) in comparison with 

surrounding participants. Lexical items that were included in the referring expressions, 

causing them to be more heavily coded were the following: determiner, emphatic 

pronoun, distal demonstrative, possessor, thematic salience marker, and a contrastive 

particle.  

While I set out to discover what role deixis had on the referring expression, I only 

made some initial steps in this direction. In the Cow story, the distal demonstrative was 

used in one referring expression for the bull owner, introducing a highly confrontational 

speech act. It was also used anaphorically to point back to the rabbit which had been 
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introduced in the previous clause. The Fish story made extensive use of the distal 

demonstrative both for props to refer to them anaphorically and for participant referring 

expressions.     

9.2 Methodological issues and implications 

9.2.1 Sequential default method 

The Sequential Default method attempts to identify a default referring expression 

based on syntactic environments. While the data was not as revealing as I had hoped, it 

did provide a way to organize the data and a starting point to determine what type of 

referring expression would be expected in various environments. From this, I could then 

evaluate if another referring expression was an example of over- or under-coding. Some 

of the factors that prevented the results from being more revealing are the following. 

• Bunong, a topic-prominent and highly inferential language, contains a 

high frequency of zero anaphora. When doing statistical counts, zero ends 

up being the ‘default’  in most environments.  

• Doing linear counts does not take into consideration paragraph structure 

and a topicalized participant. If only the previous clause is considered, a 

participant may be active, but due to an intervening clause where the 

participant is not mentioned, the counts are skewed as the participant is 

considered not active after the intervening clause.  

• Different narratives utilize different types of referring expressions for 

participant reference— proper names, kinship terminology, noun + relative 
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clause are all examples of the different types. When researching data that 

contain these various types, identifying one default for a particular 

environment proves difficult. Instead, a particular default becomes text-

specific and difficult to compare with other narratives. According to my 

data, kinship terminology is sensitive to who is on-stage.  

The idea of a global and local VIP did fit the data and proved helpful in 

explaining why one particular participant is coded more heavily for a particular portion of 

text, while the local/global VIP is coded more lightly. 

9.2.2 Discourse profile and operations method 

Doing the discourse profile in conjunction with the discourse operations was 

useful. Each method informed the other one. The profile allowed me to look at sections 

of text and think about how participant referencing was done for that particular section. 

Because participant reference is influenced by a variety of factors, both the discourse 

profile and the discourse operations allowed me to approach the participant referencing 

system from different angles. It also allowed me to think about participant reference as a 

strategy for the narrator to move the plot forward. Many of the examples of over-coding 

could be explained by a discourse operation. Additionally, the discourse profile helped to 

establish the rank of the participant, as the narratives had degrees of rising and falling 

tension, which informed who was the more central participant. The participants who are 

on-stage for a particular episode affects which participant is ranked higher. The rank of 

the participant affects the coding on the referring expression. A participant was coded 
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more (the lesser ranked participant) or less (the higher ranked participant) in contrast to 

the other participants. 

9.3 Directions for further study 

One area that would have been helpful to better understand for this study is how 

the kinship terminology works in a given context. Doing a thorough study of the kinship 

and social structures in Bunong society would have contributed to understanding the 

implications when a kinship term was used by the narrator. Additionally, this could 

inform not only how a hierarchy of participants in the text-external world is referenced, 

but how a story teller can harness this social hierarchy and terms of address to mirror or 

manipulate a text-internal hierarchy for a narrative.   

Another practical area for further study is observing the intonation contour. With 

so many zeroed lexical items, understanding intonation units would be helpful for 

differentiating between fronted or postposed items from the matrix clause, as well as 

clause and phrase breaks.  

Word order also plays a significant role in the language since it basically has no 

morphology. While I did point out some left-dislocated elements, much further research 

could be done to understand the significance of various sentence constructions and what 

pragmatic significance they have.  

This study did not include the material in quoted text. Quoted text contains much 

more variety of deictic usage and could shed further light on how deictics are used. In 

one of the texts, the locative demonstrative was used, which could be understood in the 
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geographic sense. However, there are many deictic items that may have further 

explanations.  

This study was limited by the number and the type of texts studied. By looking at 

other text types, a comparison could be done as to how non-narratives use the determiner, 

demonstratives, and the thematic salience marker. In non-narrative texts, it would be 

helpful to know how key concepts or ideas are referred to and then determine if any 

parallels can be drawn with the participant reference system in narratives.  
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Appendix A 

Interlinear text
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Story about the Birth of a Calf (Cow)  

Told by Kruuy Chet 
 
(001) ����� ��&���� ���� �� ����� V0� ��&�� +'�� ������ �)�� �+&���

begin long.ago EXIST person two people be.at village together 
‘In the beginning there were two people living together in a village.’  

 
(002) ���� �� �� ��#�� � ��� +�'�� ��&�� � ��� +�'�� ��&�  

have cow one person one one person one 
‘Each person had one cow each.’  

 
(003) � ��� +�'�� ���� �� �� ��#�� ���)��  

one person have cow male 
‘One person had a bull.’  

 
(004) � ��� +�'�� ��"��� ���� �� �� ��#�� �%  

one person more have cow female 
‘The other person had a cow.’  

 
(005) ������ �+&�  

be.at together 

(006) ��'�� �+&� 
graze together 
‘(They) lived together (and) grazed (cattle) together.’  

 
(007) ��)��� �&�� ��)��� ��'�� ��)��� �'�� �'����� ��'�� �� ��#�� �%�

long.time day long.time month long.time year 3S REL graze cow female  

 �� ��#�� �%� ��� ���� � 
cow female DEM3 pregnant 

(008) ���� �� ��� ��%�+� �)� 
pregnant DEM3 have offspring 

 ‘Many days, many months, many years later, the one who grazed the cow, that cow 
got pregnant, (and) that pregnancy led to a calf.’  
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(009) �'�� ��&�� +'�� +#�� ��'�� �� ��#�� �+&�� �)��� 
3PL two people still graze cow together also 
‘Those two men continued to graze cattle together.’  

 
(010)�� ��� �&�� ��� �'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� ��%�+� �&�!� 

one day DEM3 3S REL graze cow male have worry 
‘Then one day, the one who grazed the bull had worries.’  

 
(011) �&�!� ��&�� �%� �&�� �P�� �� �#� ��� 

worry two three day sleep not unconscious 

(012) ��#�� �#� �'+ 
eat not delicious 
‘(He) worried two, three days— couldn't sleep soundly (and) ate, but (food) was not 
delicious.’  

 
(013) �'�� � ��� +�'�� ��&��� ��#�� �+&� 

3S one person invite eat together 

(014) ��#�� �+&�� �#� � �� �)�� 
eat together not want also 
‘He, the one man, invited (the bull owner) to eat together. Eating together, (the bull 
owner) didn't want to.’  

 
(015) ���� �&�� +� �'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� �%� 

speak stop 3S REL graze cow female 
‘(He) stopped speaking with the one who grazed the cow.’  

 
(016) �'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� �%� ��%�+� �&�� �&�!� �&� �

3S REL graze cow female have matter worry about  

 �'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)�� 
3S REL graze cow male 
‘The one who grazed the cow had concerns about the one who grazed the bull.’  
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(017) �'�� �#� 
3S ask 

(018) +'�� �#�� �)�+� �&�� �&�!� �2�%� �'� 
hey younger.uncle what matter worry 2M.CTR DEM2 
‘He asked, "Hey uncle, what are you worrying about?’  

 
(019) ��&�� �%� �&�� +��� �#� �'�� ��#� 

two three day PRF not so eat  

� �#� �'�� ��&� �)� �'� 
not so eat INT DEM2 
‘For two, three days already (you) have not really eaten at all."’  

 
(020) �#�� �'�� ���+�

younger.uncle 3S.APP reply 

(021) �#� ���� �� �&�� �&�!� �#+�
not have matter worry not 
‘Uncle, he, replied, "(I) do not have any worries.’  

 
(022) ��)��� �&�!� �'�� �&�� �'�� � �"� 

1S worry every day each time 

(023) �&�!� �&�� �)�� �� ��#�� �'�� � ���� 
worry matter child cow DEM2 only 
‘I worry every day all the time, (I) just worry about that calf there."’  

 
(024) �'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� �%� �#� 

3S REL graze cow female ask 

(025) ���� �)�� �� ��#� 
which child cow 
‘The one who grazed the cow asked, "Which calf?"’  

 
(026) ��� �)�� �� ��#�� �'�� �'�� �)�� �� ��#�� ��)��� 

yes child cow 2S.M.POSS DEM2 child cow 1S.POSS  
‘(The bull owner replied,) "Yes, your calf there (is) my calf."’  
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(027) �'�� ����� ���+ 
3S reply reply 

(028) �)�� �� ��#�� �'� 
child cow 2S.M.POSS 
‘He replied, "Your calf?"’  

 
(029) �'�� ���+ 

3S reply 

(030) ��� �)�� �� ��#�� �'�� �)�� �� ��#�� ��)��� �'�� 
yes child cow DEM2 child cow 1S.POSS truly 
‘He replied, "Yes, that calf (is) really my calf.’  

 

(031) ��)��� �P�� �� �&� �'�� ���)��� �+!� 
1S sleep at night think clearly 

(032) �'�� �&�'�� �&� ��)��� �#� � ���� �#+� 
2S.M argue with 1S not able not 
‘I slept at night (and) thought clearly, you would argue with me, (but) not win."’  

 
(033) ���� 

reply 

(034) �#� �)�� �� ��#�� �'�� 
not child cow 2S.M.POSS 
‘(He) replied, "(It is) not your calf’  

 
(035) �)�� �� ��#�� ��)��� �'�� 

child cow 1S.POSS truly 
‘(It is) really my calf.’  

 
(036) �� ��#�� �'�� �� ��#�� ���)���  

cow 2S.M.POSS cow male 

(037) �#� ���&�� ��%�+� �)�� �#+  
not able have child not 
‘Your cattle (is) a bull (and it) doesn't know how to have an offspring.’  
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(038) �� ��#�� �%� ��!�� ���� �� �)�� 
cow female possible have child 
‘Cows are able to have offspring."’  

 
(039) �'�� ���� �&�'�� �'�&�� 

2S.M don’ t argue more.than 
‘(The bull owner replied,) "You, stop arguing further.’  

 
(040) �� ��#�� ��)��� ����� �� ��#�� �%� �'� 

cow 1S.POSS impregnate cow female 2S.M.POSS 

(041) �� ���� �� ��#�� �'�� �)�� �� ��#�� ��)��� �'�� 
like.that cow DEM2 child cow 1S.POSS truly 
‘My bull impregnated your cow, therefore that cow (is) really my calf.’  

 
(042) ��%�+� �� ��#�� ���)�����)�� 

EXIST cow male 1S.POSS  

 � �"��� ��%�+� �)�� �� ��#�� �%� �'� 
RESULT have child cow female 2S.M.POSS 
‘Because of my bull, your cow had a calf."’  

 
(043) ��!+� ��� �'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� �%� �#� � ���� �&�'� 

after that 3S REL graze cow female not able argue 

(044)��'�� ������ ��� �� 
3S be.at consumed.with.worry 
‘After that the one who grazed the cow could not win the argument (and) he was 
consumed with worrisome thoughts.’  

 
(045)���!+� ��� +'�� ��"��� �&� ��&�� 

after that go return to house 
‘After that (he) returned home.’  
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(046)��)��� ��"��� &� ��&�� ��%�+� �&�� �&�! 
arrive return to house have matter worry 

(047)��P�� �� �#� ��� 
sleep not unconscious 

(048)���#�� �#� �'+ 
eat not delicious 

(049)��#�� �&� �&�!� �)�� �� ��#�� 
distracted with worry child cow  
‘Arriving at the house, (he) was worrying (to the point that he) could not sleep, 
food was not delicious, totally preoccupied with thoughts about the calf.’  

 
(050)��)��� �)��� �&�� �#��

wait arrive light morning�

� �&� ��"�� �&�'�� �&�� �)�� �� ��#�� ��"��� 
in.order.to return argue matter child cow again 
‘(He) waited until dawn in order to go back to argue about the calf some more’  

 
(051)��&�'�� �#� � ���� 

argue not able 
‘(but) arguing, (he) could not win.’  

 
(052)��&� ��'�� �'�� ��V0� +#� �'� 

at body 3S.POSS angry very truly 

(053)��#� �%��� ��V0� �#+� 
not CMPLV angry not 
‘In his body (he) was really angry. (He) could not stop being angry.’  

 
(054)��)�� �� ��#�� �'�� �)�� �� ��#�� ��)��� �'�� 

child cow DEM2 child cow 1S.POSS truly 
‘(The cow owner thought to himself,) "That calf (is) really my calf.’  

 
(055)����� � �"��� �'+� �)�� �� ��#�� �'�� ��&�� 

why RESULT if child cow 3S.POSS disbelief 
‘Why did (he) say (it was) his calf? What on earth?"’  
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(056)���!+� ��� �'�� ���� �)��� �&� �'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� 
after that 3S speak MANNER to 3S REL graze cow male 
‘After that he said to the one who grazed the bull,’  

 
(057)��'�� �'+� �)�� �� ��#�� �'�� �"����%� 

2S.M if child cow 2SM.POSS constantly 

(058)��� ���� +'�� ��)�� �����&�� ���'�� �&�� � �#V0� �)�� 
like.that  go search adult discuss matter fault MANNER  

� �&��'�� �&�� �& 
solve matter PROX 
‘"You keep saying the calf (is) yours! So go find an elder to discuss whose at fault 
so that (we can) solve this matter!’  

 
(059)��'�� +'�� ��)�� �����&�� �'�� 

2S.M go search adult 2S.M.POSS 
‘You go look for your elder.’  

 

(060)���)��� ��)�� �����&�� ��)��� 
1S search adult 1S.POSS 
‘I (will) look for my elder."’  

 
(061)���!+� ��� ��'�2��'�� �"��� �&�� �&� 

after that 3PL RECP agreed day 

(062)���&�� �&�� +%� �"��� �)��� �&�� �� 
two day 1P RECP meet together  
‘After that they agreed on the day, "In two days we meet together."’  

 
(063)��)�� �'�� �'�� �)��� ��)��� 

first 2S.M 2S.M wait 1S 
‘"(If) you're first, you wait for me.’  

 
(064)��)�� ��)��� ��)��� �)��� �'�� 

first 1S 1S wait 2S.M 
‘ (If) I'm first, I'll wait for you."’  
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(065)���!+� ��� �#�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� ��)�� �����&� 
after that younger.uncle REL graze cow male search adult  

(066)���%�+� �)�  
have before 
‘After that the uncle who grazed the bull looked for an elder (and) got one first.’  

 
(067)��'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� �%� �#�� �&� �&�! 

3S REL graze cow female distracted INF worry 

(068)������ �#� ��%�+� �����&�� ���'�  
almost not have adult discuss 
‘The one who grazed the cow was preoccupied with worry to the point that he 
almost did not have an elder to discuss (the issues).’  

 
(069)���!+� ��� �'�� �'+� ���� +� �#� 

after that 3S awake from morning 

(070)�+'�� ��)�� ����� V0 
go search person 
‘After that he woke up in the morning (and) went to look for someone.’  

 
(071)�+'�� �)��� �&� ��)�� ��� �)��� �&� �#�� �&�&�� ���'�� 

go arrive at road DEM3 meet with younger.uncle rabbit run 
‘Arriving at the road (the cow owner) met up with Uncle Rabbit running.’  

 

(072)��� ��)��� �� +� ���'� 
startle startle spin 

(073)��� ��)��� �&�&�� �� 
startle rabbit DEM3 

(074)��'�� �&�� �&�&�� ���� +� ���� �'+� 
3S curse rabbit from behind say 
‘(He was) startled by (the rabbit and) spun around. Startled by that rabbit (he was)! 
He cursed the rabbit from behind saying,…’  
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(075)���&�� �&�&�� ����� �'� 
evil.spirit rabbit civit.cat bite 

(076)��'#� ��&� 
tiger eat 
‘"(You're an) evil spirit, may a civit cat bite (you), may a tiger eat (you).’  

 
(077)��)�+� ���'�� �'�� ���� �#�� ���� ��&� �'�� 

what run 3S origin morning origin EE DEM2 
‘Why is he running at this early morning hour?"’  

 
(078)���!+� ��� �&�&�� �'�� �'�� �&�� 

after that rabbit hear 3S curse 
‘After that Rabbit heard him cursing.’  

 
(079)��&�&�� �'+ 

rabbit say 

(080)�+'�� �#�� �)�+� �'�� � �"��� �&�� ��)��� �!+� 
hey younger.uncle what 2S.M RESULT curse 1S HORT.M.TOA 
‘Rabbit said, "Hey Uncle, why did you curse me?"’  

 
(081)��'�� ���+ 

3S reply 

(082)���)��� �� ��)��� �'�� �'�� +��� 
1S startle 2S.M DEM2 PRF 
‘He replied, "I was startled by you there.’  

 
(083)��'�� �)�� �&�&�� ���� +� 

2S.M nephew rabbit Y/N 
‘Are you Nephew Rabbit?"’  

 
(084)���� ��)��� ��)��� +��� �&�&�� 

yes 1S 1S PRF rabbit 
‘(Rabbit replied,) "Yes, me, I'm Rabbit."’  
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(085)��� ���� �#�� � �&��� � �#V0� �)�� ��� 
like.that younger.uncle beg fault nephew okay 
‘(The cow owner replied,) "So then, Uncle begs you to erase his fault, ok Nephew?’  

 
(086)���)��� �L�� ��"��� 

1S not know 
‘I didn't know."’  

 
(087)��L�� ��&�� �#+ 

not problem not 

(088)���)��� �#� ��V0� �&� �'�� �#+� 
1S not angry with 2S.M not 
‘(Rabbit replied,) "No problem, I am not angry with you."’  

 
(089)��&�&�� �#� 

rabbit ask 

(090)��'�� �'+� +'�� +'�� �#�� 
2S.M where go missing.info younger.uncle 
‘Rabbit asked, "Uncle, where are you going?’  

 
(091)����� +� ���� �#�� �'�� ��#�� �� �)�+� �#� �'� 

from early morning DEM2 carry eating.gourd not yet  

(092)���#�� �� ��� �#� �'� 
carry thing not yet 

(093)���'�� ����� �&� ��� ��&�� �"��� 
hold banana at arm two item 
‘This early dawn (you're) not even carrying a gourd or something else; (you’ re) not 
even holding bananas in your two arms."’  
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(094)��'�� ���+ 
3S reply 

(095)���)��� ����� +'�� ��)�� �����&�� ���'�� � �#V0 
1S quickly go search adult discuss fault 

 �)�+� �2�%� +'�� 
reason 2M.CTR TOA 
‘He replied, "I'm in a hurry to find an elder who can determine who's at fault, what 
do you (think)?"’  

 
(096)��&�&�� �#� 

rabbit ask 

(097)����� �&�� �'�� ��� �#�� 
how matter 2S.M.POSS DEM3 younger.uncle 
‘Rabbit asked, "What (is) your problem, Uncle?"’  

 
(098)��#�� �'�� ��)�� �%����&�#� 

younger.uncle 3S.APP tell everything 

 �&�� ��'�2��'�� �'�� ������ �+&�� ��'�� �� ��#�� �+&� 
matter 3PL used.to be.at together graze cow together 

 �&� �)��� �� ��#�� ��%�+� �)�� 
to arrive cow have child 
‘Uncle, he, explained about everything, how they lived together (and) grazed (their) 
cattle together up until the point the cow gave birth.’  

 
(099)��&�&�� ��'�� �%��� �#�&�� 

rabbit listen CMPLV opinion 
‘Rabbit listened to all the information.’  

 
(100)��&�&�� �#� 

rabbit ask 

(101)��� ���� ����� �&�� �'�� ��� �#�� 
like.that beginning matter 2S.M.POSS DEM3 younger.uncle 
‘Rabbit asked, "So, is this the beginning of your issues Uncle?"’  
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(102)���� � �&�+� ��� � ���� �)�� �H�� 
yes like DEM3 only nephew 2S.M.TOA 
‘(The cow owner replied,) "Yes, that's all Nephew."’  

 
(103)��'�� �L�� ��&�� �#+ 

2S.M not problem not 

(104)��'�� ��)��� ���� �'�� 
FUT 1S help 2S.M 
‘(Rabbit replied,) "Don't you worry, in a bit I (will) help you.’  

 
(105)��� ���� �'�� +'�� ��)�� ����� �)��� ��)��� � �#+� 

like.that 2S.M go search banana for 1S HORT 
‘So, you go look for some bananas to give me!’  

 
(106)��'�� ��)�� ����� �)��� ��)��� 

2S.M search banana for 1S 
‘You look for bananas to give to me.’  

 
(107)���%�+� �'�� +'�� �)�� �&� ��L�� ��)��� +'�� ���� +� ���� 

EXIST 2S.M go before to place 1S go from behind 
‘Let's have you get to the place first (and) I (will) come after."’  

 
(108)���!+� ��� �#�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� �%� +'�� ��"��� �)�� 

after that younger.uncle REL graze cow female go return before 
‘After that the uncle who grazed the cow returned first.’  

 
(109)��'�� � �"��2�%��� ������ �)�� 

3PL completely be.at wait 

(110)��)��� � ����� �&� ��)��� 
wait utmost INF long.time 
‘All of them were sitting (and) waiting for an extremely long time.’  

 
(111)���!+� ��� �)��� �&�&�� 

after that arrive rabbit 
‘After that Rabbit arrived.’  
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(112)���'�� �)��� �&�&�� �����&�� �'���'�� �#�� ��%�+��'�� 
see arrive rabbit adult some ask how.are.you 
‘Seeing Rabbit arrive, some of the elders asked, “ How are you?”  ’  

 
(113)��� V0� �#�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)���  

approach younger.uncle REL graze cow male 

(114)��)�+� ��)��� �'�� 
what long.time 2S.M 
‘Uncle who grazed the bull approached, (and he asked,) "What took you so long?’  

 
(115)���)��� �����&�� ������ �)��� �'�� � ��� +�'�� � ���� 

long.time adult be.at wait 2S.M one person only 
‘Such a long time the elders have been sitting, waiting for just one person, you!"’  

 
(116)��&�&�� ���+ 

rabbit reply 

(117)���%�+� �&�� �)��� 
have matter also 
‘Rabbit replied, "I had a matter (to take care of) too."’  

 
(118)��'�� ��� ��� �#�� ��"�� 

3S DEF DEM3 ask more 

(119)��)�+� �&�� �'�� 
what matter 2S.M.POSS 
‘He asked further, "What (is) your problem?"’  

 
(120)��#� ��� �#+� �&�� 

not lack not matter 
‘(Rabbit replied,) "There's no lack of problems.’  

 
(121)��� ���� �"��� �%��� �����&�� �)�� �� 

like.that sufficient CMPLV adult 1PL.INC 
‘So are all of us here?"’  
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(122)����+ 
reply 

(123)��"��� �%��� +�� 
sufficient CMPLV PRF 

(124)��)��� �'�� � ���� 
wait 2S.M only 
‘(They) replied, "All here already; (we) were only waiting for you."’  

 
(125)���)��� �#�� �&� ���+� �)�+� �#� ��)��� �2�%� +'� 

1S morning PROX former reason not long.time 2M.CTR TOA 

 ���+� ��'�� � �%�+2�)�� �#�� ��)��� �H�� 
occupied.with look.at birth.child younger.uncle 1S.POSS 2S.M.TOA 
‘"This morning the reason you thought it was a long time was because (I) was 
occupied watching my uncle give birth."’  

 
(126)������ ��'�2��'�� +L+�'+)��� 

group 3PL amazed 
‘The group of them were incredulous.’  

 
(127)���!+� ��� �#� 

after that ask 

(128)��'+� � �%�+2�)�� �#�  
what birth.child younger.uncle 
‘After that (they) asked, "What! (Your) uncle give birth to a child?"’  

 
(129)���� � �%�+2�)�� �#�� ��)��� �'�� +%�+� 

yes birth.child younger.uncle 1S.POSS truly emphasis 
‘"Yes, my uncle gave birth to a child for real."’  

 
(130)��'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� ���+  

3S REL graze cow male reply 
‘The one who grazed the bull replied,...’  
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(131)���)��� �#� ��'� 
1S not listen 

(132)��L�� �'�� ��'�� ����� V0� ������#� ��%�+� �)�� �#+  
not used.to see person male have child not 
‘"I don't believe (you)! (I’ ve) never seen a man give birth to a child!"’  

 
(133)��'�� +%�+� ��)��� ���+� ��'�� � �  

truly emphasis 1S former look.at fire 
‘"It's true. I just saw the fire.43’  

 
(134)����� �'�� �� ����� +'�� �&� ���� 

wife 3S.POSS exit go to field 
‘His wife left (and) went to the field.’  

 
(135)��#�� ��)��� ���+� � �%�+� ���� +� ���� 

younger.uncle 1S.POSS former birth from behind 
‘My uncle gave birth after that."’  

 
(136)��'�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� ��� �&�'�� 

3S REL graze cow male DEM3 argue 
‘The one who grazed the bull argued,...’  

 
(137)���)��� �#� �'�� �)� �'�� �'+� ����� V0� ������#� ��%�+� �)�� �#+�

1S not hear INT used.to if person male have child not 
‘"The one who grazed the bull argued, “ I’ ve never heard people say that a man 
gave birth to a child!"’  

 

                                                 
43

 The Bunong place a fire near a woman who has recently given birth. 
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(138)��&�&�� ���+ 
rabbit reply 

(139)��'�� �#� ��'�� ��)�� 
2S.M not listen 1S 

(140)���)��� �#� ��'�� �'�� �)��  
1S not listen 2S.M also 
‘Rabbit replied (to the bull owner), "You don't believe me, I don't believe you 
either.’  

 
(141)���)��� �#� �'�� �'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� � �%�+2�)�  

1S not used.to hear cow male birth.child 
‘I have never heard of a bull giving birth to a calf."’  

 
(142)��� ���� �����&�� ���� �'�� ��'� 

like.that adult also used.to see 

(143)��'�� �'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� � �%�+2�)�� �)��  
used.to hear cow male birth.child Y/N 
‘(Rabbit asked the elders,) "So Elders, have you ever seen or heard of a bull giving 
birth to a calf?"’  

 
(144)����� +� ����� �����&�� ���+ 

from group adult reply 

(145)��#� �'�� ��'�� �#+� 
not used.to see not 
‘The response from the group of elders said, "(We’ ve) never seen (that)!"’  

 
(146)�� �"��2�%��� ���� �'+� ���� ��� � �&� �!� 

completely 3.INDF say like DEM3 every 
‘All the people said as much, each one.’  

 
(147)��'+� �� ���� ���� �'+� �)�� �� ��#�� �'�� ��&�� 

if like.that why if child cow 3S.POSS disbelief 
‘(Rabbit said to the elders,) "Therefore, why (does he) say (it is) his calf? Crazy!’  
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(148)��'+� �� ��#�� ���)��� �'�� ���&�� � �%�+2�)�  
if cow male 3S.POSS know.how birth.child 

 �#�� ��)��� ���&�� � �%�+2�)�� �)��  
younger.uncle 1S.POSS able birth.child also 
‘If his bull knows how to give birth to a calf, (then) my uncle knows how to give 
birth to a child too!"’  

 
(149)��'+� �� ���� �)�� �� ��#�� �'�� �)�� �� ��#�� �����

if like.that child cow DEM2 child cow 3.INDF.POSS 
‘(Rabbit said to the bull owner,) "Therefore, that calf there (is) someone else's calf.’  

 
(150)��#� � ��� �)�� �� ��#�� �'�� 

not correct child cow 2S.M.POSS 
‘It's not true (that it is) your calf.’  

 
(151)��)�� �� ��#�� �%� �'�� ��� ��� 

child cow female 3S.POSS DEF up.there 
‘(It's) the cow's calf of him up there.’  

 
(152)��� ��#�� �'�� ���)��  

cow 2SM.POSS male 
‘Your cattle (is) a bull!"’  

 
(153)��#�� ��� ��'�� �� ��#�� ���)��� �'�� �&�&�� �'+� �� ��� 

younger.uncle REL graze cow male hear rabbit say like.that 

(154)������ +� ���� �'+ 
tell 3.INDF COMP 

(155)�+'�� �'� 
go defecate 

(156)�� �&����&�� ����� ���'�� ��"��� �&� ��&�� ��  
in.reality run return to house DEM3 
‘"(When) the uncle who grazed the bull heard Rabbit talk like this, he told them 
that (he) had to go defecate, (but) in reality ran home."’
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Appendix B 

Flowchart— Potential choices for type of referring expression
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No Yes 
No Yes 

No 

Yes No 

No Yes 

Are the P’ s 
of 
mariageable 
 age?  

Use 
approach 
best suited to 
the needs. 

Use a noun 
that is the 
basic-level 
type of animal 
(cf. §6.2). 

Is the P 
an 
animal? 

Is the P 
human? 

Is there 
more than 
one P? 

Use 
approach 
best suited to 
the needs. 

Do the 
P’ s share 
blood 
relations? 

Use kinship 
terminology 
(cf. §6.1). 

Is there a 
distinguishing 
characteristic 
between P’ s?  

Use proper 
names (cf. §6.2). 

Use noun + restrictive 
relative clause (cf. §6.3). 

Use proper names 
(cf. §6.2). 

Legend: 
P = participant 

No Yes 

When a narrator uses an 
explicit referring 
expression, this 
flowchart illustrates 
potential choices he has 
in determining which 
type of referring 
expression best fits a 
particular story. While 
this chart does not 
include all the factors or 
influences, it does 
address some basic 
choices. 

Yes 
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